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Abstract
We pose the problem of scheduling Mixed Critic-
ality (MC) job systems when there are only two
criticality levels, Lo and Hi—referred to as Dual
Criticality job systems—on a single processing plat-
form, when job demands are probabilistic and their
distributions are known. The current MC mod-
els require that the scheduling policy allocate as
little execution time as possible to Lo-criticality
jobs if the scenario of execution is of Hi critical-
ity, and drop Lo-criticality jobs entirely as soon
as the execution scenario’s criticality level can be
inferred and is Hi. The work incurred by “incor-
rectly” scheduling Lo-criticality jobs in cases of
Hi realized scenarios might affect the feasibility
of Hi criticality jobs; we quantify this work and
call it Work Threatening Feasibility (WTF). Our
objective is to construct online scheduling policies
that minimize the expected WTF for the given in-
stance, and under which the instance is feasible
in a probabilistic sense that is consistent with the
traditional deterministic definition of MC feasibil-
ity. We develop a probabilistic framework for MC

scheduling, where feasibility is defined in terms of
(chance) constraints on the probabilities that Lo
and Hi jobs meet their deadlines. The probabilit-
ies are computed over the set of sample paths, or
trajectories, induced by executing the policy, and
those paths are dependent upon the set of execution
scenarios and the given demand distributions. Our
goal is to exploit the information provided by job
distributions to compute the minimum expected
WTF below which the given instance is not feas-
ible in probability, and to compute a (randomized)
“efficiently implementable” scheduling policy that
realizes the latter quantity. We model the problem
as a Constrained Markov Decision Process (CMDP)
over a suitable state space and a finite planning
horizon, and show that an optimal (non-stationary)
Markov randomized scheduling policy exists. We de-
rive an optimal policy by solving a Linear Program
(LP). We also carry out quantitative evaluations on
select probabilistic MC instances to demonstrate
that our approach potentially outperforms current
MC scheduling policies.
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1 Introduction

We consider a system comprised of a finite set of jobs executing upon a shared platform (processor),
and a scheduling policy that allocates processor time to jobs. A Mixed-Criticality (MC) real-time
job system is one that carries out multiple jobs, with each job being of a specific criticality. For
example, in an avionics/UAV system, some jobs relate to the flight stability or safety of the aircraft,
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and these jobs have the highest criticality. Other jobs may relate to the mission of the aircraft
(gather visual information of a particular region) and these jobs may be of a lower criticality. In
the special and important case—that we consider in this article—where every job assumes one of
exactly two criticality levels, Lo or Hi, we will refer to the MC system as Dual-Criticality.

From a job scheduling perspective, one would like to schedule jobs so that they meet their
timing constraints or deadlines. To do so, one needs to know the execution time requirements of
these jobs. Using worst-case execution time (WCET) estimates for execution time would lead to
infeasibility of low criticality jobs (because the worst-case utilization could saturate the system
capabilities) but, since worst-case execution times are rarely realized, one could use the same
platform for jobs of all criticality levels provided the scheduler makes suitable choices when the
execution duration of a job approaches the worst case or when it exceeds certain thresholds.

Vestal [38] was the first to offer an abstraction for scheduling MC job systems. In Vestal’s
model, there are L ≥ 2 distinct criticality levels, and n jobs J1, . . . , Jn. For notational convenience,
we denote as [n] the set {1, . . . , n} for integers n ≥ 1. Job Ji is characterized by the parameters
(χi, ci, di), where

χi ∈ [L] is job Ji’s criticality;
ci =

(
ci(1), . . . , ci(L)

)
∈ (0,∞)L is the vector of WCET estimates at all criticality levels;

di > 0 is job Ji’s deadline.
For example, consider a triple-criticality MC job system consisting of three jobs J1, J2, and J3 with
criticalities χ1 = 1, χ2 = 3, and χ3 = 2, respectively, and with the following WCET estimates:

J1 : c1 =
(
c1(1) = 90, c1(2) = 90, c1(3) = 90

)
J2 : c2 =

(
c2(1) = 10, c2(2) = 12, c1(3) = 20

)
J3 : c3 =

(
c3(1) = 1, c3(2) = 500, c3(3) = 500

)
.

We shall make the following common monotonicity assumption: ci(1) ≤ · · · ≤ ci(L) for every
i ∈ [n]. Moreover, we will assume that ci(`) = ci(χi) for all ` ≥ χi, so that it is sufficient to
specify job Ji’s WCET estimates by giving ci(1), . . . , ci(χi), i ∈ [n]. An execution scenario, or
behavior, is a particular realization of job demands in a particular run of the system; i.e., it is
a vector b = (b1, . . . , bn) in

∏n
i=1(0, ci(χi)]. In our example, (10, 11, 450) is a possible execution

scenario. In any particular run of the system, the scenario remains unknown until all jobs finish
execution. The criticality level of behavior b is defined as

critDemand(b) = min
{
` ∈ [L] : bi ≤ ci(`) ∀i ∈ [n]

}
.

For instance, critDemand
(
(10, 11, 450)

)
= 2. During a schedule, at time t, say, job Ji is said to

be operating at criticality level ` ∈ [L] if it has been given at least ci(`− 1) but less than ci(`)
units of execution, and has not finished execution at time t. We call this time-dependent quantity
the job’s operational criticality level at t. With the monotonicity assumption, the range of
execution times that job Ji might demand when operating at criticality level ` is the open interval
(ci(`− 1), ci(`)], with the convention that ci(0) = 0. In our example, if we take a snapshot of a
certain schedule at, say time 63, and observe that jobs J1, J2 and J3 have executed for 50, 10 and
3 time units, respectively, but J2 has not yet finished execution, then J2’s operational criticality
level at time 63 is 2. However, if J2 finishes execution at time 63 with 10 time units of execution,
then its operational criticality level for all t ≤ 63 is 1. The operational criticality level remains the
same from time t until Ji either signals that it has finished execution, or it executes for ci(`) time
unit at some t′ > t and does not signal completion, at which point its operational criticality level
jumps to `+ 1. As such, a job’s operational criticality level is an increasing piecewise-constant
function of time, demand, and the scheduling policy, with a (random) set of jump points.
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At time t, the maximum of all job operational criticality levels is the system operational
criticality level at time t. We note that the system operational criticality level of an observed
allocation snapshot, say b, at some time, is not the same as critDemand(b); the system operational
criticality level depends on additional information not encoded in b, namely whether or not jobs
finished execution, whereas critDemand(b) assumes that all jobs finished execution. Since the
system operational criticality level is defined in terms of the job operational criticality levels, the
former is also an increasing piecewise-constant function. In our example, the system operational
criticality level at time 63 with the same execution snapshot (50, 10, 3) is 1 if J2 finishes execution
at or before time 63, and is 2 otherwise. If the scheduler selects J2 to execute from time 63 to
time 67, then at time 65, the system operational critical level makes a jump from 2 to 3 (since
then J2 has executed for 12 = c2(2) time units and has not finished execution), and remains 3
until the end of the schedule.

Once a job signals that it has finished execution, its demand is realized. A demand realization
is a scenario of execution. Every job demand realization maps naturally to a unique job criticality
level realization, and the maximum of which across all jobs is the system criticality level
realization. Different runs, or executions, of the input job system might yield different criticality
level realizations, since, generally, a job might demand anything in (0, ci(χi)], and job demand
realizations might differ across different executions.

The Job Dropping Model: Literature and Optimality
In addition to Vestal [38], there has been a substantial body of work that analyzes scheduling
policies for deterministic MC systems, wherein low(er) criticality jobs are dropped when a high(er)
criticality job demands more execution time. One such approach was studied by Baruah et al. [8, 10].
In this approach, low criticality jobs are dropped when it is deemed necessary to allocate more
time to a high criticality job. This decision is based on deterministic thresholds and is conservative
in the sense that worst-case assumptions are made about the execution time requirements of the
low criticality jobs and other high criticality jobs. As a consequence, low criticality jobs may
miss deadlines even when it may be possible to meet the deadlines for high and low criticality
jobs. Feasibility of a given Dual-Criticality instance in this model is defined as follows: For every
scenario of execution, if the scenario’s criticality level is Lo, all jobs should be given enough
execution time to complete entirely and should meet their deadlines, but if the scenario’s criticality
level is Hi, only Hi-criticality jobs need to be given execution budget and must complete before
their deadlines. In the latter case, giving any execution time to Lo-criticality jobs is considered as
an erroneous allocation, and doing so negatively affects the achievable processor utilization.

A non-clairvoyant, or online, scheduling policy does not know the scenario of execution in
advance, and only an omniscient clairvoyant policy knows the realized scenario at time 0, and
is therefore able to decide whether or not to drop Lo-criticality jobs at the beginning of system
operation and thus achieve the maximum processor utilization. An instance I = (J1, . . . , Jn;L) is
said to be correctly MC-schedulable by scheduling policy π if for every scenario (behavior)
b ∈

∏n
i=1(0, ci(χi)], if b has criticality level `, then every Ji with χi ≥ ` can be given bi units of

execution during [0, di] under π. An instance I is said to be MC-feasible if there is an online
scheduling policy under which I is correctly MC-schedulable.

Baruah et al. [10] showed that checking MC-feasibility can be reduced to checking its defining
condition only for the scenarios that assume the WCET estimates; i.e., for b ∈

{(
c1(`1), . . . , cn(`n)

)
:

`i ∈ [χi]
}
. The MC-feasibility problem was shown to NP-Hard in the strong sense [7]; however, it

is not yet clear whether or not MC-feasibility belongs to the class NP.
If an instance I is not MC-feasible, then there is no online scheduling policy under which it

is correctly MC-schedulable. Conversely, if instance I is MC-feasible, then an online scheduling
policy that correctly MC-schedules I may or may not exist.

LITES
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A widely used measure of the performance of non-clairvoyant MC-scheduling policies is the
processor speed-up factor (Baruah et al. [8], Kalyanasundaram and Pruhs [30]). It is defined as
follows: If π is a non-clairvoyant scheduling policy, then its speed-up factor is the smallest real
number s > 1 such that, for every MC instance I, if I is MC-feasible on a unit-speed processor,
then policy π will correctly MC-schedule I on an s (or more)-speed processor. An optimal policy
is one that minimizes s.

In the MC context, a non-unit speed-up factor arises because of the following: A non-clairvoyant
algorithm has only WCET estimates available, and it does not know the scenario of execution in
advance, so in high criticality scenarios, the algorithm might allocate execution time to jobs whose
criticality is less than the realized system criticality level. Thus the earlier the time at which the
scenario’s criticality level is inferred under the scheduling policy while preserving feasibility (in
the MC sense), the less the “processor time waste” the policy incurs for that scenario. Since the
scheduler can drop all Lo-criticality jobs as soon as the scenario’s criticality is inferred as Hi,
predicting the earliest such time plays a central role in the MC-scheduling problem. Given an MC
job instance, a scenario of execution and a non-clairvoyant scheduling policy, we call the earliest
time instant at which the execution scenario’s criticality level is inferred with certainty the Time
of Criticality Inference (TCI) associated with the scheduling policy for the given scenario.
Giving any execution time to Lo-criticality jobs early on in the schedule will only delay the TCI,
and thus delay the time instant at which we can decide whether or not to drop Lo-criticality
jobs. However, to preserve the schedulability of Lo-criticality jobs in case the scenario is of Lo
criticality, the policy must judiciously give execution time to Lo-criticality jobs early on in the
schedule. Thus, we are facing conflicting objectives, and the optimal scheduling policy must strike
the right allocation balance.

Here is an example to illustrate the situation.

I Example 1. Consider a dual-criticality MC job system consisting of two jobs J1 and J2 with
the following parameters:

J1 : c1 =
(
c1(Lo) = 200, c1(Hi) = 300

)
, χ1 = Hi, d1 = 450

J2 : c2 =
(
c2(Lo) = 250

)
, χ2 = Lo, d2 = 300.

First let us examine how the clairvoyant algorithm would MC-schedule this job instance. If the
scenario is of Hi criticality, then the clairvoyant policy knows this at time 0 and drops J2 entirely
and schedules J1, which would then meet its deadline of 450. If the scenario is of Lo criticality,
then the clairvoyant policy schedules both J1 and J2 using the Earliest Deadline First (EDF)
policy, and they both meet their deadlines: The worst-case Lo-criticality scenario is (200, 250),
and under EDF, J2 is scheduled first and finishes at time 250 < d2 = 300, and then J1 occupies
the processor till time 450 (= d1). Now we consider two non-clairvoyant scheduling policies (see
Figure 1):

EDF. Suppose that the scenario of execution is (270, 250), which has Hi criticality. EDF first
schedules J2 up to time 250, and then selects J1 to occupy the processor until time 520. At
time 450, however, J1 misses its deadline.
Criticality Monotonic (CM), which is a fixed-priority scheduling policy that at each instant
schedules, among the jobs that have not finished execution, the job with the highest criticality.
Suppose that the scenario of execution is the Lo-criticality (150, 200). J1 occupies the processor
from time 0 to time 150, then J2 executes until time 350. J2, however, misses its deadline at
time 300.

The problem with EDF is that it does not consider criticalities, and consequently, in our
example, it scheduled J2 when it should have dropped it altogether. The work done by J2 affected
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J1 : c1 =
(

c1(Lo) = 200; c1(Hi) = 300
)

; χ1 = Hi; d1 = 450

J2 J1

0 250

EDF

J2

0 270

Clairvoyant

J1

0 350

CM

J2

0

Clairvoyant

350

300150

200

J1

J2

300

300 450 520 450

scenario = (270; 250); crit

(

(270; 250)
)

= Hi scenario = (150; 200); crit

(

(150; 200)
)

= Lo

d2 d1d2 d1
| {z }

WTF

TCI

TCI

200

J2 : c2 =
(

c2(Lo) = 250
)

; χ2 = Lo; d2 = 300

× ×

Figure 1 Optimal clairvoyant vs. non-clairvoyant EDF (left) and clairvoyant vs. CM (right) schedules
for the job set of Example 1. EDF incurs WTF of 250, causing J1 to miss its deadline at 450. CM does
not allocate the Lo-criticality J2 enough execution time earlier in the schedule so as to guarantee its
feasibility if the realized scenario is Lo, which is the case in this example. This causes J2 to miss its
deadline at time 300.

the feasibility of J1 (which is the only job whose feasibility matters given that the scenario is of Hi
criticality). We call this processor time waste—caused by lack of knowledge of the scenario—Work
Threatening Feasibility (WTF). In the example, EDF incurred WTF of 250 for the given
scenario, caused by scheduling J2. The speed-up factor of a given scheduling policy measures
its worst case (maximum) incurred WTF across all MC instances that are MC-feasible (on a
unit-speed processor). We note that WTF is only incurred for scenarios that have Hi criticality
and, in this case, by giving execution time to Lo-criticality jobs; it is zero for Lo-criticality
behaviors. The problem with CM, on the other hand, is that it does not care about the feasibility
of Lo-criticality jobs in light of a Lo behavior, although it causes the system criticality level to
be realized the soonest possible.

Our example suggests that to both minimize the WTF and guarantee feasibility, the scheduling
policy must strive to achieve a balance between the following conflicting objectives:

O1. It should allocate Lo-criticality jobs sufficiently enough execution times early on; in particular,
prior to the TCI, so as to guarantee their schedulability in the case where the realized behavior
is of Lo criticality, and

O2. It should minimize any WTF, by

a. driving the revelation of the system criticality level sufficiently quickly by scheduling
Hi-criticality jobs, so as to decide whether to drop Lo-criticality jobs as soon as possible,
and

b. minimizing the allocation in O1 if the scenario is Hi-criticality (it is here where the
objectives are conflicting).

Probabilistic MC-Model: Justification

The MC model we consider in this article is a probabilistic variant of the MC model thus described.
But why use a probabilistic MC model? First, the current MC standards and accreditations express
the required performance guarantees of MC software components as failure probabilities. For

LITES
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Table 1 DO-178B Criticality Specifications (AdaCore [1]).

Level Failure Condition Failure Rate Limit (failures/hour) Example

A Catastrophic 10−9 Fly-by-wire
B Hazardous 10−7 Fuel management
C Major 10−5 Pilot/ATC communication
D Minor 10−3 Flight data recorder
E No effect n/a Entertainment system

instance, the DO-178B avionics standard1 lists 5 levels of criticality, and specifies for each criticality
level an upper bound on the failure rate of software components having that criticality (Table 1).
From the scheduling perspective, job failures are deadline misses. Then given how MC systems
are specified in practice, we believe that a probabilistic framework is the natural setting in which
MC systems ought to be framed and reasoned about.

Note. Failure rate estimation is a research problem in its own right, but is outside the scope of
this article. We refer the reader to Shooman [36] for an in-depth account of failure rate estimation
in avionics software systems, along with feasibility studies and the associated analysis.

Second, without any additional information about job demands other than WCET estimates,
the scheduler is oblivious to job demand realizations prior to job completion, until the realizations
present themselves online at one of the system operational criticality level jump instants. As a
consequence, working with WCET estimates solely will lead to underutilization of the processor
when the WCETs are not realized.

Contribution
Whereas the contribution in this specific article relates to a specific restriction of the MC job
model, the overall thrust of our work is to develop a framework for reasoning about workload of
different criticality levels and providing probabilistic guarantees about the successful execution of
jobs. The one-shot job model that we consider—as opposed to the more complex recurrent task
model—was, as we shall see below, studied extensively in the context of MC scheduling, and it
remains highly relevant due to the complexity of MC scheduling problems. We have chosen this
particular model as a first step towards reasoning about recurring tasks. One can interpret our
work as providing the boundaries for synthesizing feasible policies.

This article is an attempt to reconcile the widely used job-dropping model and the mixed-
criticality specifications as institued by the current standards and the industry requirements.
Baruah’s work and ours have following in common: We both regard allocating execution times to
Lo-criticality jobs in cases of Hi-criticality execution scenarios as undesirable behavior that the
scheduling algorithm should avoid. In our model, however, feasibility is defined more generally,
and our definition includes Baruah’s definition as a special case: We are given upper bounds on
the probabilities that jobs at each criticality level miss their deadlines, and one of our goals is
to determine a policy under which the probabilities of deadline misses respect the user-supplied
failure tolerance parameters. Toward this goal, we introduce the notion of probably feasible
MC instances in the job dropping model (for the precise definitions, see Definition 4).

1 Titled Software Considerations in Airborne Systems and Equipment Certification, and developed jointly by
RTCA SC-167 and EUROCAE WG-12.
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We propose an approach for Dual-Criticality job systems that is not deterministic, and uses
the probability distribution of job execution times. Our contribution is a model of MC job
systems as a chance-Constrained Markov Decision Process (CMDP) that then allows
us to provide guarantees around jobs meeting their timing constraints with high probability.
The chance constraints are sample path constraints on the trajectories of the MDP induced by
executing a policy, and they represent the risk of missing deadlines at the various criticality levels.
We show how to derive a randomized non-stationary Markov scheduling policy that is expected
WTF-optimal, by solving a linear program.

This approach can be computationally expensive, but we envisage this as a first step in enabling
such probabilistic analysis. Nevertheless, the problem is amenable to approximation, and we briefly
outline one method that can be used to obtain approximately optimal and approximately feasible
scheduling policies.

More Literature
Before concluding this section, we mention some prior work related to MC-scheduling and to
probabilistic analysis of real-time systems.

Baruah and Vestal [11] showed that for recurrent MC task systems, Earliest Deadline First
(EDF) does not dominate Rate-Monotonic (RM), and neither are optimal for scheduling MC
tasks in the job dropping model. The Own Criticality-Based Priority (OCBP) algorithm was
among the first algorithms designed specifically for the scheduling of (deterministic) MC job
systems within the job dropping model [10]. OCBP is a fixed-priority scheduling policy, and
it utilizes Audsley’s priority assignment scheme [6]. OCBP was shown to be optimal in the
class of fixed-priority MC-scheduling algorithms in the speed-up factor, with a speed-up factor of
(
√

5 + 1)/2 for dual-criticality job system. It was shown that if an instance I is OCBP-schedulable,
then it is MC-feasible; thus, correct schedulability by OCBP is sufficient for MC-feasibility, and
the correct MC-scheduling policy is given by the OCBP priorities. Conversely, if I is MC-feasible,
then OCBP might or might not correctly MC-schedule I; however, if I is MC-feasible, then OCBP
can correctly MC-schedule I on a speed (

√
5 + 1)/2 processor, or, in other words, OCBP is capable

of correctly MC-scheduling the (smaller) instance where every given WCET is divided by the
speed-up factor (

√
5 + 1)/2. This quantifies how inexact OCBP is.

The MC-EDF algorithm [37] was shown to dominate OCBP, in the sense that there are
(deterministic) MC-feasible instances that are deemed MC-schedulable by MC-EDF but not by
OCBP.

Guo and Baruah [22] studied the scheduling of MC jobs (with job dropping) on a single
processor with varying speeds. The authors of the latter extended their work to the sporadic task
model with implicit deadlines [9]. Chen et al. [15] devised a deadline-tightening technique for
scheduling MC sporadic task systems on a unit-speed single processor, wherein virtual deadlines
that are shorter than the actual deadlines are assigned to the higher criticality jobs. Again, low(er)
criticality tasks may be rejected in order to satisfy the demands of high(er) criticality tasks. We
refer the reader to the manuscript by Burns and Davis [14] for the most current and comprehensive
overview of MC systems and related problems.

The probabilistic analysis of (non-MC) real-time systems is not new. Díaz et al. [16] analyzed
the behavior of fixed-priority (e.g., RM) and dynamic-priority (e.g., EDF) scheduling algorithms for
recurrent, stochastically independent tasks when execution times are random variables. The goal
of their work is to compute the probability of deadline miss as well as the (random) response-time
of every task. See also [17, 18, 19, 31]. Maxim and Cucu-Grosjean [33] extended the probabilistic
analysis framework of Díaz et al. [16] for fixed-priority scheduling schemes to task systems where
also the minimum inter-arrival times between job invocations as well as task deadlines may be
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random variables. Their focus was to efficiently compute the response time of each task under
the assumption that tasks are stochastically independent. They do so by using convolution of
probability distributions as the key underlying mathematical operation.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no work that aims at identifying feasible scheduling
policies for MC job systems where job execution times are random. Alahmad et al. [2] were the
first to propose the consideration of probabilistic execution times for MC systems. Guo et al. [23]
carried out schedulability analysis of EDF applied to recurrent MC task systems, wherein lower
priority tasks are given guarantees against failure. The latter is the closest work we are aware of
to our efforts in this article. However, our problem is substantially harder, because it is concerned
with synthesizing MC scheduling policies, as opposed to analyzing existing (fixed) scheduling
policies.

2 System Model

We will adopt Vestal’s model described above, but we will frame it in a probabilistic setting. The
system we consider is that of n jobs executing upon a single processor, and all jobs are ready to
execute at time 0. We will make use of the sets N = {1, 2, . . . } ⊂ {0, 1, 2, . . . } = Z+. For ease of
reference, we give in Table 2 a listing of most of the notation used in this article.
Note: The purpose of this section is to present as general a probabilistic framework for MC
systems. As such, the exposition to follow will be in terms of general probability spaces, arbitrary
number of criticality levels, with no assumptions about the random demands except boundedness.
This setting is, however, much more general than the actual problem that we consider, which is a
specialization of the framework to be presented to two criticality levels and discrete demands.

In addition to the parameters (χi, ci, di) described earlier, the execution demand of job Ji is
described by a random variable

ζi : Ωi → (0, ci(1)] ∪ · · · ∪ (ci(χi − 1), ci(χi)] = (0, ci(χi)]

on a probability space (Ωi,Mi,Pi), where Ωi is the scenario space associated with job Ji consisting
of all possible execution scenarios, Mi is the set of possible (observable, measurable) events, and
Pi is a probability measure on Ωi.

We will assume that the jobs are independent; that is, the demand random variables ζ1, . . . , ζn
are independent. The distribution of ζi is the probability measure Pζi

≡ Pi ◦ ζ−1
i on (0, ci(χi)],

and Pζi is known. Accordingly, job Ji is characterized by the tuple
(
(Ωi,Mi,Pi), ζi, χi, ci, di

)
,

i ∈ [n]. The actual execution time that a job consumes at run-time (upon completion) is a job
demand realization. The demand realization of a job is not known prior to its completion. A
job completes execution when it announces, or signals, that it has finished execution; i.e., when
the demand realization has presented itself. The latter happens when the job has been allocated
enough execution time to produce its output entirely.

To this end, let

Ω =
n∏
i=1

Ωi, M =
n⊗
i=1

Mi,

where
⊗n

i=1 Mi is the product σ-algebra; that is, the σ-algebra with respect to which all the
projection (coordinate) maps proji : Ω→ Ωi are measurable. Let P be the product measure on
(Ω,M); i.e., P is such that for every rectangle A ∈M, where A = A1 × · · · ×An and Ai ∈Mi,

P(A) = P(A1 × · · · ×An) =
n∏
i=1

Pi(Ai). (1)
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Table 2 Notation

Notation Meaning

Z+ : {0, 1, 2, . . . }
N : {1, 2, . . . }
[m], where m ∈ N : {1, . . . ,m}
R : The real numbers
n ∈ N : Number of input jobs
ci(`) > 0 : WCET estimate of job Ji at criticality level `
χi : Criticality level of job Ji
di > 0 : Deadline of job Ji
Ωi : Scenario space of job Ji
Mi : Set of events; subsets of Ωi (σ-algebra)
Pi : Probability measure on the scenario space Ωi of job Ji⊗n

i=1 Mi : n-fold product σ-algebra
P : Probability measure on the product scenario space
ζi, Zi : Demand random variables
GZi : Distribution function of random variable Zi
E : Expectation operator with respect to product scenario space
1E(x) : Indicator function of a set E
δx(E), E is a set, x a point : Dirac measure
proji : Projection (coordinate) map, returns ith component of a given vector
0, 1 : All zeros and all ones vectors
ei : Unit vector whose ith coordinate is 1
A : {e1, . . . , en} ∪ 0, Action space of the MDP
S : State space of the MDP
at : n-component vector, action taken at time t
yt : n-component binary vector of job finish signals at time t
xt : n-component vector, cumulative execution time allocations up to time t
rt : scalar error flag
st = (t, yt, xt, rt) : State of the MDP at time t
A(st) : Admissible actions in state st
π(dst | st−1, at−1) : Markov policy
Q(dst | st−1, at−1) : State transition kernel of MDP
H∞ : Canonical trajectory space of the MDP induced by executing policy π
{At}, {St}, {Yt}, {Rt}, t ∈ Z+ : Action, state, finish signal, and error stochastic processes on H∞
crit : Ω =

∏n

i=1 Ωi → N : Scenario criticality level
critDemand : B ≡

∏n

i=1(0, ci]→ N : Demand realization criticality level
critPath : H∞ → N : System criticality level of trajectory (path)
critState : S→ {Lo,Hi,Unknown} : Operational system criticality level given a state
Pπ : The (unique) probability measure on H∞
Eπ : Expectation with respect to H∞
Fi ≡ Fπi : H∞ → N : (Random) Finish time of job Ji with respect to policy π
TLo ≡ TπLo : H∞ → N : Earliest time at which Lo system criticality level is inferred by policy π
THi ≡ TπHi : H∞ → N : Earliest time at which Hi system criticality level is inferred by policy π
TCI ≡ TπCI : min(TLo, THi), TCI of a trajectory in H∞
w : S× S→ Z+ : Local (immediate, per stage) objective cost function of MDP
W ≡Wπ : H∞ → Z+ : WTF random variable on trajectory space
κ : S→ {0, 1} : Immediate constraint cost function of MDP
C ≡ Cπ : H∞ → Z+ : Constraint cost random variable on trajectory space
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We shall denote vectors ω ∈ Ω as ω1, . . . , ωn, where ωi ∈ Ωi is the ith coordinate of ω. We extend
every ζi to be defined on Ω as follows. Let Zi = ζi ◦ proji. Then Zi : Ω→ (0, ci(L)] depends only
on the ith coordinate of a given ω ∈ Ω; that is,

Zi(ω) = ζi
(
proji(ω)

)
= ζi(ωi) (ω ∈ Ω).

We define the demand vector Z =
(
Z1, . . . , Zn

)
: Ω→

∏n
i=1(0, ci(L)]. Then

Z−1(C1 × · · · × Cn) =
(
Z1, . . . , Zn

)−1(C1 × · · · × Cn)
= {ω ∈ Ω : Zi(ω) ∈ Ci ∀i ∈ [n]} [=

⋂n
i=1 Z

−1
i (Ci)]

= {ω ∈ Ω : proj−1
i (ω) ≡ ωi ∈ ζ−1

i (Ci) ∀i ∈ [n]}

=
n∏
i=1

ζ−1
i (Ci). (2)

Then the definition of P implies that the distribution of Z, PZ , is such that

PZ(C1 · · ·Cn) = P
(
Z−1(C1 · · ·Cn)

)
= P
(⋂n

i=1 Z
−1
i (Ci)

)
= P
(∏n

i=1 ζ
−1
i (Ci)

)
=(∗)

∏n

i=1 Pi
(
ζ−1
i (Ci)

)
=
∏n

i=1 Pζi (Ci),

where equality (∗) follows by (1).
We will let Gζi(t) = Pζi

(
(−∞, t]

)
denote the distribution function of ζi. In the probabilistic

setting, every ω ∈ Ω is a scenario of execution, and Z(ω) is the corresponding system demand
realization (contrast these definitions with their counterparts in the deterministic setting described
above). Every execution scenario maps to a unique system criticality level realization through
the function crit : Ω→ [L], where

crit(ω) = min
{
` ∈ [L] : Zi(ω) ∈ (0, ci(`)] for all i ∈ [n]

}
. (3)

That crit is defined for all scenarios ω ∈ Ω follows by monotonicity of ci(`) with respect to `.
Fix ` ∈ [L]. For a scenario ω ∈ Ω, by (3), crit(ω) = ` if there is at least one job, say Ji, such

that ci(`− 1) < Zi(ω) ≤ ci(`), while the remaining jobs are such that Zj(ω) ≤ cj(`). For ` ∈ [L],
by independence of job demands,

P(crit ≤ `) = P
(⋂n

i=1{Zi ≤ ci(`)}
)

=
∏n
i=1Gζi

(
ci(`)

)
.

Since every scenario has a unique criticality level,

P(crit ≤ `) =
∑̀
k=1

P(crit = k).

Therefore,

P(crit = `) = P(crit ≤ `)− P(crit ≤ `− 1) =
n∏
i=1

Gζi

(
ci(`)

)
−

n∏
i=1

Gζi

(
ci(`− 1)

)
,

with the convention that ci(0) = 0. Specializing to the dual criticality case, where Lo ≡ 1 and
Hi ≡ 2, we have

P(crit = Lo) =
n∏
i=1

Gζi

(
ci(Lo)

)
, P(crit = Hi) = 1−

n∏
i=1

Gζi

(
ci(Lo)

)
. (4)
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Now we recast the definitions made earlier in terms of scenarios spaces, random variables, and
the functions that we have just defined.

A scheduling policy is a rule that at every time instant decides which job, from the set
of available jobs (those that have not finished execution), is assigned the processor. At every
time instant, a scheduling policy may use the characterizing parameters of all jobs, as well as its
previous decisions, in making its next job allocation decision.

I Definition 2 (Correct MC-Schedulability). A policy π is said to correctly MC-schedule an
instance I = (J1, . . . , Jn;L) if for every scenario ω ∈ Ω, every Ji with χi ≥ crit(ω) receives Zi(ω)
units of execution during [0, di] under π.

We stress again that this definition does not require that jobs whose criticality is less than that of
the realized system criticality level be given any execution; in fact, we will consider doing so as an
undesired allocation scheme that is wasting the processor utilization.

I Definition 3 (MC-Feasibility, Classical). An instance I = (J1, . . . , Jn;L) is MC-feasible if there
is an online (non-clairvoyant) scheduling policy π under which I is correctly MC-schedulable.

Since our setting is probabilistic, we will be concerned with the notions of probabilistic feasibility
and expected WTF-optimality. We defer the formal definitions of these notions until we have
precisely defined the stochastic process induced by a policy, and the underlying probability space
over which the expectation is taken (Definitions 4 and 5 in section 3.4).

3 Problem Definition: Integer Demands and Dual Criticalities

We consider a specialization of the setting discussed in the previous section, in which all demand
random variables are integer-valued2, and the system is dual-criticality. We are given two error
parameters: One is a lower bound on the probability that all n jobs finish at or before their
deadlines if the system criticality level is realized as Lo, and the other is a lower bound on the
probability that Hi-criticality jobs meet their deadlines if the system criticality level is realized
as Hi. We are required to compute a scheduling policy that minimizes, in expectation, the time
wasted scheduling Lo-criticality jobs if the system criticality level turns out to be Hi, while
respecting the deadline miss constraints. That is, we want to compute a policy that minimizes
the WTF for the given instance, while respecting the timeliness constraints given by the error
parameters. We will make the definition of deadline miss probability precise in sections to follow.
Formally, the demand becomes the random variable

ζi : Ωi → {1, 2, . . . , ci(Lo), ci(Lo) + 1, . . . , ci(χi)}.

Accordingly, all demand realizations are integers, and we will therefore consider scheduling at
integer boundaries. We shall assume that a job system is MC if not all the input jobs have the
same criticality.

3.1 MDP Setup
Let Y = {0 : finished, 1 : not finished}n, and let yt ∈ Y be the following variable (n-component
vector): yit = 1 iff job Ji still requires execution at time t, and yit = 0 iff Ji has finished execution.
At time 0, all jobs require execution, so we shall assume that y0 = 1, the vector of all 1s. The

2 One may equally well work with rational times by regarding time as being divided into integer multiples of
some fixed rational quantum q > 0, and using scaling arguments to convert to integers.
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evolution of the system state depends on the policy, so will specify precisely how the system
evolves after formally defining policies.

Let A be the set of control actions (here jobs) available to the scheduler. We will let A =
{e1, . . . , en} ∪ {0}, where 0 is the vector of all 0s, and {e1, . . . , en} is the standard basis for Rn;
ei is the unit vector that is 1 at the ith coordinate and 0 elsewhere. If the action taken at time
t ∈ Z+ is at ∈ A, then at = ei means that job Ji occupies the processor during [t, t+ 1]. If at = 0,
then no job is scheduled and the processor is kept idle. Let xt = (x1

t , . . . , x
n
t ) encode the amount

of execution time that every job has been allocated up to the beginning of the tth epoch (before
acting at time t); that is, x0 = 0 and xt =

∑t−1
m=0 am for t ∈ N. Then for every t ∈ Z+ and i ∈ [n],

xit ∈ Xi =
{

0, 1, . . . , ci(χi)
}
. We will let X =

∏n
i=1 Xi. We will utilize a variable rt to “mark” the

state as “error”. An error flag stamped on a state signifies a deadline miss. rt assumes values in

R =
{
not error, potential error, error, error′

}
.

The state of the scheduling system at time t ∈ Z+ is st = (t, yt, xt, rt) ∈ S, where
S ⊂ {0, . . . , N} × Y × X × R. The rationale behind our choice of this particular design of
system state will become clear during the derivation of the state process below. For now, we
mention how each element comprising our state representation achieves a desirable merit we seek
in the system state:

t: The main reason we include time is that we want to encode job finish times in the state,
because we will identify “error” states as those where some job’s finish time exceeds its deadline.
As a byproduct, augmenting the state with time will result in time-homogeneous (stationary)
state transition dynamics (Hernández-Lerma [25], p. 13);
yt: Implements the idea that a job signals that it has finished execution; this is the only state
element that we observe, the others we set according to yt;
xt: Summarizes all we need to know about the decisions we have made (allocations) up to
time t, thus eliminating the need to include all actions up to time t. This is the key to ensure
that the state process, which we derive below, is a Markov chain;
rt: One case where a state st becomes error is if some Hi-criticality job i ∈ IHi has just missed
its deadline, which happens when t = di and Ji still requires execution (yit = 1). In this case,
we will set rt = error. When rt = error, we will set rt′ to error′ for all t′ > t; we do so to avoid
charging the trajectory of execution more than once if more then one job miss their deadlines
(see (17) and the discussion thereafter). Another possible error scenario is that when some
Lo-criticality job i ∈ ILo has just missed its deadline (t = di) and still demands execution
(yit = 1), and the system criticality level realization is inferred as Lo at or before t; that is, all
Hi-criticality jobs have already finished execution with Lo demand realizations (yjt = 0 and
xjt ≤ cj(Lo) for all j ∈ IHi). However, those are not the only cases where the state becomes
error. Consider the more subtle situation where no job has missed its deadline prior to time t,
and st is such that there is i ∈ ILo that just missed its deadline (t = di and yit = 1), but the
scenario’s criticality level realization is not yet determinable; in terms of our control variables,
there is a non-empty F ⊂ IHi, possibly all of IHi, such that every job j in F has executed for
at most cj(Lo)− 1, and none of the jobs in F have finished execution (yjt = 1 and xjt < cj(Lo)
for all j ∈ F ), while the other k ∈ IHi \ F , if any, have finished already with Lo demand
realizations (ykt = 0 and xkt ≤ ck(Lo) for all k ∈ IHi \F ). In this case, the Lo-criticality job Ji
that just missed its deadline does not drive the system into an error state at time t since, by
our definition of MC feasibility, this cannot be decided until we know the execution scenario’s
criticality level realization with certainty, which here depends on the (yet unknown) demand
realizations of the jobs in F . In such case, we will say that the system is potentially in error
state at time t, and we set rt = potential error to “remember” that a Lo-criticality job has
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missed its deadline at t. Doing so gives us the facility to decide later whether or not the system
is in error state—as soon as the scenario’s criticality level realization is inferred—and, as a
consequence, deduct the penalties correctly in the MDP.

For t ∈ N, let (S × A)t be the Cartesian product of S × A with itself t times. Define the set of
admissible histories up to time t as H0 = S, and

Ht = (S× A)t × S (t ∈ N).

Every element of Ht is called a t-history, and has the form

ht = (s0, a0, . . . , st−1, at−1, st).

t-histories are the information available to the scheduler before making its job selection decision
at time t.

Let A(st) ⊂ A be the set of actions that the scheduler is allowed to apply at time t when the
scheduling system is in state st. We shall call A(st) the set of admissible actions in state st.
A scheduling policy is a sequence π = {πt : t ∈ Z+}, where πt is a stochastic kernel on A(st)
given Ht. That is, if we denote the power set of a set X as 2X , then πt ≡ πt(dat | ht), where
πt : 2A(st) ×Ht → [0, 1] is such that
(i) for every B ∈ 2A(st), πt(B | ·) is a function from Ht to [0, 1], and
(ii) for every ht ∈ Ht, πt( · | ht) : 2A(st) → [0, 1] is a probability measure on A(st).

The state st summarizes all allocation decisions and remaining demands up to time t. We will
restrict our attention to Markov policies, where πt(at|ht) = πt(at|st) for every ht ([26] Definition
2.3.2 a).

A Note on Terminology: Since our state and action spaces are finite, all the stochastic (trans-
ition) kernels here can be represented by transition matrices. In this article, however, we will not
use any of the matrix algebra machinery used to analyze Markov chains, so we will present our
framework in the language of stochastic kernels.

A work-conserving scheduling policy always schedules a job that still demands execution;
i.e., it never keeps the processor idle whenever there is a job that has not finished execution. Thus
a policy is non-work-conserving iff there is t ∈ Z+ such that at = 0 (no job is selected) and there
is i ∈ [n] such that Ji has not finished execution; i.e., yit = 1. The epoch N =

∑n
i=1 ci(χi) is

an upper bound on our planning horizon. With N fixed, any trajectory induced by executing a
work conserving policy satisfies 1)

∑n
i=1 x

i
t = t for every t ∈ {0, . . . , N} for which yit = 1 for some

i ∈ [n], and 2) xt = xT for all t ∈ {T, . . . , N}, where T is the first time instant at which all jobs
finish execution. A non-work-conserving schedule will only delay job completions and the time at
which the criticality level realization can be inferred, so we restrict ourselves to work-conserving
policies.

We implement the requirement that the scheduling policy be work-conserving by specifying
that A(st) includes only vectors ei for which yit = 1, if any. We will drop Lo-criticality jobs
(temporarily) as soon as the state st indicates that the operational system criticality level is Hi,
and we will enforce this by placing further restrictions on A(st). Namely, given state st, if there is
i ∈ IHi such that both xit ≥ ci(Lo) and yit = 1, then the operational system criticality level at
time t is Hi and there are Hi-criticality jobs still requiring execution, so we exclude from A(st) all
Lo-criticality jobs. Otherwise, we include all Lo-criticality jobs that have not finished yet. If st
does not satisfy the latter condition, then either the system criticality level realization cannot be
inferred at t, or all Hi-criticality jobs finished with Lo demand realizations before or at t, or the
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system criticality level was known before or at t as Hi, but all Hi-criticality jobs have finished
execution at t. In the last case, we might have dropped Lo-criticality jobs earlier, and, since
scheduling Lo-criticality jobs at time t in this case is not considered WTF (and does not affect
feasibility), we may bring back any Lo-criticality jobs that still need to execute. In summary,

A(st) =


{ei : yit = 1, χi = Hi} (∗) if there is i ∈ IHi such that xit ≥ ci(Lo) and yit = 1
{ei : yit = 1} if (∗) not satisfied and there is i ∈ [n] such that yit = 1
{0} otherwise (all jobs finished execution).

Control Model

Scheduling decisions are made at every t ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} exclusively. If a certain job is chosen
to execute at some t, then this job occupies the processor for the duration [t, t + 1], without
interruption, until the scheduler is invoked again at t+1. We call [t, t+1] the tth control interval.
At any t > 0, if job Ji was chosen to occupy the processor during [t− 1, t] (i.e., at−1 = ei), then
the scheduler knows at time t whether or not job Ji requires more execution by observing the
value of yit, which will be set to finished if job Ji signals that it has finished execution at time t.
The other jobs’ demands are not affected by scheduling job Ji, and whether or not the other jobs
require more execution does not change in [t− 1, t]. The information available to the scheduler at
the beginning of the tth control interval is at−1, yt, xt, and rt.

Let s = (t, y, x, r) and ŝ = (t̂, ŷ, x̂, r̂). It is necessary for transition (s, a, ŝ) to be valid that all
the following be satisfied:

NC : t̂ = t+ 1,
n∑
i=1

xi = t,

a = x̂− x = ei for some i ∈ [n], or a = x̂− x = 0
y − ŷ ∈ {0, ei} for the same i, and
(r, r̂) /∈

{
(error, not error), (error, potential error), (not error, error′),
(potential error, error′), (error′, r) ∀r ∈ R \ {error′}

}
.

However, not all state transitions satisfying NC are valid, as we will describe below. All
invalid state transitions have Q({ŝ} | s, a) = 0, however. To this end, we note that the state
includes all the information necessary to determine whether or not the system criticality level
is inferred, and if so, determine its value. To simplify the exposition, we define a function
critState : S→ {Lo,Hi,Unknown}, where critState(s) is the system criticality level realization,
and is defined as follows: For s = (t, x, y, r),
(1) critState(s) = Lo if all Hi-criticality jobs finished execution with Lo demand realizations;

that is, if yi = 0 and xi ≤ ci(Lo) for all i ∈ IHi;
(2) critState(s) = Hi if either

(i) there is i ∈ IHi such that xi(Lo) = ci(Lo) and yi = 1, or
(ii) there is i ∈ IHi such that xi(Lo) > ci(Lo);

(3) If neither of the above holds, then critState(s) = Unknown.

Now assuming transition (s, a, ŝ) satisfies NC, we will use monotonicity of t 7→ xt and t 7→ yt, and
that s0 is fixed, to list additional conditions regarding the error flags under which (s, a, ŝ) is a
valid transition in an exact sense. In what follows, for a state s = (t, x, y, r) and ` ∈ {Lo,Hi},
the statement “an `-criticality job misses its deadline at time t” is to be understood formally as
“there is i ∈ I` such that di = t and yi = 1 (not finished).”
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E1. (r = not error, r̂ = potential error): If all of the following conditions hold:
(i) no Hi-criticality job misses its deadline at time t̂ = t+ 1,
(ii) a Lo-criticality job misses its deadline at time t̂, and
(iii) the system criticality level is not yet determinable at t̂; that is, critState(ŝ) = Unknown

(r = no error says that no Hi-criticality jobs missed their deadlines up to time t);
E2. (r = not error, r̂ = error): Either

(i) a Hi-criticality job misses its deadline at time t̂, or
(ii) a Lo-criticality job misses its deadline at time t̂ and critState(ŝ) = Lo;

E3. (r = potential error, r̂ = error): Same as 2, except that we dispense with the condition in 22ii
that a Lo-criticality job misses its deadline at time t̂. r = potential error is saying that no
Hi-criticality job missed its deadline till t, and the criticality level could not be inferred till t,
but a Lo-criticality job has missed its deadline already;

E4. (r = potential error, r̂ = potential error): Same as conditions (i) + (iii) of E1;
E5. (r = potential error, r̂ = not error): If critState(ŝ) = Hi and no Hi-criticality job misses its

deadlines at time t̂ = t+ 1;
E6. (r = not error, r̂ = not error): The combined conditions of (r = not error, r̂ 6= potential error)

and (r = not error, r̂ 6= error);
E7. (r = error, r̂ = error′): always;
E8. (r = error′, r̂ = error′): always.

The following summarizes the control model:
1. At t = 0, all jobs are ready to execute and they all demand execution, and the scheduler needs

to pick a job to schedule for exactly one time unit before it is invoked again at t = 1 (i.e., a0
needs to be set). Then y0 = 1, x0 = 0, and r0 = no error;

2. At the beginning of the tth control interval:
2.1 Update the cumulative system allocation by setting xt ← xt−1 + at−1;
2.2 Observe (acquire) yt;
2.3 Set Error: Set rt given rt−1 according to one of E1–E8;
2.4 Act: Set at to one of the vectors in A(st).

We will say that a state is valid if it can be generated by the control model above. The state
space S contains only the valid states; i.e., S is the subset of {0, . . . , N} × X × Y × R that can
be generated by the control model. For instance, if s = (t, x, y, r) is such that t = di + 1 and
yi = 1 (not finished) for some i ∈ [n], and r = not error, then for no x is s is valid, even if x is
such that

∑n
j=1 x

j = t (necessary for a state to be valid) and xj < cj(χj) for all j.
We point out that the state transition diagram has the simple structure of a directed tree of

depth at most N (the maximum horizon length), with fixed root s0, and each node in level t,
t ∈ {0, . . . , N}, corresponds to a possible state at time t (i.e., st.) Each intermediate node (state)
has at most |A||Y| = 2n children, each corresponding to a unique current action and next finish
signal pair (at, yt+1). Note that the next cumulative allocation vector, xt+1, and the next error
flag, rt+1, are deterministic once we know at and yt+1, so there is only one choice for each given
st and at.

3.2 The Transition Probabilities
We describe the evolution of the system state by a transition kernel (transition matrix) Q(dŝ|s, a) :
2S × (S × A) → [0, 1]. Since our state space S is finite, transition kernel Q should satisfy the
following for fixed action a and previous state s,
Q1. Q(∅|s, a) = 0;
Q2. Q(S|s, a) = 1;
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Q3. Q(U |s, a) =
∑
ŝ∈U Q({ŝ}|s, a) for every U ⊂ S;

Q4. 0 ≤ Q(U |s, a) ≤ Q(V |s, a) ≤ 1 for every U ⊂ V ⊂ S.
We shall abuse notation and write Q(ŝ|s, a) for Q({ŝ}|s, a). Let (s, a, ŝ) be a valid transition. If
s = (t, y, x, r), then t̂ = t+ 1, and we shall use the more time-suggestive notation ŝ ≡ st+1, where
ŷ ≡ yt+1, x̂ ≡ xt+1 and r̂ ≡ rt+1, and we similarly denote s as st. If (s, a, ŝ) is not valid, then
Q(ŝ|s, a) = 0. Fix an action at = ei. Then for transition (st, ei, st+1) to be valid, we must have
yit = 1 and xit+1 = xit + 1. Also, scheduling Ji does not affect the execution time demands of the
other jobs, so st+1 must satisfy yjt = yjt+1 for every j 6= i. For our fixed state-action pair (st, ei),
we know at time t that Zi > xit, and for j 6= i, Zj ∈ Cj for some Cj ⊂ [cj(χj)] . The following is a
complete list of all the possible next states st+1 and the corresponding transition probabilities
for the fixed action-state pair (st, at = ei) (it is here where we fully utilize the assumption of
independent job demands):

yit+1 = 1 (not finished): This says that the scenario ω is such that Zi(ω) > xit+1 = xit + 1, and
since Zj(ω) remains in Cj for every j 6= i at time t+ 1, we have

Q(st+1|st, ei) = P(Zi > xit + 1, Zj ∈ Cj ∀j 6= i | Zi > xit, Zj ∈ Cj ∀j 6= i)

= P(Zi > xit + 1, Zj ∈ Cj ∀j 6= i)
P(Zi > xit, Zj ∈ Cj ∀j 6= i)

= P(Zi > xit + 1)P(Zj ∈ Cj ∀j 6= i)
P(Zi > xit)P(Zj ∈ Cj ∀j 6= i)

= P(Zi > xit + 1)
P(Zi ≥ xit + 1)

(5)

if xit < ci(χi) − 1, and Q(st+1|st, ei) = 0 otherwise. The second to last equality follows by
independence of job demands.
yit+1 = 0 (finished): Here the demand of job Ji is realized at time t+ 1; that is, we know that
the scenario ω is such that Zi(ω) = xit+1 = xit + 1. Using the same reasoning as in the previous
case,

Q(st+1|st, ei) =


P(Zi=xi

t+1)
P(Zi≥xi

t+1) if xit < ci(χi)− 1,
1 if xit = ci(χi)− 1
0 otherwise.

(6)

Then for fixed (st, at = ei), summing over all possible next states; i.e., adding (5) and (6), we have

P(Zi > xit + 1) + P(Zi = xit + 1)
P(Zi ≥ xit + 1)

= P(Zi ≥ xit + 1)
P(Zi ≥ xit + 1)

= 1.

That is, our prescribed transition kernel Q satisfies property Q2, and indeed all the others.

3.3 The Underlying Probability Space
In this section we will outline in detail the construction of the probability space that we will be
working with. We will shift our attention from scenario spaces (the Ωis, section 2) to trajectory
spaces, which consist of the sample paths induced by executing policies. We will need this
construction when stating the formal definition of our problem, and we shall make several
references to it. Readers acquainted with the theory of Markov decision processes may only wish
to familiarize themselves with our notation.
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Consider the product space

(S× A)∞ =
∞∏
t=0

(St × At),

where S0 = {s0}, s0 ≡ (t = 0, x0 = 0, y0 = 1, r0 = not error) is our fixed initial state (all jobs are
allocated 0 execution time and they all require execution,) St ⊂ {t} × Y × X × R, and At is a
copy of A. We will consider the subset of (S× A)∞ where each sequence of state-action pairs can
be generated by our control model, and we will call such sequences the valid trajectories. We
denote the set of valid trajectories as H∞, and we call H∞ the trajectory space induced by all
work-conserving scheduling policies. Every h ∈ H∞ is a trajectory induced by executing some
work-conserving policy, and is of the form

h = (s0, a0, s1, a1, . . . ).

That is, every h is a realization of a schedule. We endow H∞ with the product σ-algebra, which we
denote as H∞. Let St : H∞ → S be the projection (coordinate) map on H∞ such that St(h) = st,
h ∈ H∞. Define At : H∞ → A(st) similarly. Given policy π = {πt : t ∈ Z+}, transition kernel Q,
and initial distribution ν on S, the Ionescu-Tulcea extension theorem ([32], Theorem 14.32; [5],
Theorem 2.7.2) asserts that there exists a unique probability measure Pπν on H∞ such that

Pπν
(
St ∈ U | ht−1, at−1

)
= Q

(
U |st−1, at−1

)
(U ⊂ S).

We have ν = δs0 for s0 = (0,0,1, not error), where δs0 is Dirac measure on H∞, so for brevity we
write Pπ ≡ Pπδs0

. We denote expectation with respect to Pπ (on H∞) as Eπ. Moreover, because
every policy is Markov as mentioned above, it follows that the induced state process {St : t ∈ Z+}
is a Markov chain for every policy π. That is, for every U ⊂ S and t ∈ Z+,

Pπ
(
St+1 ∈ U | st, . . . , s0

)
= Pπ

(
St+1 ∈ U | st

)
= Q

(
U |st, πt

)
,

where for fixed st,

Q
(
U |st, πt

)
=
∫

A
Q
(
U |st, at

)
πt(dat|st) =

n∑
i=1

Q
(
U |st, ei

)
πt(ei|st).

From now on, all subsequent random variables will be defined on H∞.
I Remark. For a given st, each action random variable At of the induced action process {At :
t ∈ Z+} is distributed according to πt( · | st); that is, Pπ(At ∈ C | St = st) = πt(C | st) for every
C ⊂ A(st).

3.4 Problem Statement
We start by formally defining the random variables that make up our objective function and
constraints, in terms of the induced MDP. First, we note that to every trajectory corresponds
at least one scenario in Ω, and that all scenarios that correspond to a trajectory have the same
criticality level. Consequently, we define the criticality level of a trajectory as the criticality level
of any scenario corresponding to it3.

3 To ensure that the trajectory criticality level is well-defined, we must assume that every policy assigns every
Hi-criticality job the processor for at least ci(Lo) time units. However, this is readily satisfied by every policy
since, by the way we specified the set of admissible actions A(st), Hi-criticality jobs are never dropped.
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To this end, let I` = {i ∈ [n] : χi ≥ `}. Let h ∈ H∞ be a trajectory of execution. If h’s
criticality level is Hi, then the earliest time at which this can be inferred is the first instant at
which some job Ji with χi = Hi demands more than ci(Lo) units of execution. We denote this
random time as THi : H∞ → N ∪ {∞} and, in accordance with our control model, we define it as

THi = min
{
t ∈ N : Xi

t = ci(Lo) and Y it = 1 (not finished) for some i ∈ IHi
}
, (7)

with the usual convention min ∅ =∞.
If the trajectory’s criticality level is Lo, then this can be inferred with certainty only at the

first instant at which all Hi-criticality jobs finish execution. We denote this random time instant
as TLo : H∞ → N ∪ {∞}, and we define it as

TLo = min
{
t ∈ N : Y it = 0 (finished) and Xi

t ≤ ci(Lo) for all i ∈ IHi
}
. (8)

We note that the events {TLo <∞} and {THi <∞} are mutually exclusive, since a trajectory
of execution cannot be both Lo and Hi criticality. This makes the events {TLo = ∞} and
{THi =∞} mutually exclusive, since every trajectory must have a criticality. There are therefore
exactly two possibilities, and one of them must occur: Either {TLo < ∞} and {THi = ∞}, or
{TLo = ∞} and {THi < ∞}, exclusively. Accordingly, we define the TCI of a trajectory under
policy π as the random (finite) time

TCI = min(THi, TLo).

Recalling the manner in which we specified the set of admissible actions A(st), every policy
drops Lo-criticality jobs as soon as the scenario’s criticality level is realized as Hi; moreover, only
allocations made to Lo-criticality jobs prior to the TCI are considered as WTF, and this allocation
is regarded as WTF only if the system criticality level realization is Hi. Let critPath(h) denote
criticality level realization of trajectory (path) h ∈ H∞; critPath : H∞ → {Lo,Hi}. Then one way
to define the WTF of a trajectory h ∈ H∞ is as the random variable

W (h) = 1{critPath=Hi}(h)
∑

i:χi=Lo
Xi
TCI

(h), (9)

where Xi
TCI

(h) ≡ Xi
TCI(h)(h) is job Ji’s total allocation sampled at TCI. That is, for valid trajectory

h ∈ H∞, W (h) = 0 if critPath(h) = Lo, and W (h) is equal to the total allocation given to the
Lo-criticality jobs up to the TCI if critPath(h) = Hi.

We define the finish time of job Ji with respect to policy π as the stopping time Fi : H∞ → N,
where

Fi = min
{
t ∈ N : Y it = 0 (finished)

}
.

Objective: A dual-criticality probabilistic MC (pMC) instance I is described by the tuple(
{J1, . . . , Jn}, εLo, εHi

)
, where for every i ∈ [n], Ji is specified by the tuple

(
(Ωi,Mi,Pi), ζi, χi, ci, di

)
.

The error parameters εLo and εHi are the desired upper bounds on the deadline miss probabilities,
and both are in the interval [0, 1]. We seek a scheduling policy π such that the expected WTF,
EπW , is minimized, while simultaneously guaranteeing probabilistic MC-feasibility in the following
sense: (1) Conditioned on critPath = Lo, a job, among all n jobs, may miss its deadline with
probability at most εLo, and (2) conditioned on critPath = Hi, a Hi-criticality job may miss its
deadline with probability at most εHi.

We write our problem as the following CMDP:

CMDP :minimize
π∈Π

EπW

subject to Pπ
(⋃

i∈[n]{Fi > di} | critPath = Lo
)
≤ εLo

Pπ
(⋃

i∈IHi
{Fi > di} | critPath = Hi

)
≤ εHi.

(10)
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We note that for any ` ∈ {Lo,Hi}, {critPath = `} = {TCI = T`} = {T` < ∞} ⊂ H∞, and that
TπCI <∞ Pπ-almost surely for any work conserving policy π.

Having formalized the problem, we are now able to give precise definitions of what its means
for an instance with probabilistic information to be feasible in the MC setting.

I Definition 4 (Probabilistic MC-feasibility). A pMC instance I is probably MC-feasible (pMC-
feasible) if there is a policy π such that the constraints (10) are satisfied.

A scheduling policy under which pMC instance I is pMC-feasible is said to correctly pMC-
schedule I. Let Π(I) denote the set of scheduling policies that correctly pMC-schedule instance
I.

I Definition 5 (Expected WTF-Optimality). A scheduling policy π is said to be WTF-optimal for
pMC instance I in expectation (or expected-WTF-optimal) if π ∈ Π(I) and EπW ≤ Eπ′

W for all
π′ ∈ Π(I).

Accordingly, given pMC instance I, our goal is to compute an expected WTF-optimal scheduling
policy for I.
I Remark. For ` ∈ {Lo,Hi}, Pπ( · | critPath = `) is a probability measure on the restriction of
H∞ to trajectories of criticality `. In the special case where H∞ is finite and Pπ( · | critPath = `)
is uniform measure, the constraint Pπ

(
Fi > di for some i ∈ [n] | critPath = `

)
≤ ε` has the

following simple interpretation: If we let H∞(`) be the subset of H∞ consisting of the trajectories
whose criticality is `, then the number of trajectories in H∞(`) where all n jobs do not miss their
deadlines is required to be at least (1− ε`)|H∞(`)|.

4 Solution Approach: Risk-Constrained MDP

The WTF as defined in (9) depends on the whole trajectory, so in its current form is not suitable
in the MDP framework, where costs are accrued per stage. We wish to define the WTF as a sum,
over the horizon, of functions that depend at each t ∈ Z+ on st−1 and st only. To this end, we
will use the following

I Proposition 6. Let h = (s0, a0, s1, a1) be a valid trajectory (in H∞). Then
(a) If critState(st) = Unknown for some t ∈ N, then critState(sm) = Unknown for every m < t;

and
(b) If critState(st) = ` for some t ∈ N and ` ∈ {Lo,Hi}, then critState(sm′) = ` for every m′ > t.

Proof. Follows readily from monotonicity of t 7→ Xi
t(h) and t 7→ Y it (h) for every i ∈ [n] and

h ∈ H∞, together with the fact that x0 = 0 and y0 = 1, and that we consider only work conserving
policies. J

We define the local (per stage) objective cost function w : S× S→ Z+, where

w(s, ŝ) = 1
{
critState(s) = Unknown

}
1
{
critState(ŝ) = Hi

} ∑
i:χi=Lo

x̂i

for s, ŝ ∈ S. That is, w(s, ŝ) is equal to the total Lo criticality allocation
∑
i:χi=Lo x̂

i only if the
criticality level realization is inferred as a consequence of moving from state s to state ŝ and is Hi
criticality; otherwise, w(s, ŝ) = 0. Since we are working with the set valid trajectories exclusively,
we may use Proposition 6 to write the WTF as

W (h) =
N−1∑
t=0

w
(
St(h), St+1(h)

)
.
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4.1 The Risk Constraints
We will leverage the ideas of Geibel and Wysotzki [21] to carry out the transformation of the
deadline miss probabilities into a single “risk” constraint that takes the form of the expectation of
immediate costs.

We may write the first constraint in CMDP as

Pπ(Fi > di for some i ∈ [n], critPath = Lo) ≤ εLoPπ(critPath = Lo), (11)

where

Pπ(Fi > di for some i ∈ [n], critPath = Lo) = Pπ
(
{h ∈ H∞(Lo) : ∃t ∈ N s.t. rt = error}

)
.

(12)

Following Geibel and Wysotzki [21], constraint (11) defines the risk across the Lo-criticality
trajectories associated with executing policy π. Similarly to the Lo-criticality case, we write the
second constraint in CMDP as

Pπ(Fi > di for some i ∈ IHi, critPath = Hi) ≤ εHiPπ(critPath = Hi), (13)

where

Pπ(Fi > di for some i ∈ IHi, critPath = Hi) = Pπ
(
{h ∈ H∞(Hi) : ∃t ∈ N s.t. rt = error}

)
.

(14)

The trajectories

Her
∞ ≡

{
h = (s0, a1, s1, . . . ) ∈ H∞ : ∃t ∈ N s.t. rt = error

}
are the error trajectories that we want to avoid with high probabilities.

H1(Lo)

H1(Hi)

H
er

1
(Lo)

H
er

1
(Hi)

Figure 2 Every policy π induces a probability measure Pπ on the trajectory space H∞, where the latter
consists of two disjoint sets: The Lo and Hi-criticality trajectories H∞(Lo) and H∞(Hi), respectively.
The ovals are graphical representations of the error trajectory sets that we wish to avoid. Given a policy,
say π, the “sizes” of the induced error sets Her

∞(Lo) and Her
∞(Hi) (relative to the entire trajectory space

H∞) are given by the unique probability measure Pπ. The smaller the size a policy assigns to the error
subsets, the better it is at avoiding trajectories in them. Roughly speaking, each `th (criticality-specific)
constraint in ECMDP is a restriction on the “size” of the corresponding error set Her

∞(`) relative to the
trajectories of the same criticality; i.e., relative to the size of H∞(`) (and not to the whole trajectory
space H∞); hence the conditioning in the constraints.
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We now combine the constraints in CMDP. Put p` = ε` P(crit = `), ` ∈ {Lo,Hi}, and let

∆ = min(pLo, pHi).

Since H∞ is the disjoint union of H∞(Lo) and H∞(Hi), we may combine (12) and (14), and
require the satisfaction of the more conservative risk

Pπ
(
Her
∞
)

= Pπ
(
{h ∈ H∞ : h is error}

)
= Pπ

(
∃t : Rt = error

)
≤ ∆. (15)

For then,

Pπ
(
Hπ,er
∞ (`)

)
≤ Pπ

(
Her
∞
)
≤ ∆ = min(pLo, pHi) ≤ p`, for all ` ∈ {Lo,Hi}. (16)

Next we write the risk constraint (15) as an expectation under Eπ of immediate costs having a
form similar to κ. Inspired by Geibel and Wysotzki [21], we define the per-stage constraint cost
function κ : K→ {0, 1} as

κ(s, a) ≡ κ(s) =
{

1 if r = error,
0 otherwise.

(17)

This way, if a trajectory h = (s0, a0, s1, a1, . . . ) is error, then since there is t ∈ N such that rt = error
and rt′ = error′ for all t′ > t, it follows that the sequence of constraint costs corresponding to this
trajectory is such that

κ(s0) = 0, . . . , κ(st−1) = 0, κ(st) = 1︸ ︷︷ ︸, κ(st+1) = 0, . . . , κ(sN ) = 0.

If h is not error, then κ(st) = 0 for all t ∈ Z+. If we let C =
∑N
t=0 κ(St), then C ∈ {0, 1}; that is,

C is a Bernoulli random variable with probability of success Pπ(C = 1). Success of this Bernoulli
trial happens if there is t ∈ N such that Rt = error. That is,{

C = 1
}

=
{
∃t : Rt = error

}
,

from which it follows that

Pπ(C = 1) = Pπ
(
∃t : Rt = error

)
.

Since C is Bernoulli, it follows that

EπC = Pπ(C = 1),

from which we may write the risk constraint as

Pπ
(
∃t : Rt = error

)
= Pπ

(
C = 1) = EπC = Eπ

N∑
t=0

κ(St) ≤ ∆.

As a result of this transformation, all costs are now expectations of immediate costs, and
CMDP has the form

ECMDP : minimize
π∈Π

EπW = Eπ
N−1∑
t=0

w(St, St+1)

subject to EπC = Eπ
N∑
t=0

κ(St) ≤ ∆.

(18)

We denote as V ∗ the optimal value of ECMDP, where

V ∗ = inf
π∈Π

V (s0, π), V (s0, π) = EπW,

subject to the constraint EπC ≤ ∆.
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4.2 The Linear Programming Approach
Most of the results that we apply in what follows regarding LP formulations for constrained MDPs
are due to Kallenberg [27] and Altman [3]. These formulations are also discussed in several other
references [4, 28, 29].

We define the immediate objective cost of taking action at in state st as the expected cost
over all possible next states:

w(st, at) = Eπw(st, at, St+1) =
∑
st+1∈S

w(st, at, st+1)Q(st+1 | st, at) =
∑
st+1∈S

w(st, st+1)Q(st+1 | st, at)

(see Puterman [35] equation (2.1.1).) To this end, recall that the schedule concludes when all
jobs finish execution. Moreover, costs (both objective and constraint) is (possibly) incurred only
until all jobs finish execution. That is, from the costs’ perspective, we are concerned with the set
of states

S′ =
{
s = (t, x, y, r) ∈ S : yi = 1 (not finished) for some i ∈ [n]

}
.

Costs keep (possibly) accruing until the state process hits S \ S′. Moreover, the set U ≡ S \ S′

is always reached under any work-conserving policy in finite time that is bounded above by
maxi∈[n]{Fi} ≤ N . Since we are considering work-conserving policies only, S′ also excludes any
states s = (t, x, y, r) for which t = N . Once the state process hits the set U , it never departs
U ; that is; U is absorbing under any work-conserving policy. In this case, our MDP is called
S′-transient (Altman [3]). In fact, our MDP is in a more restricted class that is a subset of
S′-transient MDPs. If we let TU be the hitting time of set U ; i.e.,

TU = inf{t ∈ N : St ∈ U},

then EπTU ≤ Eπ maxi∈[n]{Fi} ≤ N <∞ for any work-conserving policy π, and our MDP is said
to be S′-absorbing, or absorbing to U .

An optimal policy can be derived by solving the following linear program (Altman [4], equa-
tion (8.18)):

LP : minimize
[∑
s∈S

∑
a∈A(s)

w(s, a)ρ(s, a) =
∑
s∈S

∑
a∈A(s)

ρ(s, a)
∑
ŝ∈S

w(s, ŝ)Q(ŝ|s, a)
]

subject to
∑
s∈S

κ(s)
∑
a∈A(s)

ρ(s, a) ≤ ∆

∑
a∈A(s)

ρ(s, a)−
∑
s′∈S′

∑
a∈A(s′)

ρ(s′, a)Q(s|s′, a) = δs0(s) ∀s ∈ S (∗)

ρ(s, a) ≥ 0 ∀s ∈ S, a ∈ A(s).

An equivalent formulation is also given by Kallenberg [27], Theorem 6, and Kallenberg [29],
equation (57) and Theorem 26, where time is explicit. We note that in constraint (∗) of LP, for
every s ∈ S, the second summation is taken only over the states in S′ that are predecessors to
state s; that is, over s′ ∈ S′ for which there is a ∈ A(s′) such that Q(s|s′, a) > 0. For instance, if
the state is s = (t, x, y, r), then s′ = (t′, x′, y′, r′) ∈ S′ is a predecessor of s if t′ = t− 1.

If we let M =
∑
s∈S |A(s)|, then the decision variables involved in LP are

(
ρ(s, a) : s ∈ S, a ∈

A(s)
)
∈ [0,∞)M . If we let K =

{
(s, a) : s ∈ S, a ∈ A(s)

}
be the set of admissible state-action

pairs, then the vectors ρ over which the optimization in LP is carried out are non-negative finite
measures on

(
K, 2K

)
.
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By Altman [4] Theorem 8.2, an optimal policy is the following: When the state is s, if
ρ
(
s,A(s)

)
> 0, then π chooses action a ∈ A(s) with probability

π(a|s) = ρ(s, a)
ρ
(
s,A(s)

) = ρ(s, a)∑
a′∈A(s) ρ(s, a′) , (19)

and otherwise chooses a arbitrarily from A(s).
I Remark. For (st, at) ∈ K, ρ(st, at) has the interpretation of being the probability that both
state st is occupied and action at ∈ A(st) is taken at time t under policy π defined by (19). In
fact,

ρ(st, at) = Eπ
N∑
q=1

1
{
Sq = st, Aq = at

}
, (20)

where 1{Sq = st, Aq = at} ≡ 1{Sq = st, Aq = at}(h) is the indicator function that evaluates to 1
if the trajectory of execution h is such that both Sq(h) = st and Aq(h) = at, and to 0 otherwise.
The RHS of (20) is the expected number of times that state-action pair (st, at) is visited under
policy π, and is termed the state-action occupation measure (or visitation frequency) associated
with policy π. The summation in (20) reduces to 1{St = st, At = at}, from which it follows that

ρ(st, at) = Pπ(St = st, At = at).

I Remark. Although we embedded time in the state to leverage results for computing stationary
policies, the policy defined by transformation (19) is time-dependent (non-stationary); it is Markov
nonetheless. However, we do not need to include time in the state; this is because all jobs start at
time 0, the schedule concludes when all jobs finish execution, and we consider only work-conserving
policies, so for a valid triple (x, y, r),

∑n
i=1 xi maps to the unique time instant during the schedule

when the state is occupied. All the previous discussion can be modified so that s = (x, y, r), and
implicitly using t =

∑n
i=1 x

i. We chose to include t explicitly in the state to make the exposition
clearer.
Our main result follows from the previous discussion, and is contained in

I Theorem 7. Given a pMC instance I, if LP is feasible, then I is pMC-feasible. Moreover, if I
is pMC-feasible, then the policy given by transformation (19) is expected-WTF-optimal for I.

4.3 A Less Pessimistic Exact Formulation
Recall that we combined the constraints of CMDP into the single risk constraint (15). The
combined constraint is more conservative than the original constraints, and it certainly restricts the
feasible region of CMDP, in the sense that there might be a policy that is feasible for the original
problem but not for the one with combined constraints. We did so to simplify the exposition, so
as to have a CMDP with a single constraint (and a single cost random variable). Now we detail
how to handle the exact case. This will be done at the expense of a constant increase in the size
of the state space, and slightly more complicated transition dynamics.

We distinguish two error types: Lo-errors and Hi-errors. The Lo-error trajectories are
described by the event

Her
∞(Lo) ≡ {h ∈ H∞ : Fi(h) > di for some i ∈ [n]} ∩ {critPath = Lo},

whereas the Hi-error trajectories are precisely

Her
∞(Hi) ≡ {h ∈ H∞ : Fi(h) > di for some i ∈ IHi} ∩ {critPath = Hi}.
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Thus, if a Hi-criticality job misses its deadline under a policy but the trajectory is Lo criticality,
then this is a Lo-error. On the other hand, if a Lo-criticality job misses its deadlines but the
trajectory is Hi criticality, then this is not an error.

We enlarge the set of error flags by adding criticality-specific ones:

R =
{
not error, potential error, error, errorLo, errorHi︸ ︷︷ ︸, error′}.

For h = (s0, a0, s1, . . . ) ∈ H∞ and ` ∈ {Lo,Hi}, h ∈ Her
∞(`) iff there is t ∈ N such that rt = error`.

Here, the flag error no longer identifies an error trajectory, but r = error means that a Hi-criticality
jobs missed its deadline but the system criticality level realization is not yet determinable. If
rt = error for some t, then an error will happen at some t′ > t when the criticality level of the
trajectory becomes known, at which point the type of the error will be determined; therefore, it
is always the case that rt′ = error` for some ` and all t′ > t. The flags error` communicate the
following information: They indicate the occurrence of an error and the type of the error; that
is, if rt = error` for some t ∈ N and `, then the trajectory is an error and it is a type ` error
(so it is also saying that the system criticality level realization is determined). We will define
criticality-specific constraint cost functions, where the `-error cost function charges a unit cost
whenever the state’s error flag is error`.

The following is the modification of conditions E1–E8 to accommodate the new setup:
E1’. (r = not error, r̂ = potential error): If a Lo-criticality job misses its deadline at time t̂ = t+ 1

and no Hi-criticality job misses its deadline at time t̂, but critState(ŝ) = Unknown;
E2’. (r = not error, r̂ = error): If a Hi-criticality job misses its deadline at time t̂ = t + 1, but

critState(ŝ) = Unknown;
E3’. (r = not error, r̂ = errorLo), (r = potential error, r̂ = errorLo): If critState(ŝ) = Lo and either

1. a Lo-criticality job misses its deadline at time t̂ but no Hi-criticality jobs miss their deadlines
at t̂, or

2. a Hi-criticality job misses its deadline at time t̂;
E4’. (r = not error, r̂ = errorHi), (r = potential error, r̂ = errorHi): If a Hi-criticality job misses its

deadline at time t̂ and critState(ŝ) = Hi;
E5’. (r = potential error, r̂ = error): Same as E2’;
E6’. (r = error, r̂ = error`) for any `: If critState(ŝ) = `;
E7’. (r = potential error, r̂ = potential error): Same as before;
E8’. (r = potential error, r̂ = not error): Same as before;
E9’. (r = not error, r̂ = not error): Same as before;
E10’. (r = error`, r̂ = error′) for any `: always;
E11’. (r = error′, r̂ = error′): always.
The control model is modified so that the step 2.3 that sets the error flags uses rules E1’–E11’
instead.

Now we define two immediate constraint-cost functions κLo, κHi : S→ {0, 1}, where κ`(s) =
1{r = error`}, ` ∈ {Lo,Hi}. If h = (s0, a0, s1, . . . ) is `-error, then there is exactly one t ∈ N such
that rt = error`, and rt′ = error′ for all t′ > t. For this trajectory and the t in the preceding sentence,
κ`(st) = 1, and κ`(st′) = 0 for all t′ 6= t. Therefore,

∑
m=0 κ`(sm) = 1, and

∑
m=0 κ`′(sm) = 0 for

`′ 6= `. If h is not error, then
∑
m=0 κLo(sm) =

∑
m=0 κHi(sm) = 0. If we define the constraint-cost

random variables CLo, CHi : H∞ → R+ such that C` =
∑N
t=0 κ`(St), ` ∈ {Lo,Hi}, then every C` is

a Bernoulli random variable, with probability of success Pπ(C` = 1) = Pπ(∃t ∈ N such that Rt =
error`) = Pπ

(
Her
∞(`)

)
, where Pπ(C` = 1) = EπC`.
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Then, we have the following optimization problem:

ECMDP′ : minimize
π∈Π

EπW = Eπ
N−1∑
t=0

w(St, St+1)

subject to EπC` = Eπ
N∑
t=0

κ(St) ≤ p`, ` ∈ {Lo,Hi}.

(21)

Finally, an exact WTF-optimal policy may be derived by solving a modification of LP, where the
constraint

∑
s∈S κ(s)

∑
a∈A(s) ρ(s, a) ≤ ∆ is replaced by the criticality-specific cost constraints∑

s∈S
κLo(s)

∑
a∈A(s)

ρ(s, a) ≤ pLo,
∑
s∈S

κHi(s)
∑
a∈A(s)

ρ(s, a) ≤ pHi.

Computational Complexity

An optimal satisfying assignment for the variables
{
ρ(s, a) : s ∈ S, a ∈ A(s)

}
can be found using

any variant of the simplex algorithm, which, in practice, is efficient in the number of decision
variables and the number of constraints. However, linear program LP can have as many as n|S|
decision variables and |S| constraints, so it requires explicit enumeration of the state space S, and
therein lies the trouble. If we let c = maxi∈[n]{ci(χi)}, then a “very” crude estimate of the size of
S is 2n4(c+ 1)n (since we do not need to include time in the state as mentioned earlier).

An MC instance might look like the following: n = 10 jobs and c = 100; for this instance, |S|
might be as large as 210 × 4 × 10110 ≈ 1023, which is astronomical. In a typical MC instance,
c� n, so our estimate of |S| indicates that the main cause of this “state space explosion” is the
state variable x that records the cumulative execution time allocations, and which introduces the
factor (c+ 1)n into our estimate of |S|.

A Note on Approximation. We point out that despite the high computational complexity, the
problem can be approximated efficiently and accurately using the factored MDP representation
framework [13]. In it, instead of explicitly enumerating the states, the transition kernel is stored
compactly by considering only the variables on which each state variable depends. To make
use of the compact state space representation, we may utilize the symmetric primal-dual LP
approximation techniques by Dolgov and Durfee [20], in which the variables of both LP and its
dual are replaced with linear combinations of basis functions that are defined only on subsets
of the state space—the so called features. Because jobs are independent, each variable (feature)
comprising the state space depends only on a small number of variables, and our MDP falls in a
special category of MDPs that are amenable to approximation, namely loosely (weakly) coupled
MDPs [34]. The basic idea is to decompose the MDP into smaller MDPs—which is possible by
the independence assumption—whose exact solutions can be obtained in manageable time, and
then combine the solutions for the subMDPs in a proper way to construct a solution for the
global MDP. This, together with the simple additive form of our cost functions, results in a linear
program that contains substantially less decision variables and constraints, which can then be
solved efficiently to get an approximate policy that is close to optimal.

5 Quantitative Evaluations

The purpose of this section is to provide intuition on how worst-case based approaches may
underperform when worst-case demands are not realized, or when errors may be allowed. Despite
the sizeable state space, we were able to compare the performance of our approach to the OCBP
algorithm [10] on small instances.
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OCBP builds offline a fixed priority table, and then schedules jobs according to their computed
priorities. At every iteration of the priority computation procedure, OCBP finds the lowest priority
job as follows: Job Ji has the lowest priority among the set of jobs that have not been assigned a
priority yet if there is ci(χi) time in [0, di] when the other jobs j have executed for their demand
at Ji’s criticality; that is, for cj(χi) each. If a lowest priority job is found at a certain iteration,
then it is removed from the set of jobs that have not yet been assigned a priority, and the priority
computation procedure is applied to the remaining set. If a total ordering is found on the whole
input job set, then the instance is said to be OCBP-schedulable.

In our evaluation, we consider 14 pMC instances, each comprised of 3 or 4 jobs. The instances
are handcrafted to showcase different aspects of our approach. For each instance, we generate
job Ji’s probability mass functions (pmf) over {1, 2, . . . , ci(χi)}, i ∈ [n], as a uniform vector in
the standard (ci(χi)− 1)-simplex. For this purpose, we use the UUniFast Algorithm [12], which
generates uniformly distributed task utilization vectors. By setting the target system utilization
of UUniFast to unity, we get the desired pmfs. We generate the state space using a recursive
procedure, and we use Gurobi optimization software [24] to solve LP. The simulation is written
in C, and is publicly available at https://github.com/RADICAL-UBC/mc-simulation.git.

For each instance, we simulate job execution on 100, 000 demand vectors (behaviors) that are
randomly drawn from the job pmfs. Table 3 lists the input job parameters for each instance and
the results of job executions. The entry “# Errors” is the number of simulation samples—out
of 100, 000—where an execution error occurred under the policy derived by solving the more
conservative formulation LP. An error occurs for a sample if either some job misses its deadline
and the sample is Lo-criticality, or a Hi-criticality job misses its deadline and the sample is Hi
criticality (the definition of error according to the classical job dropping model.) An error is
counted only once for a sample if it happens, even if multiple jobs miss their deadlines. The entry
“# Deadline misses” in Table 3 is the number of samples per job for which the job missed its
deadline. Note that, by definition of error, if a job misses its deadline for some sample, then this
does not necessarily mean that an error occurred for that sample.

Putting ε` = 0 for any criticality ` results in ∆ = 0, which means that not a single error is
permitted. We observed that if an instance is OCBP-schedulable, then it is pMC-feasible with
ε` = 0 for any `. Instances I1, I2 and I3 are examples of this situation, in which no error happens
in any of the simulated demand samples under the policy derived from a solution to LP. This is
not surprising, however, because worst-case OCBP-schedulability implies worst-case MC-feasibility,
so our approach would not make sense if it cannot correctly schedule, with zero errors, pMC
instances that are OCBP-schedulable. We note that for I3, even though J3 misses its deadline in
some samples, none of those deadline misses are errors.

The remaining instances are all not OCBP-schedulable. The job sets comprising instances I4
and I5 are identical, and all jobs in both instances have the same execution time pmfs. Moreover,
both instances were simulated over the same execution time samples. These instances show how
one can control the desired error by supplying different error parameters. Instance I4 results in
10, 874 error executions (i.e., 10.87% of the samples) when εLo = εHi = 1.0 (100% allowed error;
we do not care about errors,) whereas in instance I5, where εLo = 0.2 (20%) and εHi = 0.4 (40%),
only 7, 921 samples (i.e., 7.92% of the samples) were erroneously scheduled. For the results to
make sense, we simulated both I4 and I5 on the same demand samples.

Instance I6 is not even (deterministically) MC-schedulable by the clairvoyant algorithm, so
one would not expect this instance to be pMC-feasible for vanishing error parameters. This is
indeed the case, and our algorithm reported that I6 is not pMC-feasible when ε` = 0 for any `.
However, when allowing for some (controlled) error, I6 might become pMC-feasible, and this is
the case for I7, which is identical to I6 (including its job execution time distribution,) except that

https://github.com/RADICAL-UBC/mc-simulation.git
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some error is permitted. Instance I8 has the same jobs and error parameters as I7, except that
the job demand distributions are different. Also here we simulated both I7 and I8 on the same
demand samples.

Instance I9 is identical to I8 (including their job demand distributions,) but instance I9’s error
parameters are an order of magnitude less that those of I8. The number of errors dropped from
1, 862 for I8 with εLo = 0.4 and εHi = 0.5 to 890 for the same simulation samples in I9 with
εLo = εHi = 0.05. We observe that the reduction in the number of error executions is not linear
with respect to the error parameters.

Instance I11 is not OCBP-schedulable but it schedulable by the clairvoyant algorithm, and it
turns out that this instance is pMC-feasible when the error parameters are vanishing. There are
no error executions out of all the simulated samples. This is one of many MC instances where
OCBP overestimates the resources required for correct (deterministic) MC-feasibility, a problem
that our approach tackles effectively. Whereas OCBP requires an s-speed processor to schedule
this instance for some s > 1 (the speed-up factor,) our approach is capable of scheduling this
instance on a unit-speed processor without incurring any errors, thus maximizing the processor
utilization.

Instance I12 and I13 are identical (including job demand distributions,) and they are another
example where the resulting error executions can be controlled by controlling the error parameters,
but for 3 job instances. Finally, instance I14 is a pMC-feasible instance whose job execution times
are significantly larger than all of the other instances.

In all of the simulated instances, we observed that our algorithm favors Hi criticality jobs;
in every simulated instance, the number of Hi-criticality deadline misses is much less than Lo-
criticality deadline misses. This can be attributed to the way the set of admissible actions A(s) is
prescribed, where Lo-criticality jobs are always dropped whenever the scenario’s criticality level
is inferred as Hi.

6 Concluding Remarks

We developed a probabilistic framework for reasoning about dual-criticality MC jobs systems
when job demand distributions are available. We transformed the problem of constructing optimal
scheduling policies into a risk-constrained MDP, where risk is the probability of missing deadlines
at the two criticalities, taken over the relevant trajectories induced by the MDP. We solved the
constrained MDP using a Linear Programming formulation, and showed how to construct optimal
randomized Markov policies from the solution of the Linear Program. We also provided simulation
results of our approach on some representative MC instances to verify and sharpen intuition.

We assumed complete knowledge of job demand distributions, and we did not consider the
problem of obtaining and estimating those distributions. The latter is an important problem
of investigation, and complements the probabilistic framework that we have developed. In the
same vein, it is natural to consider variants of our problem where only samples of the demand
distributions are available instead of full fledged distributions. This entails that the state transition
probabilities are not known a priori, and the problem becomes that of adaptive control. If a
sampler that can be queried is available, then sample average approximation (SAA) techniques
can be utilized to approximate the expectation-based objectives through suitably defined empirical
measures. Moreover, learning techniques, such as unsupervised learning (Q-Learning), can be
used to estimate the transition probabilities and construct reasonable heuristics efficiently.

Although our approach is optimal in expectation, it is nevertheless computationally expensive,
and its practicality is limited to small instances. This is due to the large state space that grows
exponentially in the number of input jobs. Our next-step is to investigate provable approximation
schemes that trade optimality for efficiency.
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Table 3 Simulation instances and job execution results. The execution of each instance is simulated,
using the policy generated by solving LP, over 100, 000 demand samples (vectors)

Instance OCBP Schedulability # Deadline Misses # Errors (Lo + Hi)

Instance εLo εHi Job χ c(Lo) c(Hi) d

I1 0.0 0.5

J1 Hi 70 75 160

YES

0

0J2 Lo 50 50 50 0
J3 Hi 8 20 85 0
J4 Hi 1 15 65 0

I2 0.0 0.5

J1 Lo 100 100 218

YES

0

0J2 Lo 50 50 50 0
J3 Lo 8 8 58 0
J4 Hi 60 61 119 0

I3 0.0 0.0

J1 Lo 60 60 161

YES

0

0J2 Lo 50 50 50 0
J3 Lo 20 20 70 1,447
J4 Hi 30 31 101 0

I4 1.0 1.0

J1 Lo 10 10 140

NO

0

10,874J2 Lo 75 75 75 20,251
J3 Lo 50 50 100 29,931
J4 Hi 5 15 120 0

I5 0.2 0.4

J1 Lo 10 10 140

NO

0

7,921J2 Lo 75 75 75 43,781
J3 Lo 50 50 100 7,109
J4 Hi 5 15 120 0

I6 0.0 0.0

J1 Lo 20 20 70

NO

–

not pMC feasibleJ2 Lo 30 30 80 –
J3 Hi 27 30 50 –
J4 Hi 8 25 70 –

I7 0.4 0.5

J1 Lo 20 20 70

NO

240

192J2 Lo 30 30 80 1,669
J3 Hi 27 30 50 0
J4 Hi 8 25 70 183

I8 0.4 0.5

J1 Lo 20 20 70

NO

4,640

1,862J2 Lo 30 30 80 10,667
J3 Hi 27 30 50 0
J4 Hi 8 25 70 1,845

I9 0.05 0.05

J1 Lo 20 20 70

NO

5,504

890J2 Lo 30 30 80 9,982
J3 Hi 27 30 50 0
J4 Hi 8 25 70 883

I10 0.07 0.07

J1 Hi 20 49 50

NO

0

18J2 Lo 30 30 80 14,822
J3 Hi 1 12 50 0
J4 Hi 5 23 110 13

I11 0.0 0.0
J1 Hi 3 10 27

NO
0

0J2 Lo 15 15 17 39, 561
J3 Hi 2 5 7 0

I12 0.05 0.09
J1 Lo 50 50 90

NO
3,726

2,239J2 Lo 30 30 50 50, 563
J3 Hi 19 30 35 0

I13 0.4 0.5
J1 Lo 50 50 90

NO
4,493

2,342J2 Lo 30 30 50 33, 981
J3 Hi 19 30 35 0

I14 0.03 0.03
J1 Hi 49 75 100

NO
0

685J2 Lo 120 120 210 31, 883
J3 Hi 125 275 400 588
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We assumed that the given job demands are independent; however, we can drop the independ-
ence assumption as long as we are given the joint distribution of job demands. Our framework can
handle this with minimal modifications; in particular, the product space construction (that we
carried out in section 2) is no longer needed, but one needs to be able to compute the marginal
demand distributions in order to compute the MDP’s transition probabilities. This, however,
places a greater burden on the system designer, because the joint distribution of job demands
might be harder to obtain compared to individual job demand distributions. Nevertheless, our
framework, as presented, offers great flexibility, because it allows the individual job distributions
to be defined on different probability spaces (the Ωis) that might correspond to different operating
environments and settings.

Finally, two important extensions to our model deserve special mention and are due future
studies. The first is the case of arbitrary number of criticality levels, and the second is the sporadic
task model.
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1 Introduction

Often, in embedded systems, a computational task running on a processor must suspend its
execution to, typically, access a peripheral or launch computation on a remote co-processor. Those
tasks are commonly referred to as self-suspending. During the duration of the self-suspension, the
processor is free to be used by any other tasks that are ready to execute. This seemingly simple
model is non-trivial to analyse from a worst-case response time (WCRT) perspective since the
classical “critical instant” of Liu and Layland [13] (i.e., simultaneous release of all tasks) no longer
necessarily provides the worst-case scenario when tasks may self-suspend. A simple solution
consists in modelling the duration of the self-suspension as part of the self-suspending task’s
execution time. This so-called “self-suspension oblivious” approach allows to use the “critical
instant” of Liu and Layland but often at the cost of too much pessimism. Therefore, various
efforts have been made to derive less pessimistic, but still safe, analyses.

The results published in [3, 2, 7, 6] propose solutions for computing upper bounds on the
response times of self-suspending tasks. However, we have now come to understand that they
were flawed, i.e., they do not always output safe upper bounds on the task WCRTs. Through this
paper, we therefore seek to highlight the respective flaws and propose appropriate fixes, rendering
the two analysis techniques previously proposed in [3][2][7] safe.

2 Process model and notation

We assume a single processor and n independent sporadic1 computational tasks scheduled under a
fixed-priority policy. Each task τi has a distinct priority pi, an inter-arrival time Ti and a relative
deadline Di, with Di ≤ Ti (constrained deadline model). Each job released by τi may execute
for at most Xi time units on the processor (its worst-case execution time in software – S/W
WCET) and spend at most Gi time units in self-suspension (its “H/W WCET”). What in the
works [3, 2, 7, 6] is referred to as (simply) “the worst-case execution time” of τi, denoted by Ci, is
the time needed for the task to complete, in the worst-case, in the absence of any interference from
other tasks on the processor. Hence Ci also accounts for the latencies of any self-suspensions in
the task’s critical path2. This terminology differs somewhat from that used in other works, which
call WCET what we call the S/W WCET. This is mainly because it echoes a view inherited
from hardware/software co-design that the task is executing even when self-suspended on the
processor, albeit remotely (i.e., on a co-processor).

As illustrated on Figure 1, in the general case, Ci ≥ Xi, Ci > Gi but Ci ≤ Xi +Gi, because
Xi and Gi are not necessarily observable for the same control flow, unless it is explicitly specified
or inferable from information about the task structure that Ci = Xi +Gi.

Additionally, lower bounds on the S/W and the “H/W” best-case execution times are denoted
by X̂i and Ĝi, respectively.

Our past work considered two submodels (referred to as “simple” and “linear”), depending on
the degree of knowledge that one has regarding the location of the self-suspending regions inside
the process activation and whether or not Ci = Xi +Gi.

1 The original papers, assumed periodic tasks with unknown offsets. It was in the subsequent PhD thesis [6]
that the observation was made that the results apply equally to the sporadic model, which is more general
in terms of the possible legal schedules that may arise.

2 We assume, as in [3, 2, 7, 6], that there is no contention over the co-processors or peripherals accessed during
a self-suspension.
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Figure 1 Examples of task graphs for task with self-suspensions. White nodes represent sections of
code with single-entry/single-exit semantics. Grey nodes represent remote operations, i.e., self-suspending
regions. The nodes are annotated with execution times, which in this example are deterministic for
simplicity. The directed edges denote the transition of control flow. Any task execution corresponds to a
path from source to sink. For task graph (a), two different control flows exist (shown with dashed lines).
In this case, the software execution and the time spent in self-suspension are maximal for different control
flows. As a result of this, C < X +G; specifically, C = X = 25 and G = 10. However, task graph (b) is
linear, so it holds that C = X +G for that task.

2.1 The simple model
The simple model, assumed in [2, 3], is also called “floating” or “dynamic self-suspension model”
in many later works of the state-of-the-art. This model is entirely agnostic about the location
of self-suspending regions in the task code. Hence, there is no information on the number of
self-suspending regions, on the instants at which they may be activated and for how long each
of them may last at run-time. Moreover, the self-suspension pattern may additionally differ for
subsequent jobs released by the same task τi. The sums of the lengths of the “S/W” and “H/W”
execution regions are however subject to the constraints imposed by the attributes Ci, Xi and
Gi. Figure 2 illustrates this concept.

2.2 The linear model
The linear model, which was presented in [7], is also known as the “multi-segment self-suspension
model” in many later works. It assumes that each task is structured as a “pipeline” of interleaved
software and self-suspending regions, or “segments”. Each of these segments has known upper
and lower bounds on its execution time. This means that, in all cases, Ci = Xi + Gi and the
task-level upper and lower bounds on its software (respectively, hardware) execution time, Xi

and X̂i (respectively, Gi and Ĝi) are obtained as the sum of the respective estimates of all the
software (respectively, hardware) segments.

3 The analysis in [2, 3], its flaws and how to fix it.

The two works [2, 3] that targeted the simple model, sought to derive the task WCRTs by shifting
the distribution of software execution and self-suspension intervals within the activation of each
higher-priority task in order to create the most unfavorable pattern, across job boundaries. This
also involved aligning the task releases accordingly, in order to obtain (what we thought to be)
the worst case. In order to facilitate the explanation of the specifics, it is perhaps best to first

LITES
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Figure 2 Under the simple model any job by a given task τi can execute for at mostXi units in software,
at most Gi time units in hardware and at most Ci time units overall. The locations and number of the
hardware operations (self-suspensions, from the perspective of software execution) may vary arbitrarily
for different jobs by the same task, subject to the previous constraints. This is depicted here for a task
τi, with the parameters shown, which (for simplicity) is the only task in its system. Upward-pointing
arrows denote task arrivals (and deadlines, since the task set happens to be implicit-deadline). Shaded
rectangles denote remote execution (i.e., self-suspension).

present the corresponding equation for computing the WCRT of a task τi derived in [3]:

Ri = Ci +
∑

j∈hp(i)

⌈
Ri + (Cj −Xj)

Tj

⌉
Xj (1)

where the term hp(i) is the set of tasks with higher-priority than τi. For the special case
where Ci = Xi +Gi ,∀i, the above equation can be rewritten as [2]

Ri = Ci +
∑

j∈hp(i)

⌈
Ri +Gj
Tj

⌉
Xj (2)

Intuitively, τi is pessimistically treated as preemptible at any instant, even those at which it
is self-suspended. Each interfering job released by a higher-priority task τj contributes up to Xj

time units of interference to the response time of τi. However, the variability in the location of
self-suspending regions creates a jitter in the software execution of each interfering task. The
term (Cj − Xj), for each τj ∈ hp(i), in the numerator, which is akin to a jitter in Equation 1,
attempted to account for this variability. Intuitively, it represents the potential internal jitter,
within an activation of τj , i.e., when its net execution time (in software or in hardware) is
considered, and disregarding any time intervals when τj is preempted. Figure 3 illustrates this
concept for some task τk.

However, as we will show in Example 1, in the general case the jitter can be larger than
(Cj −Xj). This is because the software execution of τj can be pushed further to the right along
the axis of time, due to the interference that τj suffers from even higher-priority tasks.

It is worth noting that the authors of [2] were fully aware at the time that the term⌈
Ri+(Cj−Xj)

Tj

⌉
Xj is not an upper bound on the worst-case interference exerted upon τi from

any individual task τj ∈ hp(i). However, it was considered (and erroneously claimed, with faulty

proof) that
∑

j∈hp(i)

⌈
Ri + (Cj −Xj)

Tj

⌉
Xj was nevertheless an upper bound for the total interfer-

ence jointly caused by all tasks in hp(i), in the worst case. The flaw in that reasoning came
from assuming that the effect of any additional jitter of interfering task τj , caused by interference
exerted upon it by even higher-priority tasks would already be “captured” by the corresponding
terms modelling the interference upon τi by hp(j) ⊂ hp(i). This would then suppress the need to
include it twice.
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Figure 3 For a job by some task τk that executes in software for Xk time units and Ck time units
overall (i.e., in software and in hardware), the latest that it can start executing in software, in terms
of net execution time (i.e., excluding preemptions) is after having executed for Ck − Xk time units in
hardware. Differences in the placement of software and hardware execution across different jobs of τk

manifest themselves as jitter for its sofware execution.

Accordingly, then, the worst-case scenario for the purposes of maximisation of the response
time of a task τi, released without loss of generality at time t = 0 would happen when each
higher-priority task

is released at time t = −(Cj − Xj) and then releases its subsequent jobs with its minimum
inter-arrival time (i.e., at instants t = Tj − (Cj −Xj), 2Tj − (Cj −Xj), . . .;
switches for the first time to execution in software (for a full Xj time units) at t = 0, for its
first interfering job, i.e., after a self-suspension of Cj −Xj time units;
executes in software for Xj time units as soon as possible for its subsequent jobs.

Figure 4(a) plots the schedule that reproduces this alleged worst-case scenario, for the lowest-
priority task in the example task set of Table 1. In this case, the top-priority task τ1 happens
to be a regular non-self-suspending task, so its worst-case release pattern reduces to that of Liu
and Layland. However, for the middle-priority task τ2 which self-suspends, its execution pattern
matches that described above.

However, this schedule does not constitute the worst-case, as evidenced by the following
counter-example:

I Example 1. Consider the task set of Table 1. Assume that the execution times of software
segments and the durations of self-suspending regions are deterministic. As shown below using a
fixed point iteration over Equation 1, the analysis in [2, 3] would yield R3 = 12:

R3 = C3 +
⌈
R3 + C1 −X1

T1

⌉
X1 +

⌈
R3 + C2 −X2

T2

⌉
X2 ⇒ R3 = 1 +

⌈
R3

2

⌉
1 +

⌈
R3 + 5

20

⌉
5

R
(0)
3 =1

R
(1)
3 =1 +

⌈
1
2

⌉
1 +

⌈
1 + 5

20

⌉
5 = 7

R
(2)
3 =1 +

⌈
7
2

⌉
1 +

⌈
7 + 5

20

⌉
5 = 10

R
(3)
3 =1 +

⌈
10
2

⌉
1 +

⌈
10 + 5

20

⌉
5 = 12

R
(4)
3 =1 +

⌈
12
2

⌉
1 +

⌈
12 + 5

20

⌉
5 = 12

The corresponding schedule is shown in Figure 4(a). However, the schedule of Figure 4(b), which
is perfectly legal, disproves the claim that R3 = 12, because τ3 in that case has a response time

LITES
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Table 1 A set of tasks with self-suspensions. The lower the task index, the higher its priority.

τi Ci Xi Gi Ti

τ1 1 1 0 2
τ2 10 5 5 20
τ3 1 1 0 ∞

of 22− 5ε, where ε is an arbitrarily small quantity. It therefore proves that the analysis initially
presented in [2] and [3] is unsafe.

Let us now inspect what makes the scenario depicted in the schedule of Figure 4 so unfavour-
able that the analysis in [2, 3] fails, and at the same time let us understand how the analysis
could be fixed.

Looking at the first interfering job released by τ2 in Figure 4, one can see that almost all its
software execution is still distributed to the very right (which was supposed to be the worst-case
in [3]). However, by “strategically” breaking up what would have otherwise been a contiguous
self-suspending region of length G2 in the left, with arbitrarily short software regions of length ε
beginning at the same instants that the even higher-priority task τ1 is released, a particularly un-
favourable effect is achieved. Namely, the execution of τ1 on the processor and the self-suspending
regions of τ2, “sandwiched” in between are effectively serialised. In practical terms, it is the equi-
valent of the execution of τ1 on the processor preempting the execution of τ2 on the co-processor!
This means that, when finally τ2 is done with its self-suspensions, its remaining execution in
software is almost its entire X2, but occurs with a jitter far worse than that modelled by Equa-
tion 1. And, when analysing τ3, this effect was not captured indirectly, via the term modelling
the interference exerted by τ1 onto τ3.

So in retrospect, although each job by each τj ∈ hp(i) can contribute at most Xj time units
of interference to τi, the terms (Cj −Xj) in Equation 1, that are analogous to jitters, are unsafe.
The obvious fix is thus to replace those with the true jitter terms for software execution. As
proven in Lemma 2 below, safe upper bounds for these are Rj − Cj , ∀ τj ∈ hp(i).

Reconsidering the analysis presented in [2, 3] in light of this counter-example, one can draw
the following conclusions:
1. the terms Xj , one for every higher-priority task, in Equation 1, which model the fact that

each job released by a task τj ∈ hp(i) can contribute at most Xj time units of interference,
do not introduce optimism;

2. the terms (Cj −Xj), one for every higher-priority task, in Equation 1, that are analogous to
jitters, are unsafe.

Formally, these conclusions can be summarised by the following Lemma 2, that serves as a
sufficient schedulability test:

I Lemma 2 (Corresponding to Corollary 1 in [9]). Consider a uniprocessor system of constrained-
deadline self-suspending tasks and one task τi among those, in particular. If every task τj ∈
hp(i) is schedulable (i.e., if an upper bound Rj on the worst-case response time of τj exists with
Rj ≤ Dj ≤ Tj) and, additionally, the smallest solution to the following recursive equation is
upper-bounded by Di,

Ri = Ci +
∑

j∈hp(i)

⌈
Ri + (Rj −Xj)

Tj

⌉
Xj (3)

then τi is also schedulable and its worst-case response time is upper-bounded by Ri, as computed
by Equation 3.
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Figure 4 Subfigure (a) depicts the schedule, for the task set of Table 1 that was supposed to result
in the WCRT for τ3 according to the analysis presented in [2, 3]. Subfigure (b) depicts a different legal
schedule that results in a higher response time for τ3.

3.1 Proof of Lemma 2

Consider a schedule Ψ of the self-suspending task system in consideration whereby some job of
task τi is released at time ri and completed at time fi.

We define a transformed scheduled Ψ′ as the schedule in which (i) the jobs of every higher-
priority task τj ∈ hp(i) are released at the exact same instants as in Ψ; (ii) only one job by τi
is released, at time ri; (iii) no jobs by lower-priority tasks are released and (iv) the suspensions
by all higher-priority jobs take place during the exact same intervals as in Ψ; additionally (v) we
modify the job of τi (which in Ψ executed on the processor for xi time units and was suspended
for gi time units) such that it executes on the processor for Ci ≥ xi+gi time units. Recall that Ci
is defined as the worst-case combined execution in software and hardware, i.e., sum of processor-
based execution and self-suspension. After this last conversion (a safe, widely used transformation
known in the literature as “conversion of suspension to processor-based computation”, followed
by a potential increase of that processor-based execution time), we can verify (see also Lemma 3
just below) that: (i) Over the interval [ri, fi), for every instant that the job by τi in Ψ is executing

LITES
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or suspended or suspended and no higher-priority task is executing on the processor, the job by
τi in Ψ′ is executing on the processor, at the same instant. And (ii) for the completion time f ′i
of τ ′i in Ψ′, it holds that f ′i ≥ fi; in other words the response time of the job in consideration in
Ψ′ does not decrease over that in Ψ.

For notational brevity, we denote the (only) job of τi in Ψ′ as originating from a task τ ′i with
C ′i = X ′i = Ci, G′i = 0, D′i = Di, T ′i = Ti. Note that Ψ′ remains a fixed-priority schedule.

I Lemma 3 (Corresponding to Lemma 2 in [9] with minor variations). Assuming that the worst-case
response time of τi is upper bounded by Ti and given the definition of schedule Ψ′, the response time
of the job of τ ′i in consideration in Ψ′ is not smaller than the response time of the corresponding
job of τi in Ψ, for any possible xi, gi such that xi ≤ Xi and gi ≤ Gi and xi + gi ≤ Ci.

Proof. We know, by definition of fixed-priority schedules, that jobs by lower-priority tasks do not
impact the response time of the jobs by τi. Therefore, their elimination in Ψ′ has no impact on
the response time of the jobs of τi. Moreover, since from the assumption in the claim, the worst-
case response time of τi is upper-bounded by Ti, no other job by τi in Ψ impacts the schedule of
the job by τi released at ri. Since all other parameters (i.e., releases and suspensions of higher-
priority tasks) that may influence the scheduling decisions are kept identical between Ψ and Ψ′,
the response time (R̄) of the job by τi released at time ri would have been identical in Ψ′ to the
one in Ψ if we had not converted that job’s suspension time to processor-based computation.

Let xi and gi respectively denote the total duration of processor-based execution and self-
suspension characterising the job of τi in consideration. Given that xi + gi ≤ Ci for any job by τi
means that additionally substituting in Ψ′ the particular job τi by a job by τ ′i as defined above
cannot result in the response time being lower than R̄, which in turn was shown to be no less
than the response time of the job in Ψ. J

We now analyse the properties of the fixed-priority schedule Ψ′. For any interval [ri, t), with
t ≤ fi, we are going to prove an upper bound (denoted as exec(ri, t)) on the amount of time
during which the processor is executing tasks.

Because in Ψ′ there exist no jobs of lower priority than that of τ ′i , we only focus on the
execution of the tasks in hp(i)∪ τ ′i . (Recall that we use the notation τ ′i here instead of simply τi,
because when constructing Ψ′ from Ψ, we replaced the self-suspending job of τi released at ri by
a job of the same priority that executes entirely in software for X ′i

def= Ci ≤ Xi +Gi time units.)

I Lemma 4. For any t such that ri ≤ t < f ′i , the cumulative amount of time that τ ′i executes on
the processor over the interval [ri, t), denoted by execi(ri, t) is strictly smaller than Ci.

Proof. Since the finishing time of the transformed job by τi is f ′i > t, it means that it has executed
for strictly less than its total execution time of Ci. J

I Lemma 5 (Corresponding to Lemma 8 in [9]). Assume that Rj ≤ Tj for all jobs by τj in Ψ′. Let
Jj be the last job of τj released before ri in Ψ′ and let x∗j be the remaining processor execution
time of Jj at time ri. For any task τj ∈ hp(i) and any ∆ ≥ 0, it holds that

execj(ri, ri + ∆) ≤ Ŵ 0
j (∆, x∗j )

where

Ŵ 0
j (∆, x∗j )

def=


W 1
j (∆) if x∗j = 0

∆ if x∗j > 0 and ∆ ≤ x∗j
x∗j if x∗j > 0 and x∗j < ∆ ≤ ρj
x∗j +W 1

j (∆− ρj) if x∗j > 0 and ρj < ∆

(4)
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with

W 1
j (∆) def=

⌊
∆
Tj

⌋
+ min

{
∆−

⌊
∆
Tj

⌋
Tj , Xj

}
(5)

and ρj
def= Tj −Rj + x∗j

Proof. We explore two complementary cases:
Case x∗

j = 0: In this case, there is no residual (sometimes called carry-in) workload of τj
at time ri. Furthermore, execj(ri, ri + ∆) is maximised when every job of τj released after
ri executes on the processor for its full processor execution time Xj , with any self-suspension
strictly occurring (if at all) after it completes its Xj time units of execution on the processor.
(Remember that there is no carry-in workload and hence pushing the execution of a job
later by means of self-suspension will not increase the amount of computation within the
window [ri, t)). This is analogous, in terms of processor-based workload pattern, to τj being
a sporadic, non-self-suspending task with a worst-case execution time of Xj time units on
the processor. Since, as already shown in the literature [5], W 1

j (∆), which is usually called
workload function, is an upper bound on the cumulative amount of time that a sporadic task
with a worst-case execution time Xj and inter-arrival time Tj can execute on the processor
without self-suspension, we know that execj(ri, ri + ∆) ≤W 1

j (∆). This proves case 1 of (4).
Case x∗

j > 0: By assumption, there is Rj ≤ Tj . Additionally, the earliest completion time for
the job Jj of τj with residual workload x∗j at time ri must be ri+x∗j (from the definition of x∗j ).
Therefore, the earliest arrival time of a job of τj strictly after ri is at least ri +x∗j + (Tj −Rj),
which is equal to ri + ρj . Since no other job of τj is released in [ri, ri + ρj), this means that
execj(ri, ri + ∆) is upper-bounded by min{∆, x∗j} for ∆ ≤ ρj , thereby proving cases 2 and
3 of (4). Furthermore, by assumption, the job of τj with residual workload x∗j at time ri
completes no earlier than time ri + ρj . Therefore, following the same reasoning as for the
case that x∗j = 0, it holds that execj(ri + ρj , ri + ∆) is upper bounded by W 1

j (∆− ρj) when
∆ > ρj . This proves the fourth case of (4). J

I Lemma 6 (Lemma 9 in [9]). ∀∆ > 0, it holds that Ŵ 0
j (∆, Xj) ≥ Ŵ 0

j (∆, x∗j ).

Proof. See proof in [9]. J

I Lemma 7. For any ∆ > 0, it holds that

Ŵ 0
j (∆, Xj) ≤

⌈
∆ +Rj −Xj

Tj

⌉
Xj (6)

Proof. From the definition of W 1
j (∆) in (5), we have

W 1
j (∆) =

⌊
∆
Tj

⌋
Xj + min

{
∆−

⌊
∆
Tj

⌋
Tj , Xj

}
≤
⌈

∆
Tj

⌉
Xj (7)

If 0 < ∆ ≤ Xj , then by (4), it holds that Ŵ 0
j (∆, Xj) = ∆. Moreover, because the worst-case

response time Rj of a task cannot be smaller than its worst-case execution time Cj ≥ Xj , we
have that ∆+Rj−Xj

Tj
> 0. Hence, Ŵ 0

j (∆, Xj) = ∆ ≤ Xj ≤
⌈

∆+Rj−Xj
Tj

⌉
Xj

If ∆ > Xj , then by the third and fourth cases of (4) and using (7) that we just proved,
it holds that Ŵ 0

j (∆, Xj) ≤ Xj + W 1
j (∆ − (Tj − Rj + Xj)) ≤ Xj +

⌈
∆−Tj+(Rj−Xj)

Tj

⌉
Xj ≤⌈

∆+Rj−Xj
Tj

⌉
Xj . J

LITES
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Now that we have derived an upper bound on the cumulative execution time execj(ri, ri + ∆)
by each task τj in Ψ′, we can use these upper bounds in order to derive properties for the schedule
over any interval [ri, t).

Recall that, for the schedule Ψ′, the finishing time of the job of τ ′i in consideration is f ′i ≥ fi
(where fi is its corresponding finishing time in Ψ).

I Lemma 8. Assuming that the worst-case response time of τi is upper bounded by Ti, and
assuming that Rj ≤ Tj for all jobs by τj in Ψ′. ∀t | ri ≤ t < f ′i it holds that:

Ci +
i−1∑
j=1

⌈
t− ri +Rj −Xj

Tj

⌉
Xj > t− ri (8)

Proof. When we constructed Ψ′, we transformed any suspension time of τi into processor execu-
tion time. Hence, it must hold that there is no idle time within [ri, f ′i), i.e., between the release
and completion time of the transformed job of τi. Indeed, if there was an idle time within [ri, f ′i),
it would mean that either τi completed its job before f ′i or the scheduler would not be work
conserving. A contradiction with the assumptions of this problem in both cases.

Therefore, for every t such that ri ≤ t < f ′i , it holds that
∑i
j=1 execj(ri, t) = t − ri. By

application of Lemmas 5 and 6 to the LHS, we get

execi(ri, t) +
i−1∑
j=1

Ŵ 0
j (t− ri, Xj) ≥ t− ri

Further, applying Lemma 7,

execi(ri, t) +
i−1∑
j=1

⌈
t− ri +Rj −Xj

Tj

⌉
Xj ≥ t− ri

The fact that the (transformed) job by τi has not yet completed at t < f ′i in Ψ′ also means
(see Lemma 4) that execi(ri, t) < Ci. Substituting to the LHS of the above equation yields
Ci +

∑i−1
j=1

⌈
t−ri+Rj−Xj

Tj

⌉
Xj > t− ri. J

I Corollary 9. Consider a uniprocessor system of constrained-deadline self-suspending tasks and
one task τi among those, in particular. Assume that the worst-case response time of τi does not
exceed Ti and also that Rj ≤ Tj ,∀τj ∈ hp(i), where Rj denotes an upper bound on the worst-case
response time of the respective task τj. Then, the worst-case response time of τi is upper-bounded
by the minimum t greater than 0 for which the following inequality holds.

Ci +
∑

j∈hp(i)

⌈
t+ (Rj −Xj)

Tj

⌉
Xj ≤ t (9)

Proof. Direct consequence of Lemma 8. J

Having proven Corollary 9, what remains to show is the following:

I Lemma 10. Consider a uniprocessor system of constrained-deadline self-suspending tasks and
one task τi among those, in particular. Assume that Rj ≤ Tj ,∀τj ∈ hp(i), where Rj denotes an
upper bound on the worst-case response time of the respective task τj. If the worst-case response
time of τi is greater than Ti or unbounded (which implies that τi is unschedulable), it holds that

Ci +
∑

j∈hp(i)

⌈
t+ (Rj −Xj)

Tj

⌉
Xj > t, ∀t|0 < t ≤ Ti (10)
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Proof. By the assumption that Ri > Ti for some task τi, there exists a schedule Ψ such that the
response time of at least one job of τi is strictly larger than Ti. Consider the first such job in
the schedule, and suppose that it arrives at time ri. At that instant, there is no other unfinished
job by τi in the system (or else, this would contradict the assumption that the job arriving at ri
is the first job of τi whose response time exceeds Ti). So by Lemma 7 we can safely remove all
other jobs by task τi that arrived before or at time ri, without affecting the response time of the
job that arrived at time ri. Nor is its response time affected, if we additionally remove all other
jobs of τi that arrived after time ri. Let fi be the finishing time of the job by τi that arrived
at ri in the above schedule, after removing all other jobs of that task. We therefore know that
fi − ri > Ti.

Then, we can follow all the procedures and steps in the proof of Corollary 9, to eventually
reach Equation 10. J

The joint consideration of Corollary 9 and Lemma 10, which we have now proven, serves as
proof of Lemma 2.

3.2 Discussion
We had already publicised the flaws in [2, 3] and the proposed fix, immediately upon realising
the problem, in a technical report [8]. However, this article addresses the issue more rigorously,
in terms of proofs.

Note also that Huang et al. already proposed a correct variation of Equation 3 in [12], using
the deadline Dj of each higher priority task as the equivalent jitter term in the numerator of
Equation 1 (see Theorem 2 in [12]). Although slightly more pessimistic, this solution has the
advantage of remaining compatible with Audsley’s Optimal Priority Assignment algorithm [1].

The fix proposed in Lemma 2, in this article, mirrors the approach taken by Nelissen et al.
in [15], for which a proof sketch had already been provided (see Theorem 2 in [15]). Later, that
approach was also extended for a more general result [9]. Compared to [9], the corrected analysis
in the present article has the following differences:
1. In [9], the authors combine a second, newer technique for upper-bounding task response times,

that had not been invented at the time that the papers under correction [2, 3] were published.
That aspect of their analysis makes it more general.

2. In [9], the authors assume a model whereby Ci = Xi + Gi, ∀i. Instead, in this article, as in
[3], we assume a slightly more general model whereby Ci ≤ Xi +Gi. This makes the present
analysis more general, in that regard, although there is no fundamental reason why the result
in [9] cannot be similarly extended.

Other than the above observations, one “side-effect” of the proposed fix is that the WCRT
estimate output by Equation 3 is no longer guaranteed to always dominate the estimate de-
rived under the pessimistic but jitterless “suspension-oblivious” approach. In the “suspension-
oblivious” approach, self-suspensions are treated as regular S/W executions on the processor.
That is, every task τi ∈ τ is modelled as a sporadic non-self-suspending task with a WCET equal
to Ci ≥ Xi. Using our notation described above, the corresponding WCRT equation for the
suspension-oblivious approach is given by:

Ri = Ci +
∑

j∈hp(i)

⌈
Ri
Tj

⌉
Cj (11)

A simple way for obtaining a WCRT upper bound that dominates the suspension-oblivious
one is to always pick the smallest of the two WCRT estimates, output by Equations 3 and 11.

LITES
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4 The analysis in [7], its flaws and how to fix it.

For the “linear model” described earlier, a different analysis was proposed in [7]. It uses the ad-
ditional information available on the execution behaviour of each task, to provide tighter bounds
on the task WCRTs. That analysis was called synthetic because it attempts to derive the WCRT
estimate by synthesising (from the task attributes) task execution distributions that might not
necessarily be observable in practice but (were supposed to) dominate the real worst-case exe-
cution scenario. Unfortunately, that analysis too, was flawed – and as we will see, the flaw was
somehow inherited from the “simple” analysis already discussed in Section 3.

The linear model permits breaking up, for modelling purposes, the interference from each task
τj upon a task τi into distinct terms Xjk , each corresponding to one of the software segments of
τj . These software segments are spaced apart by the corresponding self-suspending regions of τj ,
which, for analysis purposes, translates to a worst-case offset (see below) for every such term Xjk .
This allows in principle, for more granular and hence less pessimistic modelling of the interference.
However, one problem that such an approach entails is that different arrival phasings between τi
and every interfering task τj would need to be considered to find the worst-case scenario. This is
yet undesirable from the perspective of computational complexity.

The main idea behind the synthetic analysis was to calculate the interference from a higher-
priority task τj exerted upon the task τi under analysis assuming that the software segments
and the self-suspending regions of τj appear in a potentially different rearranged order from the
actual one. This so-called synthetic execution distribution would represent an interference pattern
that dominates all possible interference patterns caused by τj on τi, without having to consider
every possible phasing in the release of τj relative to τi. This approach is conceptually analogous
to converting a task conforming to the generalised multiframe model [4] into an accumulatively
monotonic execution pattern [14] - with the added complexity that the spacing among software
segments is asymmetric and also variable at run-time (since the self-suspension intervals vary in
duration within known bounds).

In terms of equations, the upper bound on the WCRT of a task τi claimed in [7] is given by:

Ri = Ci +
∑

j∈hp(i)

n(τj)∑
k=1

Ri>ξOjk

⌈
Ri − ξOjk +Aj

Tj

⌉
ξXjk (12)

where n(τj) is the number of software segments of the linear task τj and the terms ξXjk (a
per-software-segment interference term), ξOjk (a per-software-segment offset term) and Aj (a
per-task term analogous to a jitter) are defined in terms of the worst-case synthetic execution
distribution for τj .

For a rigorous definition, we refer the reader to [6]. However, for all practical purposes, one can
intuitively define ξXj1 as the WCET of the longest software segment of τj ; ξXj2 as the WCET of
the second longest software segment; and so on. Analogously, ξGj1 is the best-case length of the
shortest hardware segment (i.e., self-suspending region) of τj (in terms of their BCETs); ξGj2

is that of the second shortest one; and so on. However, in addition to the actual self-suspending
regions of τj , when creating this sorted sequence ξGj1 ,

ξGj2 , . . . a so-called “notional gap” Nj of
length Tj −Rj is considered3. For tasks that both start and end with a software segment, this is
the minimum spacing between the completion of a job by τj (i.e. its last software segment) and

3 In [7], the length of the notional gap was incorrectly given as Tj −Cj . In this paper, we consider the correct
length of Tj −Rj , as in the thesis [6].
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the time that the next job by τj arrives4 . This is so that the interference pattern considered
dominates all possible arrival phasings between τj and τi.

As for ξOjk , it was defined5 as

ξOjk =
{

0, if k = 1∑k−1
`=1 (ξXj` + ξGj`), otherwise

(13)

Finally, Aj is given by

Aj = Gj − Ĝj (14)

As we will now demonstrate with the following counter-example, it is in the quantification of
this final term Aj , that the analytical flaw lies.

I Example 11. Consider a task set with the parameters shown in Table 2. Each task is described
as a vector consisting of the execution time ranges of its segments in the order of their activation;
self-suspending regions are enclosed in parentheses. In this example, the execution times of the
various software segments and self-suspending regions are deterministic. The analysis in [7],
as sanitised in [6] with respect to the issue of Footnote 3, would be reduced to the familiar
uniprocessor analysis of Liu and Layland [13] for the first few tasks, since τ1 and τ2 lack self-
suspending regions. So we would get R1 = 2 and R2 = 4.

Using Equation 12 for τ3 would yield R3 = 19. Note that since the software segments and
the intermediate self-suspending region of τ3 execute with strict precedence constraints, it is also
possible to derive another estimate for R3 by calculating upper bounds on the WCRTs of the
software/hardware segments and adding them together6. Doing this, and taking into account
that the hardware operation suffers no interference, yields R3 = 5 +G3 + 5 = 15. This is in fact
the exact WCRT, as evidenced in the schedule of Figure 5, for the job released by τ3 at t = 0.

Next, to obtain R4 we need to generate the worst-case execution distribution of τ3. Since, in
the worst-case, τ3 completes just before its next job arrives (see time 15 in Figure 5) its “notional
gap” N3 = (T3 −R3) is 0. Then, the synthetic worst-case execution distribution for τ3 is

[ 1, (0), 1, (5) ]

which is equivalent to a non-self-suspending task with a WCET C3 = 2.
From the fact that software and self-suspending region lengths are deterministic, we also have

A3 = 0 (using Equation 14). In other words, to compute R4 according to this analysis is akin
to replacing τ3 with a (jitterless) sporadic task without any self-suspension, with C3 = 2 and
D3 = T3 = 15. Then, the corresponding upper bound computed with Equation 12 for the WCRT
of τ4 is R4 = 15.

4 For tasks that start and/or end with a self-suspending region, the Ĝ of the corresponding self-suspending
region(s) is also incorporated to the notional gap. But that is part of a normalisation stage that precedes
the formation of the worst-case synthetic execution distribution, so the reader may assume, without loss of
generality, that the task both starts and ends with a software segment. For details, see page 115 in [6].

5 It is an opportunity to mention that in the corresponding equation (Eq. 12) of that thesis [6], there existed
two typos: (i) the condition for the first case has “k = 0” instead of “k = 1” and (ii) the right-hand side for
the second case does not have parentheses as should. We have rectified both typos in Equation 13 presented
here.

6 In [6], the definition of WCRT is extended from tasks to software or hardware segments: The WCRT Rij of a
segment τij is the maximum possible interval from the time that τij is eligible for execution until it completes.
This approach of computing the WCRT of a self-suspending task by decomposing it in subsequences of one
or more segments and adding up the WCRTS of those subsequences is also described there.
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Table 2 A set of linear tasks where the numbers within parentheses represent the lengths of the
self-suspending regions and the other numbers represent the lengths of the S/W execution regions.

τi execution distribution Di Ti

τ1 [2] 5 5
τ2 [2] 10 10
τ3 [1, (5), 1] 15 15
τ4 [3] 20 ∞

Figure 5 A schedule, for the task set of Table 2, that highlights the flawedness of the synthetic
analysis [7]. The job released by τ4 at time 40 has a response time of 18 time units, which is more than
the estimate for R4 (i.e., 15) output by the analysis presented in [7].

However, the schedule of Figure 5, which is perfectly legal, disproves this. In that schedule,
τ1, τ2, and τ3 arrive at t = 0 and a job by τ4 arrives at t = 40 and has a response time of 18 time
units, which is larger than the value obtained for R4 with Equation 12. Therefore, the analysis
in [7] is also flawed.

For the purposes of fixing the analysis, we note that the characterisation of the interference
by τj upon τi is correct for any schedule where no software segment by τj interferes more than
once with τj . This holds by design, because the longest software segments and the shortest
interleaved self-suspending regions are selected in turn (according to the property of accumulative
monotonicity). Moreover, even in the case that there is interference multiple times by one or more
software segments of the synthetic τj , i.e., when some γ segments interfere β > 1 times with τi and
the remaining segments interfere β − 1 times with it, by the design of the equation it is ensured
that these are its γ longest segments and that they are clustered together in time as closely as
possible. Therefore, the problem lies in the quantification of the per-task term Aj , that acts as
jitter for the task execution. Given that, for the simpler dynamic model, it was shown before
that a value of Rj − Xj for this jitter was safe, one may conjecture that using Aj = Rj − Xj

would also make the synthetic analysis for the segmented linear self-suspension model safe. After
all, in the latter model, there is a smaller degree of freedom, in the execution and self-suspending
behaviour of the tasks.

Indeed, not only is the above conjecture true, but below we are going to show that a smaller
jitter term of Aj = Rj −Xj − Ĝ also works and makes the analysis safe.

I Lemma 12. Consider a uniprocessor system of constrained-deadline linear (i.e., segmented)
self-suspending tasks and one task τi among those, in particular. If for every task τj ∈ hp(i) an
upper bound Rj ≤ Tj on its WCRT exists, and, additionally, the smallest positive solution Ri to
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the following recursion is upper-bounded by Ti, then the WCRT of is τi is upper-bounded by Ri,
as defined below.

Ri = Ci +
∑

j∈hp(i)

n(τj)∑
k=1

Ri>ξOjk

⌈
Ri − ξOjk +Aj

Tj

⌉
ξXjk (15)

where

ξOjk =
{

0, if k = 1∑k−1
`=1 (ξXj` + ξGj`), otherwise

and

Aj = Rj −Xj − Ĝk

Proof. Let us convert the self-suspension of τi to computation. Then, whenever τi is present in
the system and a higher-priority task is executing τi is preempted. Then the response time of a
job of τi is maximised if the total execution time by higher-priority tasks, between its release and
its completion, is maximised. Therefore we can upper-bound the WCRT of τi by upper-bounding
the total execution time of higher-priority tasks during its activation. We are, pessimistically,
going to do that by upper-bounding the execution time of every τj ∈ hp(i) and then taking the
sum.

Consider some τj ∈ hp(i). Without loss of generality we will consider the canonical form
where it both starts and ends with a software segment. Then, it has the form

[xj1 , gj1 , xj2 , . . . , gjn(τj)−1 , xjn(τj) ]

Let us consider one software segment xjk . As shown in Figure 6, from the moment that this
segment completes, until another instance of the same segment (belonging to the next job of τj)
executes for one time unit, there is a minimum time separation. Indeed:

All subsequent self-suspensions and software segments of the original job (if any) must execute,
i.e., gjk , xjk+1 , . . . , gjn(τj)−1 , xjn(τj) .
Then, there is at least Nj = Tj −Rj time units until the next job of τj arrives (i.e., what we
earlier called the notional gap).
Then all preceding software segments and self-suspensions (if any) of the next job of τj must
complete, i.e., [xj1 , gj1 , xj2 , . . . , gjk−1 ]

The workload generated by τj in any window of a given length is maximised when its execution
segments execute for their respective WCETs and those belonging to jobs released after τi are
released as early as possible whereas those belonging to a carry-in job by τj (if any) are released
as late as possible. This implies that self-suspending regions of τj overlapping with that time
window execute for their respective minimum suspension time. Under this scenario, it follows
that the minimum time separation between time instants where two different instances of segment
xjk execute is∑

k≤`≤n(τj)−1

Ĝj` +
∑

k<`≤n(τj)

Xj` + Tj −Rj︸ ︷︷ ︸
notional gap

+
∑

1≤`≤k−1
Xj` +

∑
1≤`≤k−1

Ĝj`

= Tj −Rj +Xj + Ĝj −Xjk (16)

This is also illustrated in Figure 6. Note that for successive instances of xjk released no earlier
than τi, under this worst-case scenario, the corresponding minimum time separation is Tj −Xjk .
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Figure 6 Illustration of the minimum time separation between two different instances of a segment of
the same task τj .

This means that, in the above scenario, within any time interval of length ∆t ≤ Tj − Rj +
Xj + Ĝj − Xjk , the execution by segment xjk is at most Xjk time units. And within any time
interval of length ∆t = (Tj − Rj + Xj + Ĝj) + M , with M > 0, the total execution time by
segment xjk is no more than Xjk + bMTj cXjk + min(Xjk ,M − bMTj cTj).

This means that, over a time interval of length ∆t, the worst-case amount of execution by
segment xjk is the same as the corresponding worst-case amount of execution, over an interval of
length ∆t, of an independent periodic non-suspending task with a WCET equal to Xjk , a period
of Tj and a release jitter equal to (Rj −Xj − Ĝj).

Then, for any particular given phasing of the interfering tasks, the response time of a job of
τi is upper-bounded by the smallest solution to

R∗i = Ci +
∑

j∈hp(i)

∑
xjk∈τj

⌈
R∗i + (Rj −Xj − Ĝj)−Ojk

Tj

⌉
0

Xjk (17)

where Ojk is an offset that describes the phasings of the different segments and d·e0
def=

(maxd·e, 0).
Now, observe that the leftmost interfering segment of τj , within the interval under consider-

ation, will not necessarily be τj1 . It could be any other segment, depending on the release offset.
So, it will not hold in the general case that Ojk < Ojk+1 , k ∈ {0, 1, n(τj)}. Let us use introduce
some notation to refer to the segments of τj by the order that they first appear in the time interval
under consideration. So, if the βth segment of τj is the one to appear first (i.e., leftmost), then
let

x′j1

def= xjβ

and

x′jk
def= xjβ+k−1 , ∀k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n(τj)}

Accordingly Equation 17 can be rewritten as

R∗i = Ci +
∑

j∈hp(i)

∑
x′
jk
∈τj

⌈
R∗i +A′j −O′jk

Tj

⌉
0
X ′jk (18)

where A′j = Rj − Xj − Ĝj and it will hold that O′jk < O′jk+1
, k ∈ {0, 1, n(τj)}. Intuitively,

the RHS is maximised when the O′jk positive offsets are minimised. And a lower-bound on each
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of those is

O′j1
= 0

O′j2
= X ′j1

+ Ĝ′j1

. . .

O′jk =
(
k−1∑
`=1

X ′j`

)
+
(
k−1∑
`=1

Ĝ′j`

)
, k ∈ {1, . . . , n(τj)} (19)

where g′jk is defined as the self-suspension interval immediately after segment x′jk (or, the
notional gap, in the special case that x′jk is xjn(τj) .)

Now compare Equation 19 with Equation 15, from the claim of this lemma. By the design of
the latter equation, it holds that

k∑
`=1

ξXj` ≥
k∑
`=1

X ′j` ,∀j, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n(τj)}

ξOjk ≤ O′jk ,∀j, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n(τj)}

Aj = A′j

This means that the RHS of Equation 15 dominates the RHS of Equation 18, so the respective
solution to the former upper-bounds the response time of τi under any possible combination of
release phasings of higher-priority tasks. This proves the claim. J

5 Additional discussion

Priority assignment. In [2], it was claimed that the bottom-up Optimal Priority Assignment
(OPA) [1] algorithm could be used in conjunction with the simple analysis. However, once the
proposed fix is applied, it becomes evident that this is not the case. Namely, we now need
knowledge of Rj , ∀j ∈ hp(i) in order to compute Ri. In turn, these values depend on the relative
priority ordering of tasks in hp(i). This contravenes the basic principle upon which OPA relies [1].

Resource sharing. In [3], WCRT equations are augmented with blocking terms, for resource
sharing under the Priority Ceiling Protocol. However, there was an omission of a term in those
formulas (since those blocking terms have to be multiplied with the number of software segments
of the task – or, equivalently, the number of interleaved self-suspensions plus one). This has
already been acknowledged and rectified in [6], p. 101, but we repeat it here too, since this is the
erratum for that paper.

Multiprocessor extension of the synthetic analysis. In Section 4 of [7], a multiprocessor ex-
tension of the synthetic analysis is sketched, assuming multiple software processors and a global
fixed-priority scheduling policy. Showing whether or not this would work for the corrected analysis
is a conjecture that we would like to tackle in future work.

6 Some experiments

Finally, we provide some small-scale experiments, with synthetic randomly-generated tasks in
order to have some indication about:

The performance of the corrected analysis techniques, as compared to the baseline suspension-
oblivious approach.

LITES
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The extent by which the original flawed techniques were potentially optimistic.

The metric by which we compare the approaches is the scheduling success ratio. We gen-
erated7 hundreds of implicit-deadline task sets with n = 6 tasks each. The total processor
utilisation (

∑n
i=1

Xi
Ti

) of each task set did not exceed 1, in order to avoid generating task sets
that would be a priori unschedulable. Additionally, the suspension-oblivious task set utilisation
(
∑n
i=1

Ci
Ti
) of each task set ranged between 0.6 and 1.2, with a step of 0.05. Each generated task

consisted of 3 software segments and 2 interleaved self-suspending regions. For simplicity, the
best-case execution time of each software segment and self-suspending region matched its worst-
case execution time. Task inter-arrival times were uniformly chosen in the range 105 to 106. For
each suspension-oblivious task set utilisation (i.e., 0.6, 0.65, . . ., 1.2) we generated 100 such task
sets. For each target suspension-oblivious utilisation we used the randfixedsum function [11] to
randomly generate the suspension-oblivious utilisations of the individual tasks, which could not
exceed 1. Then, the suspension-oblivious execution time Ci of each task was derived by multiply-
ing with the task inter-arrival time Ti. Subsequently, for each task, we randomly generated its
Xi and Gi parameters: Gi was randomly chosen between 5% and 50% of Ci and Xi was set to
Ci−Gi. The function randfixedsum was again invoked to randomly generate the execution times
of the individual software segments and self-suspending regions from Xi and Gi, respectively.

Figure 7 plots the results from applying the following schedulability tests.
obl The baseline suspension-oblivious approach (Equation 11).
simple The simple approach from [2, 3] as corrected in Section 3 (namely Equation 3).
simple∪obl Applying both “simple” and “obl” and picking the smallest WCRT.
synth The “synthetic” approach from [7], already partially corrected8 in the Thesis [6] and
as further corrected in Section 4 (namely Equation 15, that uses for Aj the value perscribed
by Lemma 12).
synth∪obl Applying both “synth” and “obl” and picking the smallest WCRT of the two.
simple-bad The original, flawed technique from [2, 3], which was proven to be unsafe in
Section 3.
synth-bad The “synthetic” analysis technique from [7], as partially corrected in [6], which
was proven unsafe in Section 4.

The main findings from this experiment are as follows:
1. The suspension-oblivious analysis trails all other approaches in performance.
2. The benefits of the synthetic approach over the simple approach when used as a schedulability

test are limited but non-negligible.
3. Combining either of the suspension-aware tests with the suspension-oblivious test offers a slight

improvement in the middle region of the plot. This means that a small but not negligible
number of task sets is found schedulable by the suspension-oblivious test but not by the
suspension-aware tests.

4. The original flawed formulations of the simple and the synthetic analysis “perform” identic-
ally. The region of the plot enclosed between these curves and synth∪obl upper-bounds the
potential incidence of task sets that are in fact unschedulable but would have been erroneously
deemed schedulable by those flawed tests.

7 We are grateful to José Fonseca, for having granted us use of his Matlab-based task generator and schedulab-
ility testing tool, which he has been developing in the context of his ongoing PhD.

8 With respect to the length of the “notional gap”.
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Figure 7 A comparison of the performance of different schedulability tests. The y-axis is the fraction
of task sets deemed schedulable. The x-axis is the suspension-oblivious task set utilisation, defined as∑n

i=1
Ci
Ti
. The original flawed variants of the analysis techniques corrected by this paper are also included

in the plot.

7 Conclusions

It is very unfortunate that the above flaws found their way to publication undetected. However,
as obvious as they may seem in retrospect, they were not at the time, to the authors and reviewers
alike. At least, this errata paper comes at a time when the topic of scheduling with self-suspensions
is attracting more attention by the real-time community. Therefore we hope that it will serve as
a stimulus for researchers in the area to revisit past results and scrutinise them for correctness.
For more details regarding the state of the art, Chen et al [10] have recently provided high-level
summaries of the general analytical methods for self-suspending tasks, the existing flaws in the
literature, and potential fixes.
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Abstract
We clarify the notion of cache persistence and con-
tribute to the understanding of persistence analysis
for caches with least-recently-used replacement.

To this end, we provide the first formal defini-
tion of persistence as a property of a trace seman-
tics. Based on this trace semantics we introduce a
semantics-based, i.e., abstract-interpretation-based
persistence analysis framework.

We identify four basic persistence analyses and
prove their correctness as instances of this analysis

framework.
Combining these basic persistence analyses via

two generic cooperation mechanisms yields a lattice
of ten persistence analyses.

Notably, this lattice contains all persistence
analyses previously described in the literature. As
a consequence, we obtain uniform correctness proofs
for all prior analyses and a precise understanding
of how and why these analyses work, as well as how
they relate to each other in terms of precision.
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1 Introduction

Due to the large processor-memory gap, essentially all modern processors employ some form of
memory hierarchy, consisting of smaller but faster memories, such as caches, on the one hand,
and larger but slower memories, such as DRAM-based main memory, on the other hand. Memory
hierarchies of general-purpose processors usually contain one or multiple levels of caches. Caches
are small but fast hardware-managed memories that store a subset of the contents of main memory.
Memory accesses that “hit” the cache may be served at a much lower latency than those accesses
that “miss” the cache and as a consequence have to be served from slow main memory. The
execution time of a program thus heavily depends on how effective the processor’s caches are.

For safety-critical systems, it is imperative to demonstrate before deployment that the system
will always behave as intended. Many safety-critical systems are real-time systems, i.e., in order
to function correctly, they have to perform their actions within limited amounts of wall-clock time.
A major task in verifying a system’s real-time behavior is to analyze each software component’s
worst-case execution time (WCET). Due to the large influence of caches on execution times,
WCET analyses have to soundly and precisely characterize a software component’s cache behavior.
To this end, various static cache analyses have been developed. Simply assuming each memory
access to yield a cache miss would result in extremely pessimistic execution-time bounds.
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Listing 1 Example program motivating persistence analysis.
for (int i=0; i < N; i++) {

if ( read_sensor ())
a++;

else
b++;

}

Static cache analysis comes in two flavours [19]: 1. Classifying Cache Analysis aims to classify
individual memory accesses as cache hits or misses. 2. Quantitative Cache Analysis aims to
determine bounds on the number of misses resulting from a set of memory accesses in a program.

Classifying cache analysis for caches with least-recently-used (LRU) replacement has been
well-understood since the introduction of may and must analysis by Ferdinand et al. [11, 12] in the
late 1990s. May and must analysis are formalized and proven correct in the framework of abstract
interpretation [3]. Both may and must analysis answer questions about the set of reachable cache
states. For example, must analysis determines whether a memory block is guaranteed to be cached
in all cache states that may be reached at a given program point. If that is the case, an access to
such a block must result in a cache hit.

One instance of quantitative cache analysis is persistence analysis. Persistence analysis
collectively considers all memory accesses in a program, or a fragment of a program such as a loop,
that access the same memory block. Various slightly different interpretations of cache persistence
exist in the literature [1, 12], which we discuss later in this article. Intuitively, a memory block is
persistent if, during any possible program execution, all memory accesses referring to this block
may cumulatively result in at most one cache miss.

Consider the program in Listing 1 for a motivating example. Assume that variables a and b
are kept in two distinct memory blocks. Further, assume that in each loop iteration it is equally
possible for the program to take the then- and the else-branch of the conditional, as the outcome of
read_sensor() depends on external inputs. Then it is impossible to classify the memory accesses
to a or b in any loop iteration as guaranteed cache hits and a WCET analysis would have to
pessimistically account for misses upon all memory accesses. However, provided the cache is large
enough to hold a and b simultaneously, among all memory accesses to a (and similarly to b) only
the very first may result in a cache miss1. Both a and b are persistent, and WCET analysis can
safely account for at most two misses.

Various persistence analyses have been proposed in the literature starting from Mueller’s [20,
1, 31, 21] and Ferdinand’s [11, 12] work in the 1990s up until today [2, 6, 17, 23, 22, 8, 7, 32]. In
our opinion, however, persistence analysis is so far not as well-understood as classifying cache
analysis. In particular, even though persistence analysis clearly determines semantic properties
of programs, it has never been formalized and proven correct as a semantics-based program
analysis, i.e., as an abstract interpretation of an appropriate semantics in which persistence is
expressible. Instead, persistence analyses have so far been described and argued correct in rather
ad hoc manners. Possibly as a consequence of this lack of foundations, a flaw in one of the early
persistence analyses [12] was long overlooked.

In this article we seek to fill this gap by providing a solid semantic underpinning for persistence
analysis. We observe that persistence is a property of traces rather than states. Thus, semantics
that capture sets of reachable states – such as those used as a basis for may and must analysis,

1 Assuming that neither a nor b are evicted by read_sensor().
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and in fact most other static program analyses – are not appropriate to understand and prove
correct persistence analyses. In Section 2, we define a trace collecting semantics, which captures
all possible cache traces of a program, i.e., alternating sequences of cache states and memory
accesses. On this basis, we are then able to provide the first formal definition of the various cache
persistence notions found in the literature.

After discussing standard abstractions and simplifications in Section 3, we introduce a generic
abstract-interpretation-based persistence analysis framework in Section 4. This framework defines
the components of a persistence analysis and provides conditions on these components that
are sufficient to guarantee the correctness of the persistence classifications of the analysis. As
is usual in abstract interpretation, the framework uses concretization functions to capture the
relation between concrete and abstract semantics. The key difference to prior work on abstract-
interpretation-based cache analysis is that concretization functions map to sets of cache traces
rather than sets of cache states, as persistence is a property of traces rather than states. To
analyze the relative precision of two different persistence analyses, we also provide conditions on
the components of two arbitrary analyses A and B that are sufficient to show that A is more
precise than B, i.e., if B classifies a memory block as persistent then so does A.

A generic analysis framework is only useful if it has interesting instantiations. In Section 5, we
identify four basic persistence analyses. Using the framework introduced in Section 4 we prove
their correctness and determine their relative precision. Then we introduce two generic cooperation
mechanisms that enable the exchange of analysis information between different persistence analyses
in order to obtain more precise combined analyses. Combining the four basic persistence analyses
using these two cooperation mechanisms yields a lattice of ten persistence analyses of varying
precision. These ten analyses include, to the best of our knowledge, all persistence analyses
previously described in the literature. Thus we obtain uniform correctness proofs for all these
analyses and a precise understanding of how and why these analyses work, as well as how they
relate to each other in terms of precision. In Section 6, we discuss how the persistence analyses
from the literature map to the lattice of persistence analyses developed in Section 5.

Due to uncertainty about the memory accesses induced by loads and stores in a program,
persistence analysis is more challenging for data caches than for instruction caches. We briefly
describe a generic approach to data-cache persistence analysis in Section 7. Finally, we conclude
the article by summarizing our results and discussing future work in Section 8.

This article may be read in different ways depending on a reader’s intent:
Readers primarily interested in understanding the intuition of the various persistence analyses
may focus their attention on Section 5. To enable readers to quickly obtain a basic understanding
of the state of the art, many of the correctness proofs have been moved to the appendix.
Readers who would like to understand the semantic foundations of persistence analysis in
detail, will have to study Sections 2 to 4 more carefully. Further, they may selectively read
the detailed correctness proofs in the appendix. These proofs are linked from the respective
theorems and lemmas of Section 5.
Readers interested in a historical perspective may focus on Sections 5.3 and 6.

2 A Formal Definition of Cache Persistence

In this section, we provide a formal definition of cache persistence. As persistence is a semantic
property of a program’s execution traces, we first introduce a generic trace collecting semantics in
Section 2.1. As persistence involves cache behavior, we require a semantics taking into account
caches. We show how to instantiate the generic trace collecting semantics accordingly in Section 2.2.
Finally, in Section 2.3 we formally capture the various notions of persistence found in the literature
as properties of the semantics introduced in the two preceding sections.

LITES
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2.1 Programs, Computations, Trace Collecting Semantics
A program P = 〈Σ, I, E , T 〉 consists of the following components:

Σ - a set of program states
I ⊆ Σ - a set of initial states
E - a set of events
T ⊆ Σ× E × Σ - a transition relation, which captures how a computation of the program may
step through its state space.

An execution trace t of P is an alternating sequence of states and events t = σ0e0σ1e1 . . . σn
such that σ0 ∈ I and for all i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}, 〈σi, ei, σi+1〉 ∈ T . The set of all execution
traces of P is its trace collecting semantics Col(P ) ⊆ Traces, where Traces denotes the set of
all alternating sequences of states and events. When considering terminating programs, the
trace collecting semantics can be formally defined as the least fixpoint2 of the next operator
containing I:

Col(P ) = lfp⊆I next

where next describes the effect of one computation step:

next(S) = {t.σnenσn+1 | t.σn ∈ S ∧ 〈σn, en, σn+1〉 ∈ T }

In the definition of next above, t.σn denotes a trace that ends in state σn following its prefix t.
Similarly, t.σnenσn+1 is a trace obtained by extending t.σn by enσn+1.

In other words, Col(P ) is the least solution, i.e., the smallest set of traces X that satisfies the
equation X = I ∪ next(X).

Cousot and Cousot [5] give a detailed proof of why the set of all finite execution traces of a
program is indeed captured by the least fixpoint of a next operator as in our definition above.

2.2 Taking Caches Into Account
For reasoning about caches, we need to consider a semantics in which the state of the cache is
part of the program state. To this end, the state will consist of two components: (1) the logical
memory state in M (representing the values of memory locations and CPU registers) and (2)
the cache state in C. So Σ =M×C. The set of initial states is the product of the set of initial
memory states and the set of initial cache states, i.e., I = IM × IC .

We define the transition relation on this domain based on four functions that model the
evolution of the logical memory and the cache as well as their interaction:
1. The memory update is a function updateM : M→M that captures the logical memory state

the system transitions into from a given logical memory state.
2. The memory effect is a function effM : M→EM that determines the memory block, if any,

that is accessed when transitioning from a given logical memory state. We denote the set of
memory blocks by B. Thus, the set of memory events is defined as EM = B ∪ {⊥}, where ⊥
denotes that no memory block is accessed.

3. The cache update is a function updateC : C ×EM → C that determines the successor cache state
given a memory effect.

2 Here, and later, we denote by lfp⊆I next, the least fixpoint of the function next that is greater than or equal
to I. This is the same as the least fixpoint of the function nextI(X) := I ∪ next(X).
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4. The cache effect is a function effC : C × EM → EC that determines whether or not the memory
access results in a cache hit or a cache miss. Thus, the set of cache events is defined as
EC = {hit,miss,⊥}, where ⊥ is used when the memory effect is ⊥, and so no memory block is
actually accessed.

Events are pairs of memory events and cache events, i.e., E = EM × EC .
The definition of persistence as a property of traces in Section 2.3, as well as the persistence

analysis framework developed in Sections 3 and 4 applies to arbitrary replacement policies.
Particular replacement policies can be captured by appropriately defining updateC and effC . Below,
we provide definitions of these two functions for the LRU strategy, denoted as updateLRU

C and
effLRU
C . This is because all the persistence analysis instances that we will introduce in Section 5

apply to caches with LRU replacement. In the following, whenever we make statements that hold
for arbitrary caches, we use updateC and effC. Whenever our statements refer to LRU, we use
updateLRU

C and effLRU
C .

Upon a cache miss, LRU replaces the least-recently-used memory block. To this end, it tracks
the ages of memory blocks within each cache set, where the youngest block has age 0 and the
oldest cached block has age k − 1, where k is the associativity of the cache. Thus, the state of the
cache can be modeled as a function that assigns an age to each memory block, where non-cached
blocks are assigned age k. For simplicity of exposition, we consider a fully-associative cache3, in
other words, all blocks map to the same cache set.

C := {c ∈ B → A | ∀a, b ∈ B : a 6= b ⇒ (c(a) 6= c(b) ∨ c(a) = c(b) = k)},

where A := {0, ..., k − 1, k} is the set of ages. The constraint encodes that no two cached blocks
can have the same age. For readability we omit the additional constraint that blocks of non-zero
age are preceded by other blocks, i.e. that cache sets do not contain “holes”.

Below, we define the cache update and the cache effect for the cases where a memory access
occurs, i.e., for the subset B of their domain EM = B ∪ {⊥}. Both cache update and cache effect
are naturally extended to the case where no memory access occurs.

The cache update for LRU is given by

updateLRU
C (c, b) := λb′ ∈ B.


0 : b′ = b,

c(b′) + 1 : c(b′) < c(b),
c(b′) : c(b′) ≥ c(b).

The accessed block attains age 0 (case 1), blocks younger than the accessed block age by 1 (case 2),
and the ages of other blocks are not affected (case 3).

The cache effect captures that a hit occurs whenever the age of the accessed block is less than
the cache’s associativity:

effLRU
C (c, b) :=

{
hit : c(b) < k,

miss : else.

Both updateLRU
C and effLRU

C are naturally extended to the case where no memory access occurs.
Then, the cache state remains unchanged and the cache effect is ⊥.

3 Set-associative caches as they are typically found in actual caches can be considered as arrays of fully-associative
caches. Thus, analyses that apply to fully-associative caches can be lifted to set-associative caches in a rather
straightforward manner.

LITES
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With this, we can now connect the components and obtain the global transition relation
T ⊆ Σ× E × Σ by

T = {〈〈m, c〉, 〈em, ec〉, 〈m′, c′〉〉 | m′ = updateM(m) ∧ em = effM(m)
∧ c′ = updateC(c, em) ∧ ec = effC(c, em)},

which formally captures the asymmetric relationship between caches, logical memories, and events:
The memory update determines the next memory states: m′ = updateM(m), and the memory
effect determines the memory block, if any, that is accessed on the transition: em = effM(m).
Based on the memory effect, the cache update determines the next cache state: c′ =
updateC(c, em), and the cache effect determines whether or not the current memory access
results in a hit or a miss: ec = effC(c, em).

2.3 Persistence as a Property of Traces
Given a trace collecting semantics that takes caches into account as defined in the previous
two sections, we are now ready to formally capture multiple notions of persistence found in the
literature. Persistence is a property of traces, and thus, the following predicates determine for a
given trace τ and a memory block b, whether b is persistent in τ according to a particular notion
of persistence.

The most liberal notion of persistence is that a persistent block may cause at most one miss:

AtMostOneMiss(σ0e0σ1e1 . . . en−1σn, b) := |{i | ei = 〈b,miss〉}| ≤ 1 (1)

A stronger notion of persistence is that only the very first access to a persistent block may
result in a miss [1]:

FirstAccessIsAMiss(σ0e0σ1e1 . . . en−1σn, b) :=
∀i : (ei = 〈b,miss〉) ⇒ ∀j < i : (ej 6= 〈b, hit〉 ∧ ej 6= 〈b,miss〉). (2)

This condition is stronger, i.e., FirstAccessIsAMiss(τ, b) implies AtMostOneMiss(τ, b) but not vice
versa, as AtMostOneMiss(τ, b) is equivalent to ∀i : (ei = 〈b,miss〉)⇒ ∀j < i : (ej 6= 〈b,miss〉).

Another stronger notion of persistence is that, after a block has been brought into the cache
via a miss, it is not evicted from the cache anymore [12]:

NoEviction(σ0e0σ1e1 . . . en−1σn, b) := ∀i : (ei = 〈b,miss〉)⇒ ∀j > i : b ∈ σj , (3)

where b ∈ σl means that b is cached in state σl, i.e., it is an abbreviation for σl = 〈ml, cl〉 ∧
effC(cl, b) = hit. Clearly, persistence according to (3) also implies persistence according to (1).

The above definitions refer to individual traces. We say that a memory block b is persistent in
program P , if it is persistent in all traces of P ’s trace collecting semantics:

I Definition 1 (Persistence in a Program). Memory block b is persistent in program P , if

∀τ ∈ Col(P ) : AtMostOneMiss(τ, b).

We choose to use the most liberal notion of persistence in Definition 1, because it corresponds
to the property that is being exploited in the later phases of WCET analysis. As we will see, all
persistence analyses introduced in Section 5 are in fact based on the stronger NoEviction notion
expressed by (3). It is conceivable though that future persistence analyses will take advantage of
the more liberal AtMostOneMiss notion to classify more memory blocks as persistent.
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3 Preliminaries: Standard Abstractions and Simplifications

The trace collecting semantics as defined above is not practically computable. In this section,
we discuss two very common abstractions that lead to an abstract semantics that is closer to
being computable. Based on the resulting sticky-collecting semantics, we then develop further
abstractions in Sections 4 and 5 that allow to prove the persistence of memory blocks in practice.

3.1 Control Flow Graph Abstraction
In contrast to data accesses, instruction accesses depend solely on the flow of control through the
program and are thus much easier to predict. As the focus of this article is on the analysis of
the cache behavior rather than the analysis of the memory accesses generated by a program, we
initially limit ourselves to the analysis of instruction caches. Later, in Section 7 we discuss how to
lift this restriction. Thus we abstract the state of the memory, inM, to the program location,
in L, that the program is currently at.

A common abstraction of a program P is its control flow graph GP = 〈L, E, i〉, where
the nodes in L represent program locations,
the edges in E ⊆ L× L represent possible control flow, and
i ∈ L represents the start node, which has no incoming edges.

The set of edges E can be seen as an abstraction of the memory update updateM. While
updateM is a function, E is a relation, because the successor location may depend on values
of registers that have been abstracted away. Similarly, let effL : E → B capture the memory
block holding the instruction that needs to be fetched when moving from one program location
to another. This corresponds to the memory effect effM. As we limit ourselves to instruction
accesses, which are precisely determined by control flow, there is no loss in precision moving from
effM to effL. Also, each edge corresponds to exactly one memory access, and so we do not need
to consider the trivial case that no memory access is performed upon a transition. With this
abstraction, the set of states is Σins = L × C, and the set of initial states is Iins = {i} × IC .

Based on these notions, we obtain the following global transition relation Tins:

Tins = {〈〈l, c〉, 〈b, h〉, 〈l′, c′〉〉 | 〈l, l′〉 ∈ E∧b = effL(l, l′)∧c′ = updateC(c, b)∧h = effC(c, b)},

which yields the abstraction Pins of P : Pins = 〈Σins, Iins, E , Tins〉.
One could formally relate Col(Pins) and Col(P ) by concretization and abstraction functions

and derive correctness conditions on E and effL, but we omit this here4 and assume that the
control flow graph is the starting point of the analyses presented below, as is common in the
literature [1, 20, 31, 11, 12, 21, 2, 6, 17, 8, 7, 32].

We note, however, that more precise results can be obtained if persistence analysis is carried
out on more precise abstractions of the program’s memory access behavior, which can be obtained
by e.g. trace partitioning [28].

3.2 Abstraction from Locations in Traces
As we can see from Definition 1, to determine whether a block is persistent it suffices to inspect
the cache and memory effects of the trace collecting semantics. We thus further abstract the
trace collecting semantics to a semantics that only maintains traces of cache and memory effects,
forgetting about the intermediate locations. We denote the set of such traces by CacheTraces.

4 We consider the problem of soundly abstracting a program’s memory access behavior to be distinct from the
problem of cache persistence analysis based on such an abstraction, which is the topic of this article. See
Section 4.2 in [10] for a concretization function relating Col(Pins) and Col(P ).
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This sticky cache trace collecting semantics5 , StickyCol(Pins) : L → 2CacheTraces, captures
the set of traces of cache states and cache and memory effects that may reach a given program
location. It is defined as the least fixpoint of nextins, defined below, including Init:

StickyCol(Pins) := lfp≤Init nextins,

where Init = λl.(l = i ? IC : ∅), the partial order ≤ denotes the point-wise comparison, i.e,
S ≤ T := ∀l ∈ L : S(l) ⊆ T (l), which induces the join S ∨ T := λl ∈ L.S(l) ∪ T (l), and nextins is
defined as follows:

nextins(S) = λl′ ∈ L.
⋃
〈l,l′〉∈E{t.cec′ | t.c ∈ S(l) ∧ 〈〈l, c〉, e, 〈l′, c′〉〉 ∈ Tins}

Def. of Tins= λl′ ∈ L.
⋃
〈l,l′〉∈E{t.c〈b, h〉c′ | t.c ∈ S(l) ∧ b = effL(l, l′)

∧ h = effC(c, b) ∧ c′ = updateC(c, b)}

The function nextins defined above captures how the set of cache traces reaching location l′ is
recursively determined by the set of cache traces reaching predecessor locations of l′ and the
memory accesses on the edges from the predecessors to l′.

We can relate the sticky cache trace collecting semantics to the corresponding trace collecting
semantics by the concretization function γins:

γins(S) = {〈l0, c0〉e0〈l1, c1〉 . . . en−1〈ln, cn〉 ∈ Traces | ∀i ≤ n : c0e0 . . . ci ∈ S(li)} (4)

It can be shown that Col(Pins) ⊆ γins(StickyCol(Pins)).

4 A Generic Persistence Analysis Framework

The sticky cache trace collecting semantics defined above associates sets of cache traces with
each program point. These traces may be arbitrarily long and there may be infinitely many
associated with a single program point. Thus, an effective analysis needs to further abstract from
this semantics, by representing potentially infinite sets of cache traces in a finite fashion. Before
discussing particular abstractions of cache traces in Section 5, we show in this section how to lift
any such abstraction to a sound persistence analysis in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, and in Section 4.3 we
show how to characterize the relative precision of different persistence analyses.

4.1 Sound Cache Trace Abstractions
Before formally defining cache trace abstractions, let us informally state their components. First,
we need a set of abstract traces, which will be used by the analysis in place of sets of concrete
cache traces. To enable a proof of correctness, these abstract traces need to be related to sets of
concrete traces by a concretization function, which specifies the set of concrete traces represented
by each abstract trace. Usually no information is available about the initial state of the cache.
Thus, the abstract traces need to contain an initial abstract trace that represents all possible
initial cache states. To combine analysis information at control flow joins, a join operator on
abstract traces is required. The core of a cache trace abstraction is the abstract update function,
which captures the effect of a memory access on abstract cache traces. Finally, a persistence
classification function is required to determine whether a memory block is persistent in all concrete
cache traces represented by an abstract trace. These components yield the following definition of
a cache trace abstraction.

5 We call this semantics “sticky” because it sticks sets of traces to each program location.
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I Definition 2 (Cache Trace Abstraction). A cache trace abstraction is a tuple

A =
〈
C#

A , γA, ÎA,vA,tA, update#
A , classify

#
A

〉
,

consisting of the following components:
1. C#

A , a set of abstract traces,
2. γA : C#

A → 2CacheTraces, a concretization function, which specifies the set of concrete cache
traces represented by each abstract trace,

3. ÎA ∈ C#
A , an abstract initial trace that represents all possible initial cache states,

4. vA, a partial order on C#
A , such that 〈C#

A ,vA〉 is a complete lattice [9],
5. tA, a join operator on abstract traces6,
6. update#

A : C#
A × B → C#

A , an abstract update function,
7. classify#

A : C#
A × B → B, a persistence classification function.

We will introduce requirements on the components of a cache trace abstraction in Theorems 3
and 4 that together imply correct analysis results.

Given a cache trace abstraction A we can define the abstract next operator as follows:

next#
ins,A(Ŝ) = λl′ ∈ L.

⊔
〈l,l′〉∈E

{update#
A(Ŝ(l), b) | b = effL(l, l′)}

Intuitively, the abstract next operator captures how the analysis state at location l′ depends on
the analysis state at predecessor locations and the abstract update function of the cache trace
abstraction.

Based on the abstract initial trace ÎA, we can define the initial analysis state ÎnitA := λl ∈
L.(l = i ? ÎA : ⊥A) analogously to the definition of Init earlier. The abstract sticky trace collecting
semantics ̂StickyColA is then defined as the least fixpoint of next#

ins,A greater than ÎnitA:

̂StickyColA(Pins) = lfpvA

ÎnitA

next#
ins,A, (5)

where vA is lifted to functions as follows: Ŝ vA T̂ := ∀l ∈ L : Ŝ(l) vA T̂ (l).
In order for the abstract sticky trace collecting semantics to be well-defined, we require

the abstract update function to be monotone in the first parameter. This guarantees that the
abstract next#

ins,A operator is monotone. Then, the Knaster-Tarski fixpoint theorem [9], which is
reproduced in Theorem 30 in the appendix, guarantees the existence of a unique least fixpoint.
Note that requiring the abstract update function to be monotone is not a restriction: the best
abstract update function [4] for a given abstraction is always monotone.

If the partial order vA on abstract traces satisfies the ascending chain condition [18], i.e., if
there are no infinite ascending chains of abstract traces, then ̂StickyColA(Pins) can effectively
be computed by fixpoint iteration [3]. In Section 4.2 we recapitulate a variant of the worklist
algorithm [24, 29] to more efficiently compute ̂StickyColA(Pins).

For the analysis results to be correct, the abstract semantics should soundly approximate its
concrete counterpart. This is the case if the cache trace abstraction satisfies these three conditions,
which are formalized in the following theorem: 1. The abstract initial trace needs to represent all
possible concrete initial cache states. 2. The concretization function needs to be monotone in vA.
3. The abstract update function needs to overapproximate the concrete update of cache states.

6 Note that in a complete lattice 〈L,v〉 the partial order v uniquely defines the join operator t. Vice versa, a
given join operator uniquely defines a corresponding partial order. Nevertheless, we explicitly provide both
partial order and join operator here and in the following.
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I Theorem 3 (Soundness of Persistence Analysis?). If the cache trace abstraction A satisfies the
following conditions:

IC ⊆ γA(ÎA), (6)

∀Ŝ, T̂ ∈ C#
A : Ŝ vA T̂ ⇒ γA(Ŝ) ⊆ γA(T̂ ), (7)

∀Ŝ ∈ C#
A , b ∈ B : {t.c〈b, h〉c′ | t.c ∈ γA(Ŝ) ∧ h = effC(c, b) ∧ c′ = updateC(c, b)}

⊆ γA(update#
A(Ŝ, b)). (8)

Then, its abstract semantics soundly approximates its concrete counterpart:

StickyCol(Pins) ≤ γA( ̂StickyColA(Pins)), (9)

where γA is lifted to functions as follows: γA(Ŝ) = λl ∈ L.γA(Ŝ(l)).
The proof to this theorem, and all other proofs that are not provided in the main part of the

article, can be found in the appendix. Whenever a lemma or theorem is not immediately followed
by its proof, the theorem’s name is marked with a ? and serves as a link to the corresponding
proof in the appendix. Similarly, theorems reproduced without proof in the appendix link back to
their proofs in the main part.

As a consequence, the abstract sticky trace collecting semantics also soundly approximates the
trace collecting semantics:

Col(Pins) ⊆ γins(StickyCol(Pins)) ⊆ γins(γA( ̂StickyColA(Pins))).

The following theorem gives a condition on the persistence classification function that implies
correct persistence classifications of memory blocks:

I Theorem 4 (Soundness of Persistence Classification?). If the cache trace abstraction A satisfies
conditions (6), (7), (8) from Theorem 3, and classify#

A satisfies

∀Ŝ ∈ C#
A , b ∈ B : classify#

A(Ŝ, b)⇒

∀c0〈b0, h0〉c1〈b1, h1〉 . . . cn ∈ γA(Ŝ) : b ∈ cn ∨ (∀i, 0 ≤ i < n : bi 6= b), (10)

then classify#
A(Pins, b) := ∀l ∈ L : classify#

A( ̂StickyColA(Pins)(l), b) implies the persistence of
memory block b in program Pins.

The condition on classify#
A in the theorem above is based on the NoEviction persistence

notion from (3). It could be replaced by weaker conditions corresponding to the FirstMiss or the
AtMostOneMiss persistence notions from (1) and (2). However, all persistence analyses we are
aware of can be shown correct using the NoEviction notion.

4.2 Computing the Abstract Sticky Trace Collecting Semantics
Algorithm 1 shows how to compute the abstract sticky trace collecting semantics of a program
for a given cache trace abstraction by Kleene iteration. The algorithm computes an increasing
sequence of analysis states Ŝ0 vA Ŝ1 vA . . . starting from the initial analysis state Ŝ0 = ÎnitA,
until a fixpoint is reached. This process is guaranteed to terminate if the complete lattice of
abstract traces satisfies the ascending chain condition [18].

Algorithm 2 shows a worklist algorithm [24, 29]. The goal of worklist algorithms is to be more
efficient than the Kleene iteration by avoiding redundant recomputations of parts of the abstract
next operator next#

ins,A. Specifically, next
#
ins,A involves the application of the abstract update

function to each edge in the control flow graph. However, update#
A(Ŝ(l), b) in (5) will only deliver

a different value than in the previous iteration if Ŝ(l) has changed in the meantime.
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Algorithm 1: Kleene Iteration
Input :Control Flow Graph GP = 〈L, E, i〉 and Cache Trace Abstraction A
Output :Abstract Sticky Trace Collecting Semantics ̂StickyColA(Pins)

1 Ŝ0 := ÎnitA
2 i := 0
3 repeat
4 Ŝi+1 := ÎnitA tA next#

ins,A(Ŝi)
5 i := i + 1
6 until Ŝi = Ŝi−1

7 return Ŝi

Algorithm 2: Worklist Algorithm
Input :Control flow Graph GP = 〈L, E, i〉 and Cache Trace Abstraction A
Output :Abstract Sticky Trace Collecting Semantics ̂StickyColA(Pins)

1 Ŝ := ÎnitA
2 worklist := {〈i, l〉 ∈ E}
3 while exists 〈l, l′〉 ∈ worklist do
4 remove 〈l, l′〉 from worklist
5 t := update#

A(Ŝ(l), effL(l, l′))
6 if t 6vA Ŝ(l′) then
7 Ŝ(l′) := t tA Ŝ(l′)
8 worklist := worklist ∪ {〈l′, l′′〉 ∈ E}
9 end

10 end
11 return Ŝ

Worklist algorithms maintain a set of edges, stored in the variable worklist algorithm, whose
source locations have been modified, and which thus have to be (re-)evaluated. Initially, only
those edges emanating from the start node i of the control flow graph need to be evaluated. Thus
worklist is initialized to edges emanating from i in line 2 of the algorithm. While there are edges to
(re-)evaluate, the algorithm picks one of these edges, and removes it from worklist (lines 3 and 4).
If the value update#

A(Ŝ(l), effL(l, l′)) computed (line 5) for an edge is not covered (line 6) by the
abstract trace Ŝ(l′) stored for its target location, then Ŝ(l′) is updated (line 7), and all edges
emanating from l′ need to be recomputed, and are thus added to worklist (line 8).

The performance of worklist algorithms depends on the iteration strategy. If the worklist
contains multiple edges, the iteration strategy determines which edge to pick next. Nielson et
al. [24, Chapter 6.1] discuss various iteration strategies and their performance characteristics.

4.3 On the Relative Precision of Different Cache Trace Abstractions
In Section 5 we introduce various basic approaches to persistence analysis as well as ways of
combining basic approaches to obtain more precise combined analyses. In addition to proving
these approaches correct, we also characterize their relative precision, based on the following
notion of precision:
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I Definition 5 (Precision). Given two cache trace abstractions A and B, we say that A is at least
as precise as B, denoted by A � B, if A classifies each block as persistent that B classifies as
persistent:

∀Pins,∀b : classify#
B (Pins, b)⇒ classify#

A(Pins, b).

We say that A is more precise than B, denoted by A � B, if A � B, but B 6� A. If neither A � B
nor vice versa, we say that A and B are incomparable.

Note that � is a non-strict partial order, i.e., it is reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive. Its
strict counterpart � is a strict partial order, i.e., it is irreflexive, asymmetric, and transitive.

One way of showing A � B is to show that B is a sound approximation of A, just like we
show that individual domains soundly approximate the concrete trace collecting semantics. This
approach yields the following two theorems, which mirror Theorems 3 and 4:

I Theorem 6 (Approximation of Abstract Semantics?). Given two cache trace abstractions A
and B, and a function γB→A : C#

B → C#
A that satisfies the following conditions:

ÎA ⊆ γB→A(ÎB), (11)

∀Ŝ, T̂ ∈ C#
B : Ŝ vB T̂ ⇒ γB→A(Ŝ) vA γB→A(T̂ ), (12)

∀Ŝ ∈ C#
B , b ∈ B : update#

A(γB→A(Ŝ), b) vA γB→A(update#
B (Ŝ, b)). (13)

Then, B’s abstract semantics soundly approximates its more concrete counterpart:

̂StickyColA(Pins) vA γB→A( ̂StickyColB(Pins)), (14)

where γB→A is lifted to the abstract sticky trace collecting semantics as follows:
γB→A(Ŝ) = λl ∈ L.γB→A(Ŝ(l)).

I Theorem 7 (Precision). Given cache trace abstractions A,B and a function γB→A that satisfies
conditions (11), (12), and (13) from Theorem 6, and further

∀Ŝ ∈ C#
B , b ∈ B : classify#

B (Ŝ, b)⇒ classify#
A(γB→A(Ŝ), b), (15)

∀Ŝ, T̂ ∈ C#
A , b ∈ B : Ŝ vA T̂ ⇒

(
classify#

A(T̂ , b)⇒ classify#
A(Ŝ, b)

)
. (16)

Then, A is at least as precise as B, i.e., A � B.

Proof. From Theorem 6 we have that ̂StickyColA(Pins) vA γB→A( ̂StickyColB(Pins)), which by
definition is equivalent to ∀l ∈ L : ̂StickyColA(Pins)(l) vA γB→A( ̂StickyColB(Pins)(l)).

Assume classify#
B (Pins, b) for an arbitrary b:

classify#
B (Pins, b) ⇔ ∀l ∈ L : classify#

B ( ̂StickyColB(Pins)(l), b)
(15)⇒ ∀l ∈ L : classify#

A(γB→A( ̂StickyColB(Pins)(l)), b)
(∗)⇒ ∀l ∈ L : classify#

A( ̂StickyColA(Pins)(l), b)
⇔ classify#

A(Pins, b)

(∗) follows from (16) and the fact that ∀l ∈ L : ̂StickyColA(Pins)(l) vA γB→A( ̂StickyColB(Pins)(l)).
J

Proving that a sound cache trace abstraction A is at least as precise as cache trace abstraction B
also proves B’s soundness:
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I Theorem 8 (Soundness of Persistence Classification). Given two cache trace abstractions A
and B. If A is sound, and A is at least as precise as B, then B is also sound.

Proof. We need to show that classify#
B (Pins, b) := ∀l ∈ L : classify#

B ( ̂StickyColB(Pins)(l), b)
implies the persistence of memory block b in program Pins.

Assume classify#
B (Pins, b). Because A is at least as precise as B this implies classify#

A(Pins, b).
As A is sound, this implies the persistence of memory block b in program Pins. J

While we give independent soundness proofs for all persistence analyses introduced in Section 5,
in some cases the relative precision results constitute alternative soundness proofs based on the
above theorem.

5 Instantiations of the Analysis Framework: Abstractions of Cache Traces

In this section, we explain and prove correct existing and new abstractions of cache traces for
cache-persistence analysis.

Paraphrasing the soundness condition from Theorem 4, a memory block is persistent, if it is
guaranteed to remain in the cache in case it has been accessed. This suggests that persistence
analyses should maintain information about memory blocks under the condition that the memory
blocks have been accessed. All sound persistence analyses can be seen as maintaining such
information as we will see below.

Before describing particular analysis domains let us characterize under which conditions a
memory block is guaranteed to be cached under LRU replacement. To this end, we first define
the set LRUCacheTraces, which consists of all cache traces that are possible under LRU
replacement, assuming an arbitrary initial cache state and an arbitrary sequence of memory access:

LRUCacheTraces := {c0〈b0, h0〉c1 . . . cn | c0 ∈ C ∧ ∀i, 0 ≤ i < n : bi ∈ B ∧ (17)
ci+1 = updateLRU

C (ci, bi) ∧ hi = effLRU
C (ci, bi)}

The following lemma precisely captures when a memory block is guaranteed to be cached under
LRU replacement:

I Lemma 9 (Persistence under LRU?). Consider an arbitrary cache trace c0〈b0, h0〉c1〈b1, h1〉. . .cn ∈
LRUCacheTraces. Then cn(b0) < k, if |{bi | 0 ≤ i < n}| ≤ k.

In other words, after a block b is accessed, this block is guaranteed to be cached as long as less
than k distinct conflicting blocks have been accessed.

In Section 5.1, we discuss basic abstractions for persistence analysis. These abstractions either
bound the number of conflicting blocks or overapproximate the set of conflicting blocks for each
memory block. As we will see, these two approaches are incomparable, i.e., neither of the two
dominates the other in terms of precision.

In Section 5.2, we then discuss how to combine these basic abstractions in order to obtain more
precise analyses. By exchanging information during analysis time, such combinations go beyond
simply running two incomparable analyses in parallel. As a consequence they may classify memory
blocks as persistent that none of the basic abstractions would be able to classify as persistent on
its own.

5.1 Basic Abstractions
5.1.1 Global-CS: Global May-Conflict Set
If at most k distinct memory blocks may be accessed in a given cache set, then, following Lemma 9,
none of these blocks may be evicted after entering the cache. Thus, the global may-conflict set
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analysis, abbreviated to Global-CS, overapproximates the set of memory blocks that may have
been accessed, and so its abstract traces are sets of memory blocks:

C#
Global-CS := 2B (18)

An abstract trace Ŝ represents all concrete cache traces that may be formed by accessing blocks
from the set Ŝ:7

γGlobal-CS

(
Ŝ
)

:= LRUCacheTraces ∩ {c0〈b0, h0〉c1 . . . cn | {bi | 0 ≤ i < n} ⊆ Ŝ} (19)

At program start, no accesses have yet been performed, and so the initial abstract trace is the
empty set, which by γGlobal-CS represents exactly cache traces of length 0, in other words, all
initial cache states:

̂IGlobal-CS := ∅ (20)

In order to soundly approximate all memory blocks that may have been accessed, abstract traces
are joined by taking their union:

Ŝ vGlobal-CS T̂ :⇔ Ŝ ⊆ T̂ Ŝ tGlobal-CS T̂ := Ŝ ∪ T̂ (21)

Upon a memory access, the accessed block is simply added to the abstract trace:

update#
Global-CS

(
Ŝ, b
)

:= Ŝ ∪ {b} (22)

Following Lemma 9, as long as at most k memory blocks have been accessed, any block must still
be cached if it has been accessed:

classify#
Global-CS

(
Ŝ, b
)

:= b ∈ Ŝ ⇒ |Ŝ| ≤ k (23)

See Figure 1 for a small example of the Global-CS analysis. The figure shows the fixpoint of the
set of equations determined by the update and join functions of the analysis on the given control
flow graph. At any point in the loop, each of the blocks v, w, and x may have been accessed. In a
cache of associativity 3 or higher these blocks would all be declared as persistent by Global-CS.
On the other hand, while w and x are persistent even in a cache of associativity 2, the analysis is
unable to detect this.

I Theorem 10 (Soundness of Global May-Conflict Set?). Global-CS is a sound persistence analysis.

If the set of memory blocks B is finite, then C#
Global-CS = 2B is also finite, and thus it satisfies

the ascending chain condition [18, 9], which guarantees termination of the fixpoint iteration to
compute the abstract semantics. Following Davey and Priestley [9], we define the length of an
ascending chain as the number of elements of the chain minus one. The length of a chain thus
corresponds to the number of steps a fixpoint iteration takes to traverse it. The longest ascending
chains in C#

Global-CS are of length |B|, starting from ∅ and ending in B.
For readability we limit our exposition to the analysis of fully-associative caches throughout

the article. The extension to set-associative caches is straightforward: Either, a separate set of
blocks should be maintained for each cache set, or the classification function classify#

Global-CS

(
Ŝ, b
)

should count only those blocks mapping to the same cache set as b.

7 We have found two alternative approaches to formalize the cache trace abstractions discussed in this article:
(1) by constraints on the memory access trace, and (2) by constraints on the resulting final cache states of the
traces. The advantage of approach (1) is that, except for the persistence classification function, it can be
proved correct independently of the employed cache replacement policy.

In approach (1) the final cache states are constrained implicitly by considering only cache traces that are
compatible with the cache replacement policy. Proving correct the persistence classification function then
requires invoking a property of LRU, which is condensed in Lemma 9.
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v

w x

Global-CS : ∅

Global-CS : {v, w, x}

Global-CS : {v, w, x}

Figure 1 Example illustrating Global-CS.

5.1.2 Block-CS: Block-wise May-Conflict Set
As soon as more than k memory blocks are accessed by a program, no block can be classified
persistent by Global-CS. In such cases, many memory blocks may actually still be persistent:
Following Lemma 9, a block is persistent if at most k−1 distinct other blocks are accessed between
any two accesses to the block itself.

The block-wise may-conflict set analysis, abbreviated to Block-CS, maintains a separate conflict
set for each memory block, rather than a single global conflict set:

C#
Block-CS := B → 2B (24)

Then, an abstract trace Ŝ represents all concrete cache traces in which, following the final access
to a block, only blocks from its conflict set may have been accessed:

γBlock-CS

(
Ŝ
)

:= LRUCacheTraces ∩ (25)

{s = c0〈b0, h0〉 . . . cn | ∀i, 0 ≤ i < n : bi ∈ CSi+1(s) ∨ CSi(s) ⊆ Ŝ(bi)},

where CSi(c0〈b0, h0〉 . . . cn) := {bj | i ≤ j < n}.
Similarly to the global conflict-set case, the initial abstract trace assigns the empty conflict set to

each block, which by the concretization function above exactly represents all cache traces of length 0.
At joins, the union of the conflict sets is taken in order to overapproximate the conflicting blocks:

̂IBlock-CS := λb ∈ B.∅ (26)

Ŝ vBlock-CS T̂ :⇔ ∀b ∈ B : Ŝ(b) ⊆ T̂ (b) Ŝ tBlock-CS T̂ := λb ∈ B.Ŝ(b) ∪ T̂ (b) (27)

Upon a memory access, the accessed block b is added to the conflict sets of all memory blocks that
may have been accessed, i.e. blocks for which Ŝ(b′) 6= ∅, and crucially b’s conflict set is reset to con-
tain only b. This is where the analysis profits from maintaining separate conflict sets for each block.

update#
Block-CS

(
Ŝ, b
)

:= λb′.


∅ : b′ 6= b ∧ Ŝ(b′) = ∅
{b} : b′ = b

Ŝ(b′) ∪ {b} : b′ 6= b ∧ Ŝ(b′) 6= ∅
(28)

Finally, a block is locally classified as persistent, if its conflict set, which includes the block itself
if it may have been accessed, is guaranteed to contain at most k blocks:

classify#
Block-CS

(
Ŝ, b
)

:= |Ŝ(b)| ≤ k (29)
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v

w x

Block-CS : v, w, x 7→ ∅

Block-CS : v 7→ {v, w, x}, w 7→ {w, x}, x 7→ {w, x}

Block-CS : v 7→ {v, w, x}, w 7→ {w, x}, x 7→ {w, x}

Figure 2 Example illustrating Block-CS.

Figure 2 shows the result of running Block-CS on the same example program as Global-CS in
the previous section. By tracking each block’s conflict set separately – in contrast to Global-CS–
the analysis is able to determine that w and x are persistent in a cache of associativity 2 as their
conflict sets both only contain w and x.

I Theorem 11 (Soundness of Block-wise May-Conflict Set?). Block-CS is a sound persistence
analysis.

If the set of memory blocks B is finite, then C#
Block-CS = B → 2B is also finite, and thus

it satisfies the ascending chain condition [18, 9], which guarantees termination of the fixpoint
iteration to compute the abstract semantics. More precisely, the longest ascending chains are of
length |B|2: Each of the longest ascending chains begins with the bottom element, i.e., the least
element of the complete lattice, λb ∈ B.∅, mapping each block to an empty conflict set, and ends
in the top element of the complete lattice, λb ∈ B.B, mapping each block to the greatest possible
conflict set, consisting of all |B| memory blocks. In each step of any strictly ascending chain, the
conflict set of at least one of the memory blocks needs to grow by at least one block, while none of
the conflict sets may shrink. Thus, any ascending chain may contain at most |B|2 that are greater
than the bottom element.

We note that due to the classification condition in (29), it is not necessary to distinguish
conflict sets that have more than k elements. Thus, for efficiency, implementations of Block-CS
should represent all conflict sets with more than k elements by a single unique representative. This
has no effect on analysis correctness or precision but reduces the maximum length of ascending
chains to (k + 1) · |B|.

I Theorem 12 (Block-CS vs. Global-CS). Block-CS is more precise than Global-CS.

Proof. In Section 5.1.4 we introduce the conditional may analysis, abbreviated to C-May. In the
same section, in Theorems 16 and 17 we show that Block-CS is more precise than C-May, and
that C-May is more precise than Global-CS. As the more-precise relation is transitive these two
statements imply the theorem. J

We note that by Theorem 8 the above two theorems also imply the correctness of Global-CS.

5.1.3 C-Must: Conditional Must Analysis
The block-wise may-conflict set approach may lose precision at joins, as the union of the conflict
sets needs to be taken. Instead of overapproximating the set of conflicting blocks, the conditional
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must analysis, abbreviated to C-Must, bounds the number of conflicting blocks. Then it is safe to
take the maximum rather than the sum of the bounds at joins.

The conditional must analysis thus maintains a bound on the size of the conflict sets of each
memory block. A bound of 0 is used to encode that a block is guaranteed not to have been
accessed so far, in which case 0 correctly bounds the size of its conflict set. Further, for the
purpose of classifying a memory block as persistent, it is not useful to track the size of a block’s
conflict set beyond k. Therefore, all bounds greater than k are collapsed to ∞:

C#
C-Must := B → {0, 1, . . . , k,∞} (30)

Its concretization is very similar to that of the block-wise may-conflict set analysis. Instead of
overapproximating a block’s conflict set, the size of its conflict set is bounded:

γC-Must

(
Ŝ
)

:= LRUCacheTraces ∩ (31)

{s = c0〈b0, h0〉 . . . cn | ∀i, 0 ≤ i < n : bi ∈ CSi+1(s) ∨ |CSi(s)| ≤ Ŝ(bi)},

where, as before, CSi(c0〈b0, h0〉 . . . cn) := {bj | i ≤ j < n}.
In the initial abstract cache trace, each block is assigned a bound of 0. By the concretization

function this represents all cache traces of length 0, i.e., traces consisting of an arbitrary initial
cache state but no memory accesses.

̂IC-Must := λb ∈ B.0 (32)

The advantage of the conditional must analysis over the block-wise may-conflict set analysis is
that the maximum of the bounds can be taken at joins, rather than their sum:

Ŝ vC-Must T̂ :⇔ ∀b ∈ B : Ŝ(b) ≤ T̂ (b) Ŝ tC-Must T̂ := λb ∈ B.max{Ŝ(b), T̂ (b)} (33)

Upon a memory access, the sizes of the conflict sets of all memory blocks that may have been
accessed, i.e. for which Ŝ(b′) > 0 holds, may increase by 1, while the accessed block’s conflict set
includes only itself, and so its size bound may be reset to 1.

update#
C-Must

(
Ŝ, b
)

:= λb′.


0 : b′ 6= b ∧ Ŝ(b′) = 0
1 : b′ = b

Ŝ(b′) + 1 : b′ 6= b ∧ 0 < Ŝ(b′) < k

∞ : b′ 6= b ∧ k ≤ Ŝ(b′)

(34)

Because the conflict sets are not tracked explicitly, a single memory block may increase the bound
of another block multiple times. In such scenarios the block-wise may-conflict set analysis may be
more precise.

A memory block is locally classified as persistent, if its conflict set is guaranteed to contain
less than k blocks:

classify#
C-Must

(
Ŝ, b
)

:= Ŝ(b) ≤ k (35)

I Theorem 13 (Soundness of Conditional Must?). C-Must is a sound persistence analysis.

If the set of memory blocks B is finite, then C#
C-Must = B → {0, 1, . . . , k,∞} is also finite, and

thus termination of the fixpoint iteration to compute the abstract semantics is guaranteed. The
longest ascending chains are of length (k + 1) · |B|: Each of the longest ascending chains begins
with the bottom element, i.e., the least element of the complete lattice, λb.0. In each step of any
strictly ascending chain, the bound for at least one block needs to grow, while none of the bounds
may shrink. As the bound of each block may grow at most k+ 1 times, no strictly ascending chain
may be of length greater than (k + 1) · |B|.
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x y

Global-CS : {x, y}
Block-CS : x 7→ {x, y}, y 7→ {x, y}
C-Must: x 7→ ∞, y 7→ ∞

(a) C-Must 6� Global-CS and C-Must 6� Block-CS.

v

w x

Global-CS : {v, w, x}
Block-CS : v 7→ {v, w, x}, ...
C-Must: v 7→ 2, ...

Global-CS : {v, w, x}
Block-CS : v 7→ {v}, ...
C-Must: v 7→ 1, ...

(b) Global-CS 6� C-Must and Block-CS 6� C-Must.

Figure 3 Examples illustrating the incomparability of C-Must with Global-CS and Block-CS.

I Theorem 14 (Global-CS vs. Block-CS). C-Must is incomparable to Global-CS and Block-CS.

Proof. Consider the examples in Figures 3a and 3b. Assume a cache with associativity 2. In the
first example, both x and y are classified as persistent by Global-CS and Block-CS, in constrast
to C-Must. This is because C-Must may account for the same conflicting block multiple times.
On the other hand, in the second example, C-Must classifies v as persistent, while Block-CS and
Global-CS do not. Here, unlike Global-CS and Block-CS, C-Must is able to capture that in any
trace either w or x conflicts with v, but never both. J

From the description of the C-Must analysis it may not be obvious why we choose to call it
the conditional must analysis. The reason is that it strongly resembles the original must analysis
by Ferdinand and Wilhelm [12]. The bound on the size of the conflict set of each memory block
corresponds to a bound on a memory block’s age in the final state of a cache trace under the
condition that the block has been accessed at least once.

5.1.4 C-May: Conditional May Analysis
Somewhat surprisingly it is also possible to classify memory blocks as persistent with an analysis
that determines lower rather than upper bounds on the sizes of memory blocks’ conflict sets.
The conditional may analysis, abbreviated to C-May, maintains a lower bound on the size of the
conflict set of each memory block. These lower bounds need to hold only for blocks that have
been accessed at least once during program execution. In this sense the bounds are conditional.
For the purpose of classifying memory blocks as persistent, it is not useful to track the size of a
block’s conflict set beyond k. Therefore, all lower bounds greater than k are collapsed to k+ 1. In
addition, ∞ is used to indicate that a block has never been accessed: in such cases, ∞ is a correct
lower bound on the block’s conflict set on the set of traces on which it has been accessed, which is
empty.

C#
C-May := B → {1, . . . , k, k + 1,∞} (36)

Its concretization is very similar to that of the conditional must analysis. Instead of bounding the
size of a block’s conflict set from above, it is bounded from below:

γC-May

(
Ŝ
)

:= LRUCacheTraces ∩ (37)

{s = c0〈b0, h0〉 . . . cn | ∀i : 0 ≤ i < n : bi ∈ CSi+1(s) ∨ |CSi(s)| ≥ Ŝ(bi)},

where, as before, CSi(c0〈b0, h0〉 . . . cn) := {bj | i ≤ j < n}.
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In the initial abstract cache trace, each block is assigned a bound of ∞. By the concretization
function this represents all cache traces of length 0, i.e., traces consisting of an arbitrary initial
cache state but no memory accesses.

ÎC-May := λb ∈ B.∞ (38)

At joins the minimum of the lower bounds needs to be taken for each memory block:

Ŝ vC-May T̂ :⇔ ∀b ∈ B : Ŝ(b) ≥ T̂ (b) Ŝ tC-May T̂ := λb ∈ B.min{Ŝ(b), T̂ (b)} (39)

Upon an access, the accessed block’s conflict set shrinks to size 1 (case 1 in (40)). Other block’s
conflict sets may or may not grow (cases 2 and 3 in (40)). It is safe to increase the lower bound
for memory block b′, if the previous lower bound for the accessed block b was at least as high (case
3 below) as its own lower bound, which can be understood by the following case distinction:
1. Either b was actually contained in b′’s conflict set before the access. Then b’s conflict set is a

strict subset of b′’s conflict set, and so Ŝ(b) + 1 ≥ Ŝ(b′) + 1 is a lower bound on the size of b′’s
conflict set.

2. Or b was not contained in b′’s conflict set before the access. Then b′’s conflict set grows by 1
due to the access to b and thus Ŝ(b′) + 1 is a correct lower bound following the access.

Lower bounds beyond k + 1 are not distinguished (case 4 in (40)), and finally, blocks that are
guaranteed not to have been accessed yet retain a lower bound of ∞:

update#
C-May

(
Ŝ, b
)

:= λb′.



1 : b′ = b

Ŝ(b′) : b′ 6= b ∧ Ŝ(b) < Ŝ(b′)
Ŝ(b′) + 1 : b′ 6= b ∧ Ŝ(b) ≥ Ŝ(b′) ∧ Ŝ(b′) ≤ k
k + 1 : b′ 6= b ∧ Ŝ(b) ≥ Ŝ(b′) ∧ Ŝ(b′) = k + 1
∞ : b′ 6= b ∧ Ŝ(b′) =∞

(40)

Maybe surprisingly8, it is possible to classify memory blocks as persistent using the lower bounds
derived by the conditional may analysis. The intuition behind the classification function is the
following: In any concrete cache trace, the conflict sets of the i most-recently-used memory blocks
have sizes 1 to i. So only blocks with a lower bound less than or equal to i may be among these i
most-recently-used blocks. If there are at most i ≤ k memory blocks with a lower bound less than
or equal to i, then at most i blocks compete for the first i locations in the cache. So all of these
blocks must be cached if they have previously been accessed:

classify#
C-May

(
Ŝ, b
)

:= (Ŝ(b) =∞) ∨ (∃i ≤ k : |Ci(Ŝ, b)| < i), (41)

where Ci(Ŝ, b) := {b′ ∈ B | b′ 6= b ∧ Ŝ(b′) ≤ i} is the set of memory blocks with a lower bound less
than or equal to i other than block b. A detailed proof of correctness is given in the proof of the
following theorem:

I Theorem 15 (Soundness of Conditional May?). C-May is a sound persistence analysis.

If the set of memory blocks B is finite, then C#
C-May = B → {1, . . . , k, k + 1,∞} is also finite,

and thus termination of the fixpoint iteration to compute the abstract semantics is guaranteed.
The longest ascending chains are of length (k+ 1) · |B|, which can be seen following the same train
of thought as in the case of C-Must.

8 Classifying a memory block as persistent following Lemma 9 requires deriving an upper bound on the size of a
block’s conflict set. Thus it may be surprising that the lower bounds on blocks’ conflict sets determined by
C-May can be used for this purpose.
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v

w

x

w

C-May: v 7→ ∞, w 7→ ∞, x 7→ ∞
Global-CS : ∅

C-May: v 7→ 1, w 7→ ∞, x 7→ ∞
Global-CS : {v}

C-May: v 7→ 2, w 7→ 1, x 7→ ∞
Global-CS : {v, w}

C-May: v 7→ 3, w 7→ 1, x 7→ 1
Global-CS : {v, w, x}

C-May: v 7→ 3, w 7→ 1, x 7→ 2
Global-CS : {v, w, x}

(a) Global-CS 6� C-May.

v

w

x

Block-CS : w 7→ ∅, x 7→ ∅, ...
C-May: v 7→ ∞, w 7→ ∞, x 7→ ∞

Block-CS : w 7→ {w, x}, x 7→ {x}, ...
C-May: v 7→ 1, w 7→ 2, x 7→ 1

Block-CS : w 7→ {w}, x 7→ {w, x}, ...
C-May: v 7→ 2, w 7→ 1, x 7→ 2

(b) C-May 6� Block-CS.

Figure 4 Examples illustrating that Global-CS 6� C-May and C-May 6� Block-CS.

Let us consider two example programs and their analysis using C-May in Figure 4. On the left,
in Figure 4a, C-May is able to classify both w and x as persistent in a cache of associativity 2,
while none of the blocks are determined persistent by Global-CS. For C-May, the figure shows the
lower bounds on each block’s conflict set at each program point. There are at most two blocks
with a lower bound of 2 at any program point and thus these blocks are guaranteed to be cached
if they have been accessed. On the right, in Figure 4b, C-May is unable to classify w and x as
persistent in a cache of associativity 2, while Block-CS is. This is because all three blocks v, w,
and x have a lower bound less than or equal to 2 within the loop.

I Theorem 16 (C-May vs. Global-CS?). C-May is more precise than Global-CS.

I Theorem 17 (Block-CS vs. C-May?). Block-CS is more precise than C-May.

By Theorem 8, Theorems 11 and 17 also imply the correctness of C-May. Also, due to the
transitivity of the more-precise relation, Theorems 16 and 17 together imply Theorem 12, which
states that Block-CS is more precise than Global-CS.

5.2 Combinations of Basic Abstractions
We have seen four basic cache persistence abstractions: Block-CS, C-May, Global-CS, and C-Must.
Among these, Block-CS is more precise than C-May, which in turn is more precise than Global-CS.
On the other hand, C-Must is incomparable to Block-CS, C-May, and Global-CS.

To obtain more precise analysis results, it may be beneficial to combine incomparable cache
trace abstractions with each other. In Section 5.2.1 we show how to construct the direct product
of two arbitrary abstractions and show that the direct product of two incomparable abstractions
A and B is more precise than A and B individually.

To further increase analysis precision, Section 5.2.2 introduces two ways to exchange information
between two abstractions A and B, which may yield cache trace abstractions that are more precise
than the direct product of A and B. In the remainder of the section, we then show how to exploit
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these two ways of information exchange to build more precise analyses for various combinations of
basic analyses.

5.2.1 Direct Product of Cache Trace Abstractions
The direct product of two persistence analyses corresponds to running the two analyses in parallel
and classifying a block as persistent if at least one of the two analyses is able to classify the block
persistent. Formally, it is defined as follows:

I Definition 18 (Direct Product). The direct product A×B of two persistence analyses A and B
is the tuple A×B =

〈
C#
A×B , γA×B , ÎA×B ,vA×B ,tA×B , update

#
A×B , classify

#
A×B

〉
with

C#
A×B := C#

A × C
#
B ,

γA×B(ŜA, ŜB) := γA(ŜA) ∩ γB(ŜB),

ÎA×B := 〈ÎA, ÎB〉,

〈ŜA, ŜB〉 vA×B 〈T̂A, T̂B〉 :⇔ ŜA vA T̂A ∧ ŜB vB T̂B ,

〈ŜA, ŜB〉 tA×B 〈T̂A, T̂B〉 := 〈ŜA tA T̂A, ŜB tB T̂B〉,

update#
A×B(〈ŜA, ŜB〉, b) := 〈update#

A(ŜA, b), update#
B (ŜB , b)〉,

classify#
A×B(〈ŜA, ŜB〉, b) := classify#

A(ŜA, b) ∨ classify#
B (ŜB , b).

I Theorem 19 (Soundness of Direct Product?). The direct product A×B of two sound persistence
analyses A and B that satisfy (6), (7), (8), and (10) is a sound persistence analysis.

In the proof in the appendix, we show that A×B satisfies the conditions of Theorems 3 and 4,
i.e., (6), (7), (8), and (10), and is thus a sound persistence abstraction.

We note that if both A and B satisfy the ascending chain condition, then so does A×B. Thus,
persistence analysis with a direct product of two analyses terminates if both constituent analyses
are guaranteed to terminate. Moreover, if the lengths of the ascending chains of A and B are
bounded by lA and lB , then the length of A×B’s longest ascending chains is bounded by lA + lB .

I Theorem 20 (Precision of Direct Product). The direct product A×B of two persistence analyses
A and B is at least as precise as A and B, i.e., A×B � A and A×B � B.

Proof. This follows from the fact that the two constituents of A×B exactly mirror A and B,
respectively, and from the fact that

classify#
A(ŜA, b)⇒ classify#

A×B(〈ŜA, ŜB〉, b) = classify#
A(ŜA, b) ∨ classify#

B (ŜB , b),

classify#
B (ŜB , b)⇒ classify#

A×B(〈ŜA, ŜB〉, b) = classify#
A(ŜA, b) ∨ classify#

B (ŜB , b). J

It is not useful to construct the direct product of two analyses A and B if A � B, as the result
is not going to be more precise than A. If, on the other hand, A and B are incomparable, their
direct product will be more precise than both A and B:

I Corollary 21 (Precision of Direct Product). The direct product A×B of two incomparable
persistence analyses A and B is more precise than A and B, i.e., A×B � A and A×B � B.

Proof. From Theorem 20 we already know that A×B � A and A×B � B. Assume for a
contradiction that B � A×B. By transitivity of � this would imply B � A, which contradicts
the assumption that A and B are incomparable. Thus B 6� A×B and so A×B � B. The fact
that A×B � A can be shown analogously. J
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5.2.2 Domain Cooperation
To increase precision, it is sometimes possible for different analyses in a product to exchange
information with each other. Here, we distinguish two ways in which such an information exchange
can take place between two analyses A and B:

State reduction: the analysis state of A is refined using the analysis state of B.
Cooperative update: The abstract update function for A takes into account not only A’s analysis
state but also B’s to compute a more precise successor state.

Below we state correctness conditions for state and update reductions.

I Definition 22 (State Reduction). Let A and B be persistence analyses. A reduction operator
for A in the context of B is a function red : C#

A × C
#
B → C#

A that is reductive and that preserves
concretizations, i.e., for all ŜA ∈ C#

A , ŜB ∈ C
#
B :

red(ŜA, ŜB) vA ŜA, (42)

γA(red(ŜA, ŜB)) ∩ γB(ŜB) = γA(ŜA) ∩ γB(ŜB). (43)

A reduction operator can be used as follows to obtain a potentially more precise reduced
update for the product of A and B:

I Theorem 23 (State Reduction?). Let A and B be sound persistence analyses that satisfy (6),
(7), (8), and (10), and let red be a reduction operator for A in the context of B. Let the reduced
update be defined as follows:

red-upd(〈ŜA, ŜB〉, b) := (red(update#
A(ŜA, b), update#

B (ŜB , b)), update#
B (ŜB , b))

Then, A×B′ = 〈C#
A×B , γA×B , ÎA×B ,vA×B ,tA×B , red-upd, classify

#
A×B〉 is a sound persistence

analysis that is at least as precise as A×B, i.e., A×B′ � A×B.

Sometimes, it is not possible to come up with a state reduction to transfer information between
two domains A and B, but it is still possible to profit from the information in B during the update
of A. We call such an update cooperative:

I Definition 24 (Cooperative Update). Let A and B be two persistence analyses. A cooperative
update for A in the context of B is a function coop-upd : (C#

A × C
#
B )× B → C#

A , such that:

∀〈ŜA, ŜB〉 ∈ C#
A × C

#
B , b ∈ B :

{t.c〈b, h〉c′ | t.c ∈ γA(ŜA) ∩ γB(ŜB) ∧ h = effC(c, b) ∧ c′ = updateC(c, b)}

⊆ γA(coop-upd(〈ŜA, ŜB〉, b)) (44)

Given a cooperative update, it is straightforward to define the following reduced update for
the product of A and B:

I Theorem 25 (Cooperative Update). Let A and B be sound persistence analyses that satisfy (6),
(7), (8), and (10), and let coop-upd be a cooperative update function for A in the context of B.
Let the reduced update be defined as follows:

red-upd(〈ŜA, ŜB〉, b) := (coop-upd(〈ŜA, ŜB〉, b), update#
B (ŜB , b))

Then, A×B′ = 〈C#
A×B , γA×B , ÎA×B ,vA×B ,tA×B , red-upd, classify

#
A×B〉 is a sound persistence

analysis.
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Proof. We know that A×B is a sound persistence analysis from Theorem 19. The only condition
from Theorem 4 that involves the update function is (8). Thus all conditions but (8) are fulfilled
by A×B′ as they are fulfilled by A×B.

For (8), we need to show:

∀〈ŜA, ŜB〉 ∈ C#
A×B , b ∈ B :

{t.c〈b, h〉c′ | t.c ∈ γA×B(ŜA, ŜB) ∧ h = effC(c, b) ∧ c′ = updateC(c, b)}

⊆ γA×B(red-upd(〈ŜA, ŜB〉, b)) (45)

= γA(coop-upd(〈ŜA, ŜB〉, b)) ∩ γB(update#
B (ŜB , b))

By the soundness of B and by (44) we have

∀ŜA ∈ C#
B , b ∈ B :

{t.c〈b, h〉c′ | t.c ∈ γB(ŜB) ∧ h = effC(c, b) ∧ c′ = updateC(c, b)}

⊆ γB(update#
B (ŜB , b)) (46)

∀〈ŜA, ŜB〉 ∈ C#
A × C

#
B , b ∈ B :

{t.c〈b, h〉c′ | t.c ∈ γA×B(ŜA, ŜB) ∧ h = effC(c, b) ∧ c′ = updateC(c, b)}

⊆ γA(coop-upd(〈ŜA, ŜB〉, b)) (47)

Together, (46) and (47) imply (45), and thus (8). J

Given the definition of a cooperative update in Definition 24 it is not possible to conclude that
the product A×B′ from Theorem 25 is more precise than A×B . However, it is relatively easy to
see that this is indeed the case if coop-upd(〈ŜA, ŜB〉, b) vA update#

A(ŜA, b) for all ŜA, ŜB , and b.

5.2.3 State Reduction between C-Must and Block-CS
In terms of precision, the block-wise may-conflict set and the conditional must analyses are
incomparable, as the former has more precise updates, while the latter has more precise joins.
Here we show how to exchange information between the two analyses, by a state reduction, to
achieve higher precision than the direct product of the two analyses would.

How can information be exchanged between the two domains? Clearly, the size of the may-
conflict set of a block is also a bound on the number of conflicting blocks. Thus, we introduce the
following reduction operation:

reduceC-Must×Block-CS

(
ŜC-Must, ŜBlock-CS

)
:= λb ∈ B.min

{
ŜC-Must(b), |ŜBlock-CS(b)|

}
(48)

I Theorem 26 (Soundness of the State Reduction between C-Must and Block-CS). The function
reduceC-Must×Block-CS is a reduction operator for C-Must in the context of Block-CS.

Proof. reduceC-Must×Block-CS is reductive, as min
{
ŜC-Must(b), |ŜBlock-CS(b)|

}
≤ ŜC-Must(b).

It remains to show that for all Ŝ1 ∈ C#
C-Must, Ŝ2 ∈ C#

Block-CS:

γC-Must×Block-CS

(
Ŝ1, Ŝ2

)
= γC-Must×Block-CS

(
reduceC-Must×Block-CS

(
Ŝ1, Ŝ2

)
, Ŝ2

)
.

As reduceC-Must×Block-CS is reductive and γC-Must×Block-CS is monotone, we have
γC-Must×Block-CS

(
Ŝ1, Ŝ2

)
⊇ γC-Must×Block-CS

(
reduceC-Must×Block-CS

(
Ŝ1, Ŝ2

)
, Ŝ2

)
.
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v

w

w

x y

C-Must: v 7→ 4, . . .
Block-CS : v 7→ {v, w, x, y}, . . .

C-Must: v 7→ 1, . . .
Block-CS : v 7→ {v}, . . .

C-Must: v 7→ 2, . . .
Block-CS : x 7→ 1, v 7→ {v, w}, . . .

C-Must: v 7→ 3, . . .
Block-CS : v 7→ {v, w}, . . .

C-Must: v 7→ 4, . . .
Block-CS : v 7→ {v, w, x, y}, . . .

(a) C-Must× Block-CS without domain cooperation.

v

w

w

x y

C-Must: v 7→ 3, . . .
Block-CS : v 7→ {v, w, x, y}, . . .

C-Must: v 7→ 1, . . .
Block-CS : v 7→ {v}, . . .

C-Must: v 7→ 2, . . .
Block-CS : x 7→ 1, v 7→ {v, w}, . . .

C-Must: v 7→ 2 = |{v, w}| , . . .
Block-CS : v 7→ {v, w} , . . .

C-Must: v 7→ 3, . . .
Block-CS : v 7→ {v, w, x, y}, . . .

(b) C-Must× Block-CS with state reduction.

Figure 5 Example illustrating C-Must× Block-CS.

To show that
γC-Must×Block-CS

(
Ŝ1, Ŝ2

)
⊆ γC-Must×Block-CS

(
reduceC-Must×Block-CS

(
Ŝ1, Ŝ2

)
, Ŝ2

)
, assume for a

contradiction that there is a trace s = c0〈b0, h0〉 . . . cn in γC-Must×Block-CS

(
Ŝ1, Ŝ2

)
that is not in

γC-Must×Block-CS

(
reduceC-Must×Block-CS

(
Ŝ1, Ŝ2

)
, Ŝ2

)
.

Then, there must be an i, 0 ≤ i < n, such that |CSi| ≤ Ŝ1(bi) and CSi ⊆ Ŝ2(bi), but |CSi| 6≤
min{Ŝ1(bi), |Ŝ2(bi)|}. However, observe that CSi ⊆ Ŝ2(bi) implies that |CSi| ≤ |Ŝ2(bi)|, and so
|CSi| ≤ min{Ŝ1(bi), |Ŝ2(bi)|}, which yields a contradiction. J

We have seen previously that C-Must and Block-CS are incomparable in terms of precision.
See Figure 5 for an example where the state reduction described above yields a more precise
analysis result than is possible with any of the two analyses in isolation. In the example, v is
persistent in a cache of associativity 3, which neither C-Must nor Block-CS are able to prove on
their own. The example consists of a loop whose body contains two phases, each of which can only
be handled precisely by one of the two domains. In the first phase of the loop body, containing
the two accesses to w, Block-CS is more precise, as it does not double count these two accesses
in v’s conflict set. In the second phase of the loop body, C-Must is more precise as it accounts
for a single conflict due to the potential accesses to x and y, whereas Block-CS accounts for two
conflicts. State reduction enables C-Must to profit from the more precise Block-CS analysis in
the phase of the loop body, reducing the bound for v to 2, as highlighted in the figure on the
right. Due to this reduction, C-Must is then able to show that v is indeed persistent in a cache of
associativity 3.

5.2.4 State Reduction between C-Must and C-May
Similarly to the information exchange between C-Must and Block-CS, information can also be
exchanged between C-Must and C-May.
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The idea of the reduction is the following: C-May and C-Must provide lower and upper bounds
on the ages of memory blocks that have been accessed. A memory block b’s conflict set may only
include another block c, if c’s lower bound is less than b’s upper bound. Thus b’s conflict set
must be a subset of {b} ∪ {c ∈ B | c 6= b ∧ ŜC-May(c) < ŜC-Must(b)} and so its size is bounded by
|{c ∈ B | c 6= b ∧ ŜC-May(c) < ŜC-Must(b)}|+ 1.

Based on this insight, we introduce the following reduction operation:

reduceC-Must×C-May

(
ŜC-Must, ŜC-May

)
:=

λb ∈ B.min
{
ŜC-Must(b), |{c ∈ B | c 6= b ∧ ŜC-May(c) < ŜC-Must(b)}|+ 1

}
(49)

I Theorem 27 (Soundness of the State Reduction between C-Must and C-May?). The operator
reduceC-Must×C-May is a reduction operator for C-Must in the context of C-May.

On the example program given in Figure 5 the state reduction between C-Must and C-May
yields the same analysis result as the state reduction between C-Must and Block-CS given in the
previous section.

5.2.5 Must Analysis
Recall the update of the C-Must analysis in (34). The bound on the size of a block’s conflict set
is increased by 1 upon any access to a different block (case 3 in (34)). At first sight it may seem
that the update could be improved. It is tempting to take into account the size of the conflict
set of the accessed block, as we did in case of C-May. Unfortunately, any such attempt would
be incorrect: This is because the size bounds determined by C-Must are conditional, i.e., they
only hold given that a block has been accessed at all. Given this definition of C-Must, it is always
possible that an access is the very first access to the given block, which would contribute to the
conflict sets of all other blocks, which have been accessed before, necessitating the update as it is.

In order to improve the update of C-Must, unconditional bounds on the sizes of blocks’ conflict
sets are required. Such unconditional bounds can be determined using the original LRU must
analysis by Ferdinand and Wilhelm [12]. In this section, we recapitulate this must analysis, which
we simply call Must. In order to use it in a cooperative update of C-Must in the context of Must
in Section 5.2.6, we formalize the Must analysis as a persistence analysis. In particular, we provide
a concretization function that expresses the set of cache traces represented by a Must analysis
state. As a stand-alone persistence analysis, Must is not useful at all: no memory block can be
classified as persistent by a stand-alone Must analysis. Its utility in persistence analysis stems
from the fact that it may be used to improve the precision of C-Must via a cooperative update,
which is provided in the following section.

Must analysis maintains an upper bound on the ages of memory blocks, where age bounds
greater than k are collapsed to ∞:

C#
Must := B → {1, . . . , k,∞} (50)

The original formalization of Must in [12] is not based on a trace collecting semantics. There,
an abstract state corresponds to a set of concrete cache states. To fit into our persistence
analysis framework, we here give an alternative formalization that captures the set of cache traces
represented by an abstract cache trace9. The resulting concretization is quite similar to the one

9 We use the term abstract trace rather than abstract state as we interpret it to represent a set of cache traces.
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for C-Must. The difference is that C#
Must(b) must be ∞ for blocks that have not been accessed:

γMust

(
Ŝ
)

:= LRUCacheTraces ∩ (51)

{s = c0〈b0, h0〉 . . . cn | (∀b ∈ B : (∀i, 0 ≤ i < n : bi 6= b)⇒ Ŝ(b) =∞)

∧ ∀i, 0 ≤ i < n : bi ∈ CSi+1(s) ∨ |CSi(s)| ≤ Ŝ(bi)},

where, as before, CSi(c0〈b0, h0〉 . . . cn) := {bj | i ≤ j < n}.
The concretization function given in the original formalization by Ferdinand and Wilhelm [12]

is an abstraction of the one given above. It captures the final cache states of the cache traces
determined by γMust

(
Ŝ
)
, which is sufficient to classify memory accesses as guaranteed hits.

In the initial abstract cache trace, each block is assigned a bound of ∞. By the concretization
function this represents all possible cache traces, in particular those of length 0, i.e., traces
consisting of an arbitrary initial cache state:

ÎMust := λb ∈ B.∞ (52)

As in C-Must the maximum of the bounds is taken at joins:

Ŝ vMust T̂ :⇔ ∀b ∈ B : Ŝ(b) ≤ T̂ (b) Ŝ tMust T̂ := λb ∈ B.max{Ŝ(b), T̂ (b)} (53)

Upon a memory access, the accessed block’s bound is reduced to 1, as its conflict set will only
contain the block itself (case 1, below). Other blocks’ bounds are increased only if the accessed
block’s bound is greater than their bound (cases 2 and 3). This is sound because the bounds are
unconditional in the must analysis.

update#
Must

(
Ŝ, b
)

:= λb′.


1 : b′ = b

Ŝ(b′) : b′ 6= b ∧ Ŝ(b) ≤ Ŝ(b′)
Ŝ(b′) + 1 : b′ 6= b ∧ Ŝ(b) > Ŝ(b′) ∧ Ŝ(b′) < k

∞ : b′ 6= b ∧ Ŝ(b) > Ŝ(b′) ∧ Ŝ(b′) = k

(54)

For completeness, we provide the following classification function. A memory block is locally
classified as persistent, if its bound is less than or equal to k, which implies that the block must
be cached:

classify#
Must

(
Ŝ, b
)

:= Ŝ(b) ≤ k (55)

As the bounds are initialized to ∞, prior to the first access to a block, no block can be classified
as persistent. This is why Must is not useful as a stand-alone persistence analysis.

I Theorem 28 (Soundness of Must Analysis?). Must is a sound persistence analysis.

5.2.6 Cooperative Update for C-Must in the Context of Must
The unconditional bounds computed by Must can be used to improve the update of C-Must. A
cooperative update for C-Must in the context of Must is given below:

coop-updC-Must×Must

(
Ŝ, ŜMust, b

)
:= λb′.



0 : b′ 6= b ∧ Ŝ(b′) = 0
1 : b′ = b

Ŝ(b′) : b′ 6= b ∧ ŜMust(b) ≤ Ŝ(b′)
Ŝ(b′) + 1 : b′ 6= b ∧ ŜMust(b) > Ŝ(b′) ∧ 0 < Ŝ(b′) < k

∞ : b′ 6= b ∧ ŜMust(b) > Ŝ(b′) ∧ k ≤ Ŝ(b′)
(56)
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v

x

x

C-Must: v 7→ 3, x 7→ 1

C-Must: v 7→ 1, x 7→ 2

C-Must: v 7→ 2, x 7→ 1

C-Must: v 7→ 3, x 7→ 1

(a) C-Must without cooperation with Must.

v

x

x

C-Must: v 7→ 2, x 7→ 1
Must: . . .

C-Must: v 7→ 1, x 7→ 2
Must: . . .

C-Must: v 7→ 2, x 7→ 1
Must: x 7→ 1 , . . .

C-Must: v 7→ 2 , x 7→ 1
Must: . . .

(b) C-Must×Must with cooperative update.

Figure 6 Example illustrating C-Must×Must.

The update differs from the stand-alone update for C-Must in the third case, where the bound
for b′ is not increased even though another block is accessed. The correctness of all other cases
follows from the correctness of the original update for C-Must. Let’s consider the third case more
carefully. It occurs under the condition that b′ 6= b ∧ ŜMust(b) ≤ Ŝ(b′). If Ŝ(b′) = ∞ then the
update is trivially correct. So assume Ŝ(b′) ≤ k and thus also ŜMust(b) ≤ k. In this case, the
correctness of the update can be understood by the following case distinction:
1. Either b was actually contained in b′’s conflict set before the access. Then b′’s conflict set does

not grow due to the access to b and keeping the previous bound on its size is correct.
2. Or b was not contained b′’s conflict set before the access. Crucially, b must have been accessed

before, as ŜMust(b) ≤ k, and so b’s conflict set must contain b′’s conflict set. Further, b’s
conflict set additionally contains b itself. As a consequence, b’s conflict set before the access
contains b′’s conflict set after the access, and thus its bound, ŜMust(b) ≤ Ŝ(b′) is a correct
bound for b′’s conflict set after the access.

A more formal and detailed correctness argument is given in the proof of the following theorem:

I Theorem 29 (Soundness of Cooperative Update?). The function coop-updC-Must×Must is a coop-
erative update for C-Must in the context of Must.

Let’s consider a small example illustrating the benefit of the cooperative update for C-Must in
the context of Must. Figures 6a and 6b show the analysis results of C-Must with and without
cooperation with Must on a loop containing a conditional. Without cooperation, C-Must is unable
to prove that v is persistent in a cache of associativity 2. This is because, the two accesses to x
both cause the bound on the size of v’s conflict set to increase by 1, even though only the first
access to x may actually increase its size. In contrast, C-Must×Must with a cooperative update is
able to prove that v is persistent in a cache of associativity 2, as illustrated in Figure 6b. Here, we
only show the relevant information that Must provides for the cooperative update: Right before
the potential second access to x in the loop, Must determines an unconditional bound on the size
of x’s conflict set of 1. This information is then exploited in the cooperative update to determine
that this second access may not increase the size of v’s conflict set, and so 2 is a correct bound on
v’s conflict set at the end of the loop body.
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5.3 Summary: The Landscape of Persistence Abstractions
In this section, we summarize the results obtained in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. In Section 5.1 we have
seen abstractions following these two general approaches to persistence analysis:
1. Overapproximating the set of conflicting blocks
2. Overapproximating the number of conflicting blocks

Global-CS, C-May, and Block-CS all follow the first of these two approaches. Further, these
three abstractions are totally ordered in terms of precision, with Block-CS strictly dominating
C-May, and C-May strictly dominating Global-CS.

The only basic abstraction following the second approach is C-Must, which is incomparable to
Global-CS, C-May, and Block-CS, i.e., there are cases where C-Must is more precise than Block-CS,
but there are also cases where even Global-CS is more precise than C-Must.

In Section 5.2 we have then seen how to combine two incomparable basic abstractions into their
so-called direct product, which is more precise than its constituents. To further increase analysis
precision, we have also introduced two general mechanisms to exchange information between two
abstractions:

state reduction – where the analysis state of one abstraction is refined based on the analysis
state of another abstraction, and
update reduction – where the update of one abstraction takes into account information provided
by another abstraction.

Then, we have seen three concrete instantiations of these mechanisms: state reductions between
C-Must and Block-CS and between C-Must and C-May, as well as an update reduction between
C-Must and a regular must cache analysis, which we simply call Must here. To facilitate the
update reduction with C-Must, we have formalized Must as a persistence analysis, i.e., as an
abstraction of sets of cache traces rather than sets of cache states.

We note that a state reduction between C-Must and Global-CS could be defined easily, similarly
to the state reduction between C-Must and Block-CS. We do not provide this reduction here,
because we believe that it would have little practical value: We have shown C-May to strictly
dominate Global-CS, while it is hardly more expensive in terms of analysis time and memory
consumption than Global-CS.

Figure 7 illustrates the landscape of persistence abstractions formalized in this article in the
form of a Hasse diagram. Two comparable abstractions are connected by an edge, with the
more precise abstraction drawn higher up in the diagram. Transitive relations are omitted for
readability. Each abstraction is annotated with the corresponding theorem that shows its soundness.
Similarly, relations between abstractions that are not the consequence of a product constructions
are annotated with the corresponding dominance theorem. We also annotate abstractions with
papers from the literature, which are based on the given abstraction. We discuss the related work
in more detail in the following section.

6 Related Work and How It Maps Into the Landscape of Persistence
Abstractions

In 1994, Mueller et al. [20, 1] introduced the “first miss” persistence notion and a corresponding
persistence analysis for direct-mapped instruction caches. Later they extended their analysis to
set-associative data [31] and instruction caches [21] with LRU replacement. The basic idea behind
their analysis for set-associative caches is to collect all conflicting blocks in a given cache set within
a loop. If all conflicting blocks fit into the cache together, then these blocks are classified as “first
miss”. This corresponds to Global-CS applied separately to each loop in the program.
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C-Must
Thm. 13
[11, 12]

C-Must×C-May
Thm. 27

[6, 8, 7, 32]
C-Must×Must

Thm. 29

C-Must×Block-CS
Thm. 26
[7, 32]

Block-CS
Thm. 11
[17, 7]

C-Must×Must×C-May
Thms. 29+27

[23, 22]

C-Must×Must×Block-CS
Thms. 29+26

C-May
Thm. 15

Global-CS
Thm. 10

[1, 20, 31, 21, 8, 7]

(Must)
Thm. 28
[11, 12]

Thm. 16

Thm. 17

Figure 7 Hasse diagram illustrating the relative precision of different persistence abstractions. The
Must domain is in parentheses because it is not suitable to prove persistence of memory blocks on its own,
but it may be useful in conjunction with other domains.

Ferdinand andWilhelm [11, 12] introduced the “no eviction” persistence notion and a persistence
analysis for set-associative caches. They characterized their analysis [12] as computing “themaximal
position (relative age) for all memory blocks that may be in the cache.” Intuitively, their analysis
thus corresponds to the C-Must analysis defined in this article. However, while their analysis
employs the same join function as in the C-Must analysis, its update function differs; it is identical
to the update function of the Must analysis: upon an access to memory block b only the ages
of younger blocks are incremented. Unfortunately, this is unsound. To our knowledge, Hugues
Cassé was the first to point this out. Given the concretization function of C-Must defined in this
article, it is apparent why the update function is incorrect: C-Must bounds the age (the size of its
conflict set) of a block only in case the block has previously been accessed. If the accessed block
has not been accessed previously, it increases the ages of all other previously accessed blocks (the
sizes of their conflict sets, respectively). Thus, without any additional information, upon an access
to block b, a sound update function has to increase the bounds of all blocks, other than b, that
have potentially been accessed before. The original Must analysis may provide such additional
information, as it provides unconditional bounds on the maximum ages of blocks. The cooperative
update for C-Must in the context of Must defined in Section 5.2.6 shows how to exploit this
information for a more precise update of C-Must.

Aiming to solve the soundness issue of Ferdinand’s analysis, Cullmann [6] proposed an analysis
combining Ferdinand’s persistence analysis with a slightly modified version of the may analysis
from [12]. This combination corresponds to the product of C-Must and C-May, however with a
less precise reduction than the one given in (49).

In a different approach to fix the soundness issues of the original persistence analysis, Huynh et
al. [17] proposed a scope-aware persistence analysis for set-associative data caches. Their analysis
tracks a younger set for each memory block, which corresponds to the Block-CS analysis in this
article. To increase precision in the analysis of data caches, temporal scopes are used to distinguish
different loop iterations in which array accesses in a loop touch different memory blocks.
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Listing 2 Input- and loop-iteration-dependent data accesses.
for (int i=0; i<N; i++) {

k = read_sensor ();
sum[k] = sum[k] + arr[i];

}

Later, Cullmann [8] proposed “set-wise conflict counting”, which corresponds to Global-CS in
this article and is similar to Mueller et al.’s approach. In his dissertation [7], Cullmann discusses
two further analyses:
1. Element-wise conflict counting, which corresponds to the younger-set analysis by Huynh et

al. [17] and Block-CS in this article.
2. Age-tracking conflict counting, which corresponds to the direct product of C-Must and Block-CS

in this article, however, without the state reduction given in (48).

Nagar and Srikant [23, 22] show how to improve the precision of must, may, and persistence
analysis by exchanging information between the analyses via what we call reductions in this
article. Along the way they also identify and correct the soundness issue of Ferdinand’s persistence
analysis. In case of persistence analysis, their approach corresponds to C-Must×Must× C-May
with the update and state reductions given in Theorems 29 and 27.

Similarly to Nagar and Srikant, Zhang and Koutsoukos [32] show how to combine C-Must
and C-May using an update reduction. Their update improves upon Cullmann’s update in the
combination of C-Must and C-May, which only uses the information from C-May to exclude
the eviction of memory blocks from C-Must. Zhang and Koutsoukos also note that Block-CS is
incomparable to C-Must×C-May. They propose to combine C-Must×C-May and Block-CS in a
single analysis to achieve higher precision than any of its constituents. As Block-CS dominates
C-May, the resulting analysis is equivalent to C-Must × Block-CS in our framework (with the
appropriate state reduction), and one might wonder why it could be useful to run the two analyses
together with C-May. However, Zhang and Koutsoukos show how to derive “younger sets” from
C-Must× C-May. Whenever the derived younger set is equal to the one maintained by Block-CS
it is not necessary to explicitly represent the younger set in Block-CS. In this way, the memory
consumption of the analysis can be significantly reduced.

Ballabriga and Cassé [2] note that different blocks can be persistent within different scopes.
For example, while an inner loop may entirely fit into the cache, its enclosing loop might not. In
such a case, a sound persistence analysis would not be able to declare any of the loop’s memory
blocks as persistent. Still, during any execution of the inner loop, each of its memory blocks may
miss the cache at most once. Ballabriga and Cassé thus propose “multi-level” persistence analysis,
which determines for each loop nesting level, whether blocks are persistent within the execution of
the loop at that nesting level. This idea was later also applied to “temporal scopes” by Huynh et
al. [17] as discussed earlier.

7 Extension to Data Caches

In the preceding sections we have focused on persistence analysis for instruction caches. Persistence
analysis for data caches faces the additional challenge that an individual load or store instruction
may result in different data memory accesses depending on the program’s inputs or the loop
iteration the instruction is executed in. Consider the example in Listing 2. Within the loop, the
access to the array arr depends on the loop iteration, and the accesses to the array sum depend
on external sensor inputs.
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It is possible to employ a control flow abstraction similar to the one described in Section 3.1
to such programs. However, due to input- and loop-iteration-dependent data accesses, some
transitions in the control flow graph will have to be annotated with a set of possible memory
blocks rather than an single one. The abstract trace update function then needs to be lifted to
sets, which can be done in a generic manner as follows:

update#
A

(
Ŝ, B

)
:=
⊔
b∈B

update#
A

(
Ŝ, b
)
, (57)

where B is a set of memory blocks.
In this way, all the persistence analyses discussed in this article can also be applied to the

analysis of data caches. However, this generic approach comes with two drawbacks:
1. Reduced efficiency: Implementing (57) literally, the update and join functions need to be

applied |B| and |B| − 1 times, respectively. So if the set of potentially-accessed blocks B is
large the analysis may become quite costly. However, in most cases, it is fairly straightforward
to derive an expression for update#

A(Ŝ, B) that does not involve applying the original update
and join functions that often. For example, update#

Global-CS(Ŝ, B) =
⊔
b∈B update#

Global-CS(Ŝ, b)
can be simplified to update#

Global-CS(Ŝ, B) = Ŝ ∪B. Nagar and Srikant [23, 22] describe such
simplifications for their persistence analysis.

2. Limited precision: Due to uncertainty about the accessed memory blocks the analysis may
be imprecise. In case of loop-iteration-dependent data accesses, more precise persistence
classifications could be derived by performing the analysis on a more fine-grained abstraction
of the program than its control flow abstraction. For instance, to increase analysis precision,
Huynh et al. [17] introduce temporal scopes to distinguish different loop iterations in which
array accesses in a loop touch different memory blocks.

8 Conclusions and Future Work

Our main goal has been to put persistence analysis on a more solid semantic foundation. We have
argued that persistence is a property of cache traces rather than cache states. Accordingly, we
introduced a trace-based semantics to formally capture varying persistence notions and to enable
rigorous correctness proofs of persistence analyses.

Section 5 demonstrates that persistence analyses can be defined and proved correct as ab-
stractions of a trace collecting semantics; we believe rather elegantly. Such formalizations also
contribute to a better understanding of how and why an analysis works, simply by requiring
its designer to precisely capture the meaning of the abstraction that the analysis is based upon.
To our own surprise, it is possible to explain the essence of all prior persistence abstractions as
combinations of just a few rather basic abstractions.

We note that our focus has been on the underlying abstractions and not on their efficient
implementation. Different implementations of the same abstraction will deliver the same persistence
classifications, but may exhibit different performance characteristics, in particular in terms of
space consumption. This is, for example, demonstrated by Zhang and Koutsoukous [32], who
show how to implement Block-CS more efficiently than a straightforward implementation that
directly matches its logical definition.

In this article, we have only considered private single-level caches with LRU replacement.
Future work should consider replacement policies other than LRU, which have received some
attention in classifying cache analysis [26, 27, 25, 13, 14] and in the broader scope of quantitative
cache analysis [16, 15], but which have so far received very little attention in persistence analysis.
It may also be interesting to study persistence analysis for shared caches in multi cores. Such
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shared caches are usually second- or third-level caches and thus any step in this direction would
also require the analysis of multi-level caches. The lattice of abstractions in Figure 7 may be a
good starting point for a rigorous experimental evaluation of the various persistence analyses that
have been proposed to date. All abstractions studied in this article are sound but incomplete. It
is conceivable to design a sound and complete persistence analysis along the lines of the recent
work of Touzeau et al. [30].

Acknowledgments. I would like to sincerely thank the anonymous reviewers for their help in
improving this paper.
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A Proofs

I Definition 1 (Persistence in a Program). Memory block b is persistent in program P , if

∀τ ∈ Col(P ) : AtMostOneMiss(τ, b).

I Definition 2 (Cache Trace Abstraction). A cache trace abstraction is a tuple

A =
〈
C#

A , γA, ÎA,vA,tA, update#
A , classify

#
A

〉
,

consisting of the following components:
1. C#

A , a set of abstract traces,
2. γA : C#

A → 2CacheTraces, a concretization function, which specifies the set of concrete cache
traces represented by each abstract trace,
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3. ÎA ∈ C#
A , an abstract initial trace that represents all possible initial cache states,

4. vA, a partial order on C#
A , such that 〈C#

A ,vA〉 is a complete lattice [9],
5. tA, a join operator on abstract traces10,
6. update#

A : C#
A × B → C#

A , an abstract update function,
7. classify#

A : C#
A × B → B, a persistence classification function.

In the proof of the following theorem, we will make use of Knaster-Tarski’s fixpoint theorem.
Many variants of Knaster-Tarski’s fixpoint theorem can be found in the literature. Below, we
reproduce one such variant and its proof from [9], adapted to the terminology used in this article:

I Theorem 30 (Knaster-Tarski Fixpoint Theorem). Let (L,≤) be a complete lattice and F : L→ L

a monotone function. Let
∧
A denote the greatest lower bound of A ⊆ L. Then,

α :=
∧
{x ∈ L | F (x) ≤ x}

is a fixpoint of F . Further, α is the least fixpoint of F .

Proof. Let H = {x ∈ L | F (x) ≤ x}. For all x ∈ H, we have α ≤ x, so F (α) ≤ F (x) ≤ x. Thus
F (α) is a lower bound of H, and so F (α) ≤ α, as α is the greatest lower bound of H.

Since F is monotone, F (F (α)) ≤ F (α), and so F (α) ∈ H, and thus α ≤ F (α). Thus we have
established that α is a fixpoint of F .

If β is any fixpoint of F , then β ∈ H, and so α ≤ β. Thus α is the least fixpoint of F . J

I Theorem 3 (Soundness of Persistence Analysis). If the cache trace abstraction A satisfies the
following conditions:

IC ⊆ γA(ÎA), (6)

∀Ŝ, T̂ ∈ C#
A : Ŝ vA T̂ ⇒ γA(Ŝ) ⊆ γA(T̂ ), (7)

∀Ŝ ∈ C#
A , b ∈ B : {t.c〈b, h〉c′ | t.c ∈ γA(Ŝ) ∧ h = effC(c, b) ∧ c′ = updateC(c, b)}

⊆ γA(update#
A(Ŝ, b)). (8)

Then, its abstract semantics soundly approximates its concrete counterpart:

StickyCol(Pins) ≤ γA( ̂StickyColA(Pins)), (9)

where γA is lifted to functions as follows: γA(Ŝ) = λl ∈ L.γA(Ŝ(l)).

Proof. We first show that (8) implies the “local consistency” of next#
ins,A relative to nextins, i.e.,

nextins(γA(Ŝ)) ≤ γA(next#
ins,A(Ŝ)).

Choose an arbitrary l′ ∈ L. Then:

nextins(γA(Ŝ))(l′) Def.=
⋃
〈l,l′〉∈E{t.c〈b, h〉c′ | t.c ∈ γA(Ŝ)(l)
∧b = effL(l, l′) ∧ h = effC(c, b) ∧ c′ = updateC(c, b)}

(8)
⊆

⋃
〈l,l′〉∈E γA(update#

A(Ŝ(l), effL(l, l′)))
(7)
⊆ γA(

⊔
〈l,l′〉∈E update#

A(Ŝ(l), effL(l, l′)))
Def.= γA(next#

ins,A(Ŝ)(l′))

10Note that in a complete lattice 〈L,v〉 the partial order v uniquely defines the join operator t. Vice versa, a
given join operator uniquely defines a corresponding partial order. Nevertheless, we explicitly provide both
partial order and join operator here and in the following.
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From this it follows that γA( ̂StickyColA(Pins)) is a post fixpoint of nextins:

γA( ̂StickyColA(Pins))
fixpoint= γA(ÎnitA tA next#

ins,A( ̂StickyColA(Pins)))
(7)
≥ γA(Înit) ∨ γA(next#

ins,A( ̂StickyColA(Pins)))
“local consistency”

≥ γA(Înit) ∨ nextins(γA( ̂StickyColA(Pins)))
(6)
≥ Init ∨ nextins(γA( ̂StickyColA(Pins)))

In order to apply Knaster-Tarski’s fixpoint theorem, we need to show that the domain of the sticky
cache trace collecting semantics (L → 2CacheTraces,≤) is a complete lattice, and that nextins is
a monotone function. The power set 2A of any set A is a complete lattice with respect to the
subset relation ⊆. Thus (2CacheTraces,⊆) is a complete lattice. Also, the total function space
A→ B between a set A and a complete lattice (B,≤) is a complete lattice w.r.t. to the pointwise
ordering f ≤ g :⇔ ∀a ∈ A : f(a) ≤ g(a). Thus L → 2CacheTraces is a complete lattice w.r.t. to ≤,
as it is defined in Section 3.2.

To see that nextins is monotone w.r.t. ≤, first observe that the lifting F (X) := {f(x) | x ∈ X}
of any function f to sets is a monotone function w.r.t. ⊆, i.e., if X ⊆ Y , then also F (X) ⊆ F (Y ).
Thus F (l, l′) := {t.c〈b, h〉c′ | t.c ∈ X ∧ b = effL(l, l′) ∧ h = effC(c, b) ∧ c′ = updateC(c, b)} is
monotone w.r.t. ⊆ for any l, l′. Also, the union of multiple monotone functions w.r.t. ⊆ is
monotone w.r.t. ⊆. Finally, the pointwise application of monotone functions w.r.t. ≤ is monotone
w.r.t. its pointwise extension ≤, as defined in Section 3.2, and so nextins is monotone. Further,
any constant function is monotone w.r.t. to any order. Thus, the pointwise union of the constant
function Init and nextins is monotone as well.

Applying Knaster-Tarski’s fixpoint theorem to the complete lattice (L → 2CacheTraces,≤) and
the monotone function Init∨ nextins, we get that its post fixpoint γA( ̂StickyColA(Pins)) is greater
than or equal to its least fixpoint

StickyCol(Pins)
Def.= lfp≤Init nextins

= lfp≤(Init ∨ nextins)
Knaster-Tarski=

∧
{x | x ≥ Init ∨ nextins(x)}. J

I Theorem 4 (Soundness of Persistence Classification). If the cache trace abstraction A satisfies
conditions (6), (7), (8) from Theorem 3, and classify#

A satisfies

∀Ŝ ∈ C#
A , b ∈ B : classify#

A(Ŝ, b)⇒

∀c0〈b0, h0〉c1〈b1, h1〉 . . . cn ∈ γA(Ŝ) : b ∈ cn ∨ (∀i, 0 ≤ i < n : bi 6= b), (10)

then classify#
A(Pins, b) := ∀l ∈ L : classify#

A( ̂StickyColA(Pins)(l), b) implies the persistence of
memory block b in program Pins.

Proof. Proof by contradiction. Assume that ∀l ∈ L : classify#
A( ̂StickyColA(Pins)(l), b) holds for

some memory block b, but b is not persistent in Pins according to Definition 1. Then, there must
be a trace τ = 〈l0, c0〉e0〈l1, c1〉e1 . . . en−1〈ln, cn〉 ∈ Col(Pins), such that AtMostOneMiss(τ, b) does
not hold. Let i and j be such that ei = ej = 〈b,miss〉 and i < j.

By conditions (6), (7), and (8), Theorem 3 holds, and so

Col(Pins) ⊆ γins(StickyCol(Pins)) ⊆ γins(γA( ̂StickyColA(Pins))).

So τ ∈ γins(γA( ̂StickyColA(Pins))). By (4), this implies that

c0e0. . .cj ∈ γA( ̂StickyColA(Pins))(lj) = γA( ̂StickyColA(Pins)(lj)).
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By assumption classify#
A( ̂StickyColA(Pins)(lj), b) holds, and so due to (10), we have

b ∈ cj ∨ (∀i, 0 ≤ i < j : bi 6= b).

As ei = 〈b,miss〉, we can exclude the second part of the disjunction. However, b ∈ cj contradicts
ej = 〈b,miss〉, which concludes the proof. J

I Definition 5 (Precision). Given two cache trace abstractions A and B, we say that A is at least
as precise as B, denoted by A � B, if A classifies each block as persistent that B classifies as
persistent:

∀Pins,∀b : classify#
B (Pins, b)⇒ classify#

A(Pins, b).

We say that A is more precise than B, denoted by A � B, if A � B, but B 6� A. If neither A � B
nor vice versa, we say that A and B are incomparable.

I Theorem 6 (Approximation of Abstract Semantics). Given two cache trace abstractions A and B,
and a function γB→A : C#

B → C#
A that satisfies the following conditions:

ÎA ⊆ γB→A(ÎB), (11)

∀Ŝ, T̂ ∈ C#
B : Ŝ vB T̂ ⇒ γB→A(Ŝ) vA γB→A(T̂ ), (12)

∀Ŝ ∈ C#
B , b ∈ B : update#

A(γB→A(Ŝ), b) vA γB→A(update#
B (Ŝ, b)). (13)

Then, B’s abstract semantics soundly approximates its more concrete counterpart:

̂StickyColA(Pins) vA γB→A( ̂StickyColB(Pins)), (14)

where γB→A is lifted to the abstract sticky trace collecting semantics as follows:
γB→A(Ŝ) = λl ∈ L.γB→A(Ŝ(l)).

Proof. We first show that (13) implies the “local consistency” of next#
ins,B relative next#

ins,A,
i.e., next#

ins,a(γB→A(Ŝ)) vA γB→A(next#
ins,B(Ŝ)).

Choose an arbitrary l′ ∈ L. Then:

next#
ins,A(γB→A(Ŝ))(l′) Def.=

⊔
〈l,l′〉∈E update#

A(γB→A(Ŝ(l)), effL(l, l′))
(13)
vA

⊔
〈l,l′〉∈E γB→A(update#

B (Ŝ(l), effL(l, l′)))
(12)
vA γB→A(

⊔
〈l,l′〉∈E update#

B (Ŝ(l), effL(l, l′)))
Def.= γB→A(next#

ins,B(Ŝ)(l′))

From this it follows that γB→A( ̂StickyColB(Pins)) is a post fixpoint of next#
ins,A:

γB→A( ̂StickyColB(Pins))
fixpoint= γB→A(ÎnitB tB next

#
ins,B( ̂StickyColB(Pins)))

(12)
wA γB→A(ÎnitB) tA γB→A(next#

ins,B( ̂StickyColB(Pins)))
“local consistency”

wA γB→A(ÎnitB) tA next#
ins,A(γB→A( ̂StickyColB(Pins)))

(11)
wA ÎnitA tA nextins(γB→A( ̂StickyColB(Pins)))

In order to apply Knaster-Tarski’s fixpoint theorem, we need to show that the domain of abstrac-
tion A, (L → C#

A ,vA) is a complete lattice, and that next#
ins,A is a monotone function. The total

function space A→ B between a set A and a complete lattice (B,≤) is a complete lattice w.r.t.
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to the pointwise ordering f ≤ g :⇔ ∀a ∈ A : f(a) ≤ g(a). Thus L → C#
A is a complete lattice

w.r.t. to vA, as it is defined in Section 4.1.
To see that next#

ins,A is monotone w.r.t. vA, observe that by assumption update#
A is monotone

in its first parameter. Thus, Fl,l′(X) := update#
A(Ŝ(l), effL(l, l′)) is monotone in Ŝ for any l, l′.

Also, the least upper bound of multiple monotone functions is a monotone function, and so
F (l′) :=

⊔
〈l,l′〉∈E{update

#
A(Ŝ(l), b) | b = effL(l, l′)} is monotone in Ŝ. Finally, the pointwise

application of monotone functions w.r.t. ≤ is monotone w.r.t. its pointwise extension ≤, and so
next#

ins,A = λl′ ∈ L.F (l′) is monotone. Further, any constant function is monotone w.r.t. to any
order. Thus, the pointwise union of the constant function ÎnitA and next#

ins,A is monotone as
well.

Applying Knaster-Tarski’s fixpoint theorem to the complete lattice (L → C#
A ,vA) and the

monotone function ÎnitA tA next#
ins,A, we get that its post fixpoint γB→A( ̂StickyColB(Pins)) is

greater than or equal to its least fixpoint:

̂StickyColA(Pins)
Def.= lfpvA

ÎnitA

next#
ins,A

= lfpvA ÎnitA tA next#
ins,A

Knaster-Tarski= ⊔

A

{x | x wA ÎnitA tA next#
ins,A(x)}. J

Whenever the proof of a theorem is in the main part of the article, the name of the theorem is
marked with a ? and serves as a link to the corresponding proof. The first example of such a case
is the following theorem:

I Theorem 7 (Precision?). Given cache trace abstractions A,B and a function γB→A that satisfies
conditions (11), (12), and (13) from Theorem 6, and further

∀Ŝ ∈ C#
B , b ∈ B : classify#

B (Ŝ, b)⇒ classify#
A(γB→A(Ŝ), b), (15)

∀Ŝ, T̂ ∈ C#
A , b ∈ B : Ŝ vA T̂ ⇒

(
classify#

A(T̂ , b)⇒ classify#
A(Ŝ, b)

)
. (16)

Then, A is at least as precise as B, i.e., A � B.

I Theorem 8 (Soundness of Persistence Classification?). Given two cache trace abstractions A
and B. If A is sound, and A is at least as precise as B, then B is also sound.

I Lemma 31 (Monotonicity of LRU). Consider an arbitrary cache trace c0〈b0, h0〉c1〈b1, h1〉. . .cn ∈
LRUCacheTraces. Assume that c0(b) > c0(b′) and b 6∈ {b0, b1, . . . , bn−1}. Then:

∀i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n : ci(b) > ci(b′).

Proof. Proof by induction over i:
Base case (i = 0):
c0(b) > c0(b′) holds by assumption.
Inductive step:
We must show that ci+1(b) > ci+1(b′).
By the inductive hypothesis (I.H.) we have ci(b) > ci(b′).
We distinguish two cases:
1. ci(b) > ci(b′) + 1:

By the definition of updateLRU
C we have ci(b′) + 1 ≥ ci+1(b′).

As by assumption b 6= bi, it also follows from the definition of updateLRU
C that ci+1(b) ≥ ci(b).

Thus, ci+1(b) ≥ ci(b) > ci(b′) + 1 ≥ ci+1(b′).
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2. ci(b) = ci(b′) + 1:
We distinguish four cases based on the value of ci(bi):
ci(bi) < ci(b′):
By the definition of updateLRU

C (third case), ci+1(b′) = ci(b′) and ci+1(b) = ci(b).
And so ci+1(b) = ci(b)

I.H.
> ci(b′) = ci+1(b′).

ci(bi) = ci(b′):
This implies that bi = b′. Thus, by the definition of updateLRU

C , ci+1(b′) first case= 0 <

ci(b′) + 1 = ci+1(b) third case= ci(b).
ci(bi) = ci(b):
This implies that bi = b, which contradicts our assumption that b 6∈ {b0, b1, . . . , bn−1}.
ci(bi) > ci(b′):
By the definition of updateLRU

C , ci+1(b′) second case= ci(b′)+1 and ci+1(b) second case= ci(b)+1.
And so ci+1(b) = ci(b) + 1

I.H.
> ci(b′) + 1 = ci+1(b′). J

I Lemma 9 (Persistence under LRU). Consider an arbitrary cache trace c0〈b0, h0〉c1〈b1, h1〉. . .cn ∈
LRUCacheTraces. Then cn(b0) < k, if |{bi | 0 ≤ i < n}| ≤ k.

Proof. Let s = c0〈b0, h0〉c1〈b1, h1〉. . .cn ∈ LRUCacheTraces be an arbitrary cache trace and
assume that B = {bi | 0 ≤ i < n} with |B| ≤ k. We need to show that cn(b0) < k.

Let j be the index of the last occurrence of b0 in s, i.e., bj = b0 and ∀l > j : bl 6= b0. Observe
that cj+1(b0) = 0, because of the preceding access to b0 = bj . Let Bj = {bi | j < i < n}. By
construction, b0 6∈ Bj . As b0 ∈ B and Bj ⊆ B, we have |Bj | < |B| ≤ k and thus |Bj | < k.

Each memory block in Bj occurs one or more times in the suffix sj = cj+1〈bj+1, hj+1〉 . . . cn.
Let I be the set of indices of the first occurrences of the blocks in Bj in sj , i.e.,

I = {i | j < i < n ∧ ∀l, j < l < i : bl 6= bi}.

Let IC be the complement of I, i.e., IC = {j + 1, . . . , n− 1} \ I. We claim that
1. ci+1(b0) ≤ ci(b0) + 1 for all i ∈ I, and
2. ct+1(b0) = ct(b0) for all t ∈ IC .
These two claims imply that cn(b0) ≤ cj+1(b0) + |I| = |I|. As |I| = |Bj | < k, cn(b0) = |I| < k,
and it only remains to show the two claims:
1. The fact that ci+1(b0) ≤ ci(b0) + 1 follows immediately from the definition of updateLRU

C .
2. Let t be an arbitrary index in IC and let v be the greatest index smaller than t such that

bv = bt. As t ∈ IC there must be such a v > j due to the definitions of I and IC .
Observe that cv+1(bt) = cv+1(bv) = 0 and cv+1(b0) > 0. Applying Lemma 31 to the the
subsequence cv+1〈bv+1, hv+1〉 . . . ct with b = b0 and b′ = bt yields that ct(b0) > ct(bt).
As ct(b0) > ct(bt), the third case in updateLRU

C applies and we get ct+1(b0) = ct(b0). J

I Theorem 10 (Soundness of Global May-Conflict Set). Global-CS is a sound persistence analysis.

Proof. We show that Global-CS satisfies the conditions of Theorems 3 and 4 and is thus a sound
persistence abstraction. We need to show that the abstraction satisfies (6), (7), (8), and (10).

Equation (6) is trivially satisfied, because sequences consisting only of the initial state c0 are
unconstrained in the definition of γGlobal-CS.
Let Ŝ vGlobal-CS T̂ . Let s = c0〈b0, h0〉c1 . . . cn be an arbitrary trace such that s ∈ γGlobal-CS(Ŝ).
Then {bi | 0 ≤ i < n} ⊆ Ŝ ⊆ T̂ and so by definition of γGlobal-CS, s ∈ γGlobal-CS(T̂ ), which
shows that (7) is satisfied.
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Let Ŝ ∈ C#
Global-CS, b ∈ B, and t.c ∈ γGlobal-CS(Ŝ) be arbitrary.

To show that (8) is satisfied, we have to show that t.c〈b, h〉c′ with h = effLRU
C (c, b) and

c′ = updateLRU
C (c, b) is an element of γGlobal-CS(update#

Global-CS(Ŝ, b)).
By definition of γGlobal-CS and update#

Global-CS we have
γGlobal-CS(update#

Global-CS(Ŝ, b))
Def. update#

Global-CS= γGlobal-CS(Ŝ ∪ {b})
Def. γGlobal-CS= LRUCacheTraces ∩ {c0〈b0, h0〉c1 . . . cn | {bi | 0 ≤ i < n} ⊆ Ŝ ∪ {b}}

Because t.c ∈ γGlobal-CS(Ŝ), we have that t.c ∈ LRUCacheTraces. From h = effLRU
C (c, b)

and c′ = updateLRU
C (c, b), it follows that t.c〈b, h〉c′ ∈ LRUCacheTraces.

It remains to show that t.c〈b, h〉c′ ∈ {c0〈b0, h0〉c1 . . . cn | {bi | 0 ≤ i < n} ⊆ Ŝ ∪ {b}}.
As t.c ∈ γGlobal-CS(Ŝ), we have that t.c ∈ {c0〈b0, h0〉c1 . . . cn | {bi | 0 ≤ i < n} ⊆ Ŝ}. So
t.c〈b, h〉c′ ∈ {c0〈b0, h0〉c1 . . . cn | {bi | 0 ≤ i < n} ⊆ Ŝ ∪ {b}}
Let Ŝ ∈ C#

Global-CS and b ∈ B be arbitrary.
To show that (10) is satisfied, we consider two cases: 1. b 6∈ Ŝ and 2. b ∈ Ŝ.
Case 1: If c0〈b0, h0〉c1 . . . cn ∈ γGlobal-CS(Ŝ), then {bi | 0 ≤ i < n} ⊆ Ŝ by the definition of
γGlobal-CS. As b 6∈ Ŝ, the second disjunct in (10) holds: ∀i, 0 ≤ i < n : bi 6= b.

Case 2: Let c0〈b0, h0〉c1 . . . cn ∈ γGlobal-CS(Ŝ). Assume bi = b for some i. Otherwise the
second disjunct of (10) holds. As c0〈b0, h0〉c1 . . . cn ∈ γGlobal-CS(Ŝ), in particular {bj |
i ≤ j < n} ⊆ Ŝ. As |Ŝ| ≤ k and c0〈b0, h0〉c1 . . . cn ∈ LRUCacheTraces, we can apply
Lemma 9 to the trace ci〈bi, hi〉ci+1 . . . cn to conclude that b ∈ cn. J

I Theorem 11 (Soundness of Block-wise May-Conflict Set). Block-CS is a sound persistence
analysis.

Proof. We show that Block-CS satisfies the conditions of Theorems 3 and 4 and is thus a sound
persistence abstraction. We need to show that the abstraction satisfies (6), (7), (8), and (10).

Equation (6) is trivially satisfied, because sequences consisting only of the initial state c0 are
unconstrained in the definition of γBlock-CS.
Let Ŝ vBlock-CS T̂ . Let s = c0〈b0, h0〉c1 . . . cn be an arbitrary trace such that s ∈ γBlock-CS(Ŝ).
Because Ŝ(bi) ⊆ T̂ (bi) for all i, and ⊆ is transitive, s is also an element of γBlock-CS(T̂ ), which
shows that (7) is satisfied.
Let Ŝ ∈ C#

Block-CS, b ∈ B, and s = c0〈b0, h0〉 . . . cn ∈ γBlock-CS(Ŝ) be arbitrary.
To show that (8) is satisfied, we have to show that t = c0〈b0, h0〉 . . . cn〈bn, hn〉cn+1 with
hn = effLRU

C (cn, bn) and cn+1 = updateLRU
C (cn, bn) is an element of γBlock-CS(T̂ ), with T̂ =

update#
Block-CS(Ŝ, bn).

Because s ∈ γBlock-CS(Ŝ), we have that s ∈ LRUCacheTraces. From hn = effLRU
C (cn, bn)

and cn+1 = updateLRU
C (cn, bn), it follows that t = s.〈bn, hn〉cn+1 is also in LRUCacheTraces.

It remains to show that the second constraint in (25) holds11, i.e.,

∀i, 0 ≤ i < n+ 1 : bi ∈ CSi+1(t) ∨ CSi(t) ⊆ T̂ (bi), (58)

where CSi(c0〈b0, h0〉 . . . cn+1) := {bj | i ≤ j < n+ 1}.
In order to show that (58) holds, we distinguish two cases based on the value of i:

11The constraint below accounts for the fact that t contains n + 1 accesses, where n is the number of accesses
in s.
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1. i = n:
Observe that CSn(t) = {bn}.
Due to the second case in the definition of update#

Block-CS, T̂ (bn) = {bn}, and so

CSn(t) = {bn} ⊆ {bn} = T̂ (bn).

2. 0 ≤ i < n:
We have that bi ∈ CSi+1(s) ∨ CSi(s) ⊆ Ŝ(bi), because s = c0〈b0, h0〉 . . . cn ∈ γBlock-CS(Ŝ).
We distinguish two cases:
a. bi ∈ CSi+1(s):

As CSi+1(s) = CSi+1(t) ∪ {bn}, the fact that bi ∈ CSi+1(s) implies bi ∈ CSi+1(t).
b. bi 6∈ CSi+1(s) and thus CSi(s) ⊆ Ŝ(bi):

We distinguish two cases:
i. bi 6= bn:

Then CSi(t) = CSi(s)∪{bn} ⊆ Ŝ(bi)∪{bn} = T̂ (bi) as the third case in update#
Block-CS

applies:
CSi(s) 6= ∅ and thus Ŝ(bi) 6= ∅ and bi 6= bn.

ii. bi = bn:
Then bi ∈ CSi+1(t) = CSi+1(s) ∪ {bi}.

Let Ŝ ∈ C#
Block-CS and b ∈ B be arbitrary.

To show that (10) is satisfied, assume classify#
Block-CS(Ŝ, b) holds and thus |Ŝ(b)| ≤ k. Let

s = c0〈b0, h0〉 . . . cn be an arbitrary cache trace in γBlock-CS(Ŝ). Let bi be the last occurrence
of b in the trace. If b does not occur in the trace, then (10) holds by the second disjunct.
Otherwise, bi 6∈ CSi+1(s) and so CSi(s) ⊆ Ŝ(b). As |Ŝ(b)| ≤ k and s ∈ LRUCacheTraces,
we can apply Lemma 9 to the suffix ci〈bi, hi〉 . . . cn to prove that b ∈ cn. J

I Theorem 12 (Block-CS vs. Global-CS?). Block-CS is more precise than Global-CS.

I Theorem 13 (Soundness of Conditional Must). C-Must is a sound persistence analysis.

Proof. We show that C-Must satisfies the conditions of Theorems 3 and 4 and is thus a sound
persistence abstraction. We need to show that the abstraction satisfies (6), (7), (8), and (10).

Equation (6) is trivially satisfied, because sequences consisting only of the initial state c0 only
are unconstrained in the definition of γC-Must.
Let Ŝ vC-Must T̂ . Let s = c0〈b0, h0〉c1 . . . cn be an arbitrary trace such that s ∈ γC-Must(Ŝ).
Because Ŝ(bi) ≤ T̂ (bi) for all i, and ≤ is transitive, s is also an element of γC-Must(T̂ ), which
shows that (7) is satisfied.
Let Ŝ ∈ C#

C-Must, b ∈ B, and s = c0〈b0, h0〉 . . . cn ∈ γC-Must(Ŝ) be arbitrary.
To show that (8) is satisfied, we have to show that t = c0〈b0, h0〉 . . . cn〈bn, hn〉cn+1 with
hn = effLRU

C (cn, bn) and cn+1 = updateLRU
C (cn, bn) is an element of γC-Must(T̂ ), with T̂ =

update#
C-Must(Ŝ, bn).

Because s ∈ γC-Must(Ŝ), we have that s ∈ LRUCacheTraces. From hn = effLRU
C (cn, bn) and

cn+1 = updateLRU
C (cn, bn), it follows that t = s.〈bn, hn〉cn+1 is also in LRUCacheTraces.

It remains to show that the second constraint in (31) holds, i.e.,

∀i, 0 ≤ i < n+ 1 : bi ∈ CSi+1(t) ∨ |CSi(t)| ≤ T̂ (bi), (59)

where CSi(c0〈b0, h0〉 . . . cn+1) := {bj | i ≤ j < n+ 1}.
In order to show that (59) holds, we distinguish two cases based on the value of i:
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1. i = n:
Observe that CSn(t) = {bn}.
Due to the second case in the definition of update#

C-Must, T̂ (bn) = 1, and so

|CSn(t)| = |{bn}| = 1 ≤ 1 = T̂ (bn).

2. 0 ≤ i < n:
We have that bi ∈ CSi+1(s) ∨ |CSi(s)| ≤ Ŝ(bi), because s = c0〈b0, h0〉 . . . cn ∈ γC-Must(Ŝ).
We distinguish two cases:
a. bi ∈ CSi+1(s):

As CSi+1(s) = CSi+1(t) ∪ {bn}, the fact that bi ∈ CSi+1(s) implies bi ∈ CSi+1(t).
b. bi 6∈ CSi+1(s) and thus |CSi(s)| ≤ Ŝ(bi):

We distinguish two cases:
i. bi 6= bn:

Then CSi(t) = CSi(s) ∪ {bn}.
Because 1 ≤ |CSi(s)| ≤ Ŝ(bi) and bi 6= bn, the third or fourth case in update#

C-Must
applies. Thus |CSi(t)| = |CSi(s) ∪ {bn}| ≤ Ŝ(bi) + 1 ≤ T̂ (bi).

ii. bi = bn:
Then bi ∈ CSi+1(t) = CSi+1(s) ∪ {bi}.

Let Ŝ ∈ C#
C-Must and b ∈ B be arbitrary.

To show that (10) is satisfied, assume classify#
C-Must(Ŝ, b) holds and thus Ŝ(b) < k. Let

s = c0〈b0, h0〉 . . . cn be an arbitrary trace in γC-Must(Ŝ). Let bi be the last occurrence of b in
the trace. If b does not occur in the trace, then (10) holds by the second disjunct. Otherwise,
bi 6∈ CSi+1(s) and so |CSi(s)| ≤ Ŝ(b). As Ŝ(b) ≤ k and s ∈ LRUCacheTraces, we can
apply Lemma 9 to the suffix ci〈bi, hi〉 . . . cn to prove that b ∈ cn. J

I Theorem 14 (Global-CS vs. Block-CS?). C-Must is incomparable to Global-CS and Block-CS.

I Theorem 15 (Soundness of Conditional May). C-May is a sound persistence analysis.

Proof. We show that C-May satisfies the conditions of Theorems 3 and 4 and is thus a sound
persistence abstraction. We need to show that the abstraction satisfies (6), (7), (8), and (10).

Equation (6) is trivially satisfied, because sequences consisting only of the initial state c0 only
are unconstrained in the definition of γC-May.
Let Ŝ vC-May T̂ . Let s = c0〈b0, h0〉c1 . . . cn be an arbitrary trace such that s ∈ γC-May(Ŝ).
Because Ŝ(bi) ≥ T̂ (bi) for all i, and ≥ is transitive, s is also an element of γC-May(T̂ ), which
shows that (7) is satisfied.
Let Ŝ ∈ C#

C-May, b ∈ B, and s = c0〈b0, h0〉 . . . cn ∈ γC-May(Ŝ) be arbitrary.
To show that (8) is satisfied, we have to show that t = c0〈b0, h0〉 . . . cn〈bn, hn〉cn+1 with
hn = effLRU

C (cn, bn) and cn+1 = updateLRU
C (cn, bn) is an element of γC-May(T̂ ), with T̂ =

update#
C-May(Ŝ, bn).

Because s ∈ γC-May(Ŝ), we have that s ∈ LRUCacheTraces. From hn = effLRU
C (cn, bn) and

cn+1 = updateLRU
C (cn, bn), it follows that t = s.〈bn, hn〉cn+1 is also in LRUCacheTraces.

It remains to show that the second constraint in (37) holds, i.e.,

∀i : 0 ≤ i < n+ 1 : bi ∈ CSi+1(t) ∨ |CSi(t)| ≥ T̂ (bi), (60)

where CSi(c0〈b0, h0〉 . . . cn+1) := {bj | i ≤ j < n+ 1}.
In order to show that (60) holds, we distinguish two cases based on the value of i:
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1. i = n:
CSn(t) = {bn}. Due to the first case in the definition of update#

C-May, T̂ (bn) = 1, and so
|CSn(t)| ≥ T̂ (bn).

2. 0 ≤ i < n:
We have that bi ∈ CSi+1(s) ∨ |CSi(s)| ≥ Ŝ(bi), because s = c0〈b0, h0〉 . . . cn ∈ γC-May(Ŝ).
We distinguish two cases:
a. bi ∈ CSi+1(s):

As CSi+1(s) = CSi+1(t) ∪ {bn}, the fact that bi ∈ CSi+1(s) implies bi ∈ CSi+1(t).
b. bi 6∈ CSi+1(s) and thus |CSi(s)| ≥ Ŝ(bi):

We distinguish two cases:
i. bi 6= bn:

We distinguish two cases:
A. Ŝ(bn) < Ŝ(bi):

Then |CSi(t)| ≥ |CSi(s)| ≥ Ŝ(bi) = T̂ (bi), as the second case of update#
C-May

applies.
B. Ŝ(bn) ≥ Ŝ(bi):

Then, by the definition of update#
C-May, T̂ (bi) ≤ Ŝ(bi) + 1.

Let j be the index of the last occurrence of bn in s. We distinguish two cases:
i > j:
Then bj 6∈ CSi(s). Thus

|CSi(t)| = |CSi(s)∪̇{bn}| = |CSi(s)|+ 1 ≥ Ŝ(bi) + 1 ≥ T̂ (bi).

i < j:
Then bi, bj ∈ CSi(s) and bi 6∈ CSj(s) and CSi(s) ⊇ CSj(s). Thus

|CSi(t)| = |CSi(s) ∪ {bj}| ≥ |CSj(s)|+ 1 ≥ Ŝ(bj) + 1 = Ŝ(bn) + 1 ≥ T̂ (bi).

ii. bi = bn:
Then bi ∈ CSi(t) = CSi(s) ∪ {bi}.

Let Ŝ ∈ C#
C-May and b ∈ B be arbitrary.

To show that (10) is satisfied, assume classify#
C-May(Ŝ, b) holds and thus Ŝ(b) = ∞ or

|Ci(Ŝ, b)| < i for some i ≤ k. Let s = c0〈b0, h0〉 . . . cn be an arbitrary trace in γC-May(Ŝ). Let
i′ be the index of the last occurrence of b in the trace. If b does not occur in the trace, then
(10) holds by the second disjunct. If Ŝ(b) =∞ holds, then b is guaranteed not to occur in the
trace s.
Otherwise, |Ci(Ŝ, b)| = |{b′ ∈ B | b′ 6= b ∧ Ŝ(b′) ≤ i}| < i and bi′ 6∈ CSi′+1(s).
We will show that |CSi′(s)| ≤ i.
Assume for a contradiction that |CSi′(s)| > i. Let j > i′ be an index such that |CSj(s)| = i,
which must then exist as |CSi′(s)| > i and CSi(s) is monotonically decreasing in i and
eventually reaches |CSn(s)| = 1.
For each element b′ of CSj(s), we must have Ŝ(b′) ≤ i as s ∈ γC-May(Ŝ). So CSj(s) ⊆ Ci(Ŝ, b).
Thus i = |CSj(s)| ≤ |Ci(Ŝ, b)|, which contradicts the fact that |Ci(Ŝ, b)| < i.
Thus |CSi′(s)| ≤ i. As i ≤ k and s ∈ LRUCacheTraces, we can apply Lemma 9 to the
suffix ci′〈bi′ , hi′〉 . . . cn to prove that b ∈ cn. J

I Theorem 16 (C-May vs. Global-CS). C-May is more precise than Global-CS.
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Proof. We will show this by making use of Theorem 7. To this end, we need to define a function
γCS→May : C#

Global-CS → C#
C-May that satisfies conditions (11), (12), (13), (15), and (16).

We define γCS→May as follows:

γCS→May(Ŝ) := λb.

{
∞ : b 6∈ Ŝ
1 : b ∈ Ŝ

(61)

The rationale is that if b 6∈ Ŝ then it has not yet been accessed and thus ∞ is a sound lower bound
on the size of b’s conflict set. On the other hand, if b ∈ Ŝ, and thus may have been accessed, then
1 is the best sound lower bound on the size of b’s conflict set that can be given, as the access to b
may have been the final one in the cache trace.

Proof of satisfaction of (11): γCS→May( ̂IGlobal-CS) = γCS→May(∅) = λb.∞ = ÎC-May.
Proof of satisfaction of (12): Let Ŝ, T̂ be arbitrary abstract traces from C#

Global-CS.
Assume Ŝ vGlobal-CS T̂ , i.e., Ŝ ⊆ T̂ .
Then ∀b ∈ Ŝ : γCS→May(Ŝ)(b) = 1 = γCS→May(T̂ )(b) and

∀b 6∈ Ŝ : γCS→May(Ŝ)(b) =∞ ≥ γCS→May(T̂ )(b),

which implies

∀b : γCS→May(Ŝ)(b) ≥ γCS→May(T̂ )(b), i.e., γCS→May(Ŝ) vC-May γCS→May(T̂ ),

which shows (12).
Proof of satisfaction of (13): We need to show that

∀Ŝ ∈ C#
Global-CS, b ∈ B :

update#
C-May(γCS→May(Ŝ), b) vC-May γCS→May(update#

Global-CS(Ŝ, b)).

Let Ŝ ∈ C#
Global-CS and b ∈ B be arbitrary.

Due to the definition of vC-May, we need to show

∀b′ ∈ B : update#
C-May(γCS→May(Ŝ), b)(b′) ≥ γCS→May(update#

Global-CS(Ŝ, b))(b′).

To prove this, let b′ ∈ B be arbitrary.
We distinguish two cases:
1. b′ ∈ update#

Global-CS(Ŝ, b):
Then γCS→May(update#

Global-CS(Ŝ, b))(b′) = 1, which is the smallest value that a block may
be assigned to in C#

C-May, and so

update#
C-May(γCS→May(Ŝ), b)(b′) ≥ 1 = γCS→May(update#

Global-CS(Ŝ, b))(b′).

2. b′ 6∈ update#
Global-CS(Ŝ, b):

Then, b′ 6= b and b′ 6∈ Ŝ. Thus, γCS→May(Ŝ)(b′) =∞ and the fifth case in the definition of
update#

C-May applies, so

update#
Global-CS(γCS→May(Ŝ), b)(b′) =∞ ≥∞ = γCS→May(update#

Global-CS(Ŝ, b))(b′).

Proof of (15): Let Ŝ ∈ C#
Global-CS and b ∈ B be arbitrary.

Assume classify#
Global-CS(Ŝ, b) holds.

Then, either b 6∈ Ŝ or |Ŝ| ≤ k:
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If b 6∈ Ŝ, then γCS→May(Ŝ)(b) =∞ and by definition, classify#
C-May(γCS→May(Ŝ)), b) holds

as well.
If b ∈ Ŝ and thus |Ŝ| ≤ k we have exactly |Ŝ| blocks b′ for which γCS→May(Ŝ)(b) ≤ k.
Thus, the second disjunct of classify#

C-May applies and classify#
C-May(γCS→May(Ŝ)), b) holds.

Proof of satisfaction of (16): Let Ŝ, T̂ ∈ C#
C-May with Ŝ vC-May T̂ and b ∈ B be arbitrary.

Assume classify#
C-May(T̂ , b) holds.

If T̂ (b) =∞, then Ŝ(b) =∞ as Ŝ(b) ≥ T̂ (b). Then, classify#
C-May(Ŝ, b) holds as well.

If T̂ (b) ≤ k + 1, then there is an i ≤ k, such that |Ci(T̂ , b)| < i.
As Ŝ vC-May T̂ we have Ŝ(b′) ≥ T̂ (b′) for all b′ ∈ B.
So Ci(Ŝ, b) = {b′ ∈ B | b′ 6= b ∧ T̂ (b′) ≤ Ŝ(b′) ≤ i} ⊆ Ci(T̂ , b),
and thus |Ci(Ŝ, b)| ≤ |Ci(T̂ , b)| < i, which implies classify#

C-May(Ŝ, b).
To see that C-May is more precise than Global-CS, consider the example in Figure 4a. Here, x is
classified as persistent by C-May, but not by Global-CS. J

I Theorem 17 (Block-CS vs. C-May). Block-CS is more precise than C-May.

Proof. We will show this by making use of Theorem 7. To this end, we need to define a function
γMay→CS : C#

C-May → C#
Block-CS that satisfies conditions (11), (12), (13), (15), and (16).

We define γMay→CS as follows:

γMay→CS(Ŝ) := λb.

{
∅ : Ŝ(b) =∞
{b} ∪ Cn(Ŝ, b) : Ŝ(b) 6=∞∧ n = min{i ∈ N | |Ci(Ŝ, b)| < i}

(62)

where Ci(Ŝ, b) := {b′ ∈ B | b′ 6= b ∧ Ŝ(b′) ≤ i}.

Proof of satisfaction of (11): γMay→CS(ÎC-May) = γMay→CS(λb.∞) = λb.∅ = ̂IBlock-CS.
Proof of satisfaction of (12): Let Ŝ, T̂ be arbitrary abstract traces from C#

C-May.
Assume Ŝ vC-May T̂ , i.e., ∀b : Ŝ(b) ≥ T̂ (b).
We need to show that

γMay→CS(Ŝ) vBlock-CS γMay→CS(T̂ )⇔ ∀b : γMay→CS(Ŝ)(b) ⊆ γMay→CS(T̂ )(b).

Let b be arbitrary. We will show γMay→CS(Ŝ)(b) ⊆ γMay→CS(T̂ )(b) by the following case
distinction:
Ŝ(b) =∞:
Then γMay→CS(Ŝ)(b) = ∅, which is a subset of any set, in particular γMay→CS(T̂ )(b).
Ŝ(b) ≤ k + 1:
Let n = min{i ∈ N | |Ci(T̂ , b)| < i} and thus γMay→CS(T̂ )(b) = {b} ∪ Cn(T̂ , b).
As ∀b : Ŝ(b) ≥ T̂ (b), Ci(Ŝ, b) ⊆ Ci(T̂ , b) and so |Ci(Ŝ, b)| ≤ |Ci(T̂ , b)| < i.
Thus, γMay→CS(Ŝ)(b) = {b} ∪ Cn′(Ŝ, b), with n′ = min{i ∈ N | |Ci(Ŝ, b)| < i} ≤ n.
As CSi is monotone in i and CSi(Ŝ, b) ⊆ CSi(T̂ , b), we have
γMay→CS(Ŝ)(b) ⊆ γMay→CS(T̂ )(b).

Proof of satisfaction of (13): We need to show that

∀Ŝ ∈ C#
C-May, b ∈ B : update#

Block-CS(γMay→CS(Ŝ), b) vBlock-CS γMay→CS(update#
C-May(Ŝ, b)).

Let Ŝ and b be arbitrary, and let T̂ = update#
C-May(Ŝ, b). Then, we need to show for all b′ ∈ B:

update#
Block-CS(γMay→CS(Ŝ), b)(b′) ⊆ γMay→CS(update#

C-May(Ŝ, b))(b′) = γMay→CS(T̂ )(b′).

To prove this we distinguish two cases:
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1. b′ = b:
Then update#

Block-CS(γMay→CS(Ŝ), b)(b′) = {b′} and as update#
C-May(Ŝ, b)(b′) 6=∞, we have

γMay→CS(update#
C-May(Ŝ, b))(b′) ⊇ {b′}, and so

update#
Block-CS(γMay→CS(Ŝ), b)(b′) = {b′} ⊆ γMay→CS(update#

C-May(Ŝ, b))(b′).

2. b′ 6= b:
We further distinguish two cases:
a. Ŝ(b′) =∞:

Then, it is easy to see that

update#
Block-CS(γMay→CS(Ŝ), b)(b′) = ∅ = γMay→CS(update#

C-May(Ŝ, b))(b′).

b. Ŝ(b′) ≤ k + 1:
Let n = min{i ∈ N | |Ci(Ŝ, b′)| < i} and n′ = min{i ∈ N | |Ci(T̂ , b′)| < i}.
We further distinguish three cases:
i. Ŝ(b) < n:

Then b ∈ γMay→CS(Ŝ)(b′) and so
update#

Block-CS(γMay→CS(Ŝ), b)(b′) = γMay→CS(Ŝ)(b′).
Observe that
C1(T̂ , b′) = {b},
Cj(T̂ , b′) = Cj−1(Ŝ, b′)∪̇{b} for j ∈ {2, . . . , Ŝ(b)}, and
Cj(T̂ , b′) = Cj(Ŝ, b′) for j ∈ {Ŝ(b) + 1, . . . , n}.

Due to the definition of n, we have that |Ci(Ŝ, b′)| ≥ i for all i < n, and so:
|C1(T̂ , b′)| ≥ 1,
|Cj(T̂ , b′)| ≥ |Cj−1(Ŝ, b′)|+ 1 ≥ j − 1 + 1 = j for j ∈ {2, . . . , Ŝ(b)}, and
|Cj(T̂ , b′)| = |Cj(Ŝ, b′)| ≥ j for j ∈ {Ŝ(b) + 1, . . . , n}.

As a consequence n′ ≥ n and thus

γMay→CS(T̂ )(b′) ⊇ γMay→CS(Ŝ)(b′) = update#
Block-CS(γMay→CS(Ŝ), b)(b′).

ii. Ŝ(b) = n:
This case is impossible:
As n = min{i ∈ N | |Ci(Ŝ, b′)| < i}, we have |Cn−1(Ŝ, b)| ≥ n− 1.
However, Cn(Ŝ, b′) ⊇ Cn−1(Ŝ, b)∪̇{b}, if Ŝ(b) = n, which implies |Ci(Ŝ, b′)| ≥ n, which
contradicts of our definition of n, which implies |Cn(Ŝ, b′)| < n.

iii. Ŝ(b) > n:
Then b 6∈ γMay→CS(Ŝ)(b′) and so
update#

Block-CS(γMay→CS(Ŝ), b)(b′) = γMay→CS(Ŝ)(b′)∪̇{b}.
Observe that
C1(T̂ , b′) = {b}, and
Cj(T̂ , b′) = Cj−1(Ŝ, b′)∪̇{b} for j ∈ {2, . . . , n}.

Due to the definition of n, we have that |Ci(Ŝ, b′)| ≥ i for all i < n, and so:
|C1(T̂ , b′)| ≥ 1, and
|Cj(T̂ , b′)| ≥ |Cj−1(Ŝ, b′)|+ 1 ≥ j − 1 + 1 = j for j ∈ {2, . . . , n}.

Thus n′ ≥ n+ 1. Also, Cn+1(T̂ , b′) ⊇ Cn(Ŝ, b′)∪̇{b} and thus

γMay→CS(T̂ )(b′) ⊇ Cn(Ŝ, b′)∪̇{b}

= γMay→CS(Ŝ)(b′) ∪ {b} = update#
Block-CS(γMay→CS(Ŝ), b)(b′).
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Proof of satisfaction of (15): Let Ŝ ∈ C#
C-May and b ∈ B be arbitrary. Assume classify#

C-May(Ŝ, b)
holds.
Then either Ŝ(b) =∞ or ∃i ≤ k : |Ci(Ŝ, b)| < i.
In the first case, γMay→CS(Ŝ)(b) = ∅ and so classify#

Block-CS(γMay→CS(Ŝ), b) holds.
In the second case, γMay→CS(Ŝ)(b) = {b} ∪ Cn(Ŝ, b) with |Cn(Ŝ, b)| < k and thus
|γMay→CS(Ŝ)(b)| ≤ k, which implies that classify#

Block-CS(γMay→CS(Ŝ), b) holds as well.
Proof of satisfaction of (16): Let Ŝ, T̂ ∈ C#

Block-CS with Ŝ vBlock-CS T̂ and b ∈ B be arbitrary.
Assume classify#

Block-CS(T̂ , b) holds. Then, |T̂ (b)| ≤ k. As Ŝ(b) ⊆ T̂ (b) this implies |Ŝ(b)| ≤ k
and so classify#

Block-CS(Ŝ, b) holds as well.
To see that Block-CS is more precise than C-May, consider the example in Figure 4b. Here, w
and x are classified as persistent by Block-CS, but not by C-May. J

I Definition 18 (Direct Product). The direct product A×B of two persistence analyses A and B
is the tuple A×B =

〈
C#
A×B , γA×B , ÎA×B ,vA×B ,tA×B , update

#
A×B , classify

#
A×B

〉
with

C#
A×B := C#

A × C
#
B ,

γA×B(ŜA, ŜB) := γA(ŜA) ∩ γB(ŜB),

ÎA×B := 〈ÎA, ÎB〉,

〈ŜA, ŜB〉 vA×B 〈T̂A, T̂B〉 :⇔ ŜA vA T̂A ∧ ŜB vB T̂B ,

〈ŜA, ŜB〉 tA×B 〈T̂A, T̂B〉 := 〈ŜA tA T̂A, ŜB tB T̂B〉,

update#
A×B(〈ŜA, ŜB〉, b) := 〈update#

A(ŜA, b), update#
B (ŜB , b)〉,

classify#
A×B(〈ŜA, ŜB〉, b) := classify#

A(ŜA, b) ∨ classify#
B (ŜB , b).

I Theorem 19 (Soundness of Direct Product). The direct product A×B of two sound persistence
analyses A and B that satisfy (6), (7), (8), and (10) is a sound persistence analysis.

Proof. We show that A×B satisfies the conditions of Theorems 3 and 4 and is thus a sound
persistence abstraction. We need to show that the abstraction satisfies (6), (7), (8), and (10).

As A and B satisfy (6), we have IC ⊆ γA(ÎA) and IC ⊆ γB(ÎB). Thus,

IC ⊆ γA(ÎA) ∩ γB(ÎB) Def. γA×B= γA×B(ÎA, ÎB) Def. ÎA×B= γA×B(ÎA×B),

and so A×B satisfies (6).
For (7), we have to show that

∀Ŝ, T̂ ∈ C#
A×B : Ŝ vA×B T̂ ⇒ γA×B(Ŝ) ⊆ γA×B(T̂ ).

Let Ŝ = 〈ŜA, ŜB〉 and T̂ = (T̂A, T̂B) be arbitrary. Assume that Ŝ vA×B T̂ , otherwise the
implication trivially holds. Then, we have ŜA vA T̂A and ŜB vB T̂B by definition of vA×B.
As A and B satisfy (7) this implies γA(ŜA) ⊆ γA(T̂A) and γB(ŜB) ⊆ γB(T̂B), and so we have

γA×B(Ŝ) Def. γA×B= γA(ŜA) ∩ γB(ŜB)
⊆ γA(T̂A) ∩ γB(T̂B)

Def. γA×B= γA×B(T̂ ).
For (8), we have to show that

∀Ŝ ∈ C#
A×B , b ∈ B : {t.c〈b, h〉c′ | t.c ∈ γA×B(Ŝ) ∧ h = effC(c, b) ∧ c′ = updateC(c, b)}

⊆ γA×B(update#
A×B(Ŝ, b)).
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Let Ŝ = 〈ŜA, ŜB〉 ∈ C#
A×B and b ∈ B be arbitrary. Further, let t.c ∈ γA×B(Ŝ) be arbitrary. We

will show that t.c〈b, h〉c′ ∈ γA×B(update#
A×B(Ŝ, b)), with h = effC(c, b) and c′ = updateC(c, b).

By definition of γA×B , t.c ∈ γA(ŜA) and t.c ∈ γB(ŜB). Because A and B satisfy (8), we have
both t.c〈b, h〉c′ ∈ γA(update#

A(ŜA, b)) and t.c〈b, h〉c′ ∈ γB(update#
B (ŜB , b)), and thus:

t.c〈b, h〉c′ ∈ γA(update#
A(ŜA, b)) ∩ γB(update#

B (ŜB , b))
Def. γA×B= γA×B(update#

A(ŜA, b), update#
B (ŜB , b))

Def. update#
A×B= γA×B(update#

A×B(Ŝ, b)).

For (10), we have to show that

∀Ŝ ∈ C#
A×B , b ∈ B : classify#

A×B(Ŝ, b)⇒

∀c0〈b0, h0〉c1〈b1, h1〉 . . . cn ∈ γA×B(Ŝ) : b ∈ cn ∨ (∀i, 0 ≤ i < n : bi 6= b), (63)

Let Ŝ = (ŜA, Ŝb) ∈ C#
A×B and b ∈ B be arbitrary. Assume classify#

A×B(Ŝ, b) holds, otherwise
the implication holds trivially.
By the definition of classify#

A×B, classify
#
A(ŜA, b) holds or classify#

B (ŜB , b) holds. Assume
classify#

A(ŜA, b) holds. The case that classify#
B (ŜB , b) is analogous.

As A satisfies (10), we have ∀c0〈b0, h0〉c1〈b1, h1〉 . . . cn ∈ γA(ŜA) : b ∈ cn ∨ (∀i, 0 ≤ i < n : bi 6=
b). As by definition, γA×B(Ŝ) ⊆ γA(ŜA), we also have: ∀c0〈b0, h0〉c1〈b1, h1〉 . . . cn ∈ γA×B(Ŝ) :
b ∈ cn ∨ (∀i, 0 ≤ i < n : bi 6= b). J

I Theorem 20 (Precision of Direct Product?). The direct product A×B of two persistence analyses
A and B is at least as precise as A and B, i.e., A×B � A and A×B � B.

I Corollary 21 (Precision of Direct Product?). The direct product A×B of two incomparable
persistence analyses A and B is more precise than A and B, i.e., A×B � A and A×B � B.

I Definition 22 (State Reduction). Let A and B be persistence analyses. A reduction operator
for A in the context of B is a function red : C#

A × C
#
B → C#

A that is reductive and that preserves
concretizations, i.e., for all ŜA ∈ C#

A , ŜB ∈ C
#
B :

red(ŜA, ŜB) vA ŜA, (42)

γA(red(ŜA, ŜB)) ∩ γB(ŜB) = γA(ŜA) ∩ γB(ŜB). (43)

I Theorem 23 (State Reduction). Let A and B be sound persistence analyses that satisfy (6),
(7), (8), and (10), and let red be a reduction operator for A in the context of B. Let the reduced
update be defined as follows:

red-upd(〈ŜA, ŜB〉, b) := (red(update#
A(ŜA, b), update#

B (ŜB , b)), update#
B (ŜB , b))

Then, A×B′ = 〈C#
A×B , γA×B , ÎA×B ,vA×B ,tA×B , red-upd, classify

#
A×B〉 is a sound persistence

analysis that is at least as precise as A×B, i.e., A×B′ � A×B.

Proof. We know that A×B is a sound persistence analysis from Theorem 19 that satisfies (6),
(7), (8), and (10). The only condition from Theorem 4 that involves the update function is (8).
Thus all conditions but (8) are fulfilled by A×B′ as they are fulfilled by A×B.

To show that (8) is satisfied, we argue that γA×B(red-upd(〈ŜA, ŜB〉, b)) =
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γA×B(update#
A×B(〈ŜA, ŜB〉, b)) for all 〈ŜA, ŜB〉 ∈ C#

A×B and b ∈ B:

γA×B(red-upd(〈ŜA, ŜB〉, b))
Def. red-upd= γA×B(red(update#

A(ŜA, b), update#
B (ŜB , b)), update#

B (ŜB , b))
Def. γA×B= γA(red(update#

A(ŜA, b), update#
B (ŜB , b))) ∩ γB(update#

B (ŜB , b)))
(43)= γA(update#

A(ŜA, b)) ∩ γB(update#
B (ŜB , b)))

Def. γA×B= γA×B(update#
A(ŜA, b), update#

B (ŜB , b))
Def. update#

A×B= γA×B(update#
A×B(〈ŜA, ŜB〉, b))

We can easily show that A×B′ is at least as precise as A×B by making use of Theorem 7.
To this end, we need to define a function γA×B′→A×B that satisfies conditions (11), (12), (13),
(15), and (16). We define γA×B′→A×B to be the identity function. Conditions (11), (12), (15), and
(16) trivially hold as the left and right hand sides of these inequalities are the same. Finally (13)
reduces to ∀〈ŜA, ŜB〉 ∈ C#

A×B , b ∈ B : red-upd(〈ŜA, ŜB〉, b) vA×B update#
A×B(〈ŜA, ŜB〉, b), which

follows from (42):

red-upd(〈ŜA, ŜB〉, b) = (red(update#
A(ŜA, b), update#

B (ŜB , b)), update#
B (ŜB , b))

(42)
vA×B (update#

A(ŜA, b), update#
B (ŜB , b))

= (update#
A×B(〈ŜA, ŜB〉, b) J

I Definition 24 (Cooperative Update). Let A and B be two persistence analyses. A cooperative
update for A in the context of B is a function coop-upd : (C#

A × C
#
B )× B → C#

A , such that:

∀〈ŜA, ŜB〉 ∈ C#
A × C

#
B , b ∈ B :

{t.c〈b, h〉c′ | t.c ∈ γA(ŜA) ∩ γB(ŜB) ∧ h = effC(c, b) ∧ c′ = updateC(c, b)}

⊆ γA(coop-upd(〈ŜA, ŜB〉, b)) (44)

I Theorem 25 (Cooperative Update?). Let A and B be sound persistence analyses that satisfy
(6), (7), (8), and (10), and let coop-upd be a cooperative update function for A in the context of
B. Let the reduced update be defined as follows:

red-upd(〈ŜA, ŜB〉, b) := (coop-upd(〈ŜA, ŜB〉, b), update#
B (ŜB , b))

Then, A×B′ = 〈C#
A×B , γA×B , ÎA×B ,vA×B ,tA×B , red-upd, classify

#
A×B〉 is a sound persistence

analysis.

I Theorem 26 (Soundness of the State Reduction between C-Must and Block-CS?). The function
reduceC-Must×Block-CS is a reduction operator for C-Must in the context of Block-CS.

I Theorem 27 (Soundness of the State Reduction between C-Must and C-May). The operator
reduceC-Must×C-May is a reduction operator for C-Must in the context of C-May.

Proof. reduceC-Must×Block-CS is reductive, as min
{
ŜC-Must(b), . . .

}
≤ ŜC-Must(b).

It remains to show that for all Ŝ1 ∈ C#
C-Must, Ŝ2 ∈ C#

C-May:

γC-Must+C-May

(
Ŝ1, Ŝ2

)
= γC-Must+C-May

(
reduceC-Must×C-May

(
Ŝ1, Ŝ2

)
, Ŝ2

)
. (64)
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If we can show

γC-Must

(
Ŝ1

)
∩ γC-May

(
Ŝ2

)
= γC-Must

(
reduceC-Must×C-May

(
Ŝ1, Ŝ2

))
∩ γC-May

(
Ŝ2

)
, (65)

then (64) can be shown as follows:

γC-Must+C-May

(
Ŝ1, Ŝ2

) Def. γC-Must+C-May= γC-Must

(
Ŝ1

)
∩ γC-May

(
Ŝ2

)
(65)= γC-Must

(
reduceC-Must×C-May

(
Ŝ1, Ŝ2

))
∩ γC-May

(
Ŝ2

)
Def. γC-Must+C-May= γC-Must+C-May

(
reduceC-Must×C-May

(
Ŝ1, Ŝ2

)
, Ŝ2

)
Let us now show that (65) holds:
As reduceC-Must×Block-CS is reductive and γC-Must is monotone, we know that

γC-Must

(
Ŝ1

)
∩ γC-May

(
Ŝ2

)
⊇ γC-Must

(
reduceC-Must×C-May

(
Ŝ1, Ŝ2

))
∩ γC-May

(
Ŝ2

)
.

To prove that

γC-Must

(
Ŝ1

)
∩ γC-May

(
Ŝ2

)
⊆ γC-Must

(
reduceC-Must×C-May

(
Ŝ1, Ŝ2

))
∩ γC-May

(
Ŝ2

)
,

assume for a contradiction that there is a trace s = c0〈b0, h0〉 . . . cn in γC-Must

(
Ŝ1

)
∩ γC-May

(
Ŝ2

)
that is not in γC-Must+C-May

(
reduceC-Must×C-May

(
Ŝ1, Ŝ2

)
, Ŝ2

)
.

Then, there must be an i, such that bi 6∈ CSi+1 and |CSi| ≤ Ŝ1(bi), but not

|CSi| ≤ reduceC-Must×C-May

(
Ŝ1, Ŝ2

)
(bi)

= min{Ŝ1(bi)|{b′ ∈ B | b′ 6= bi ∧ Ŝ2(b′) < Ŝ1(bi)}|+ 1}

≤ |{b′ ∈ B | b′ 6= bi ∧ Ŝ2(b′) < Ŝ1(bi)}|+ 1.

To reach a contradiction, we will show that CSi \ {bi} ⊆ {b′ ∈ B | b′ 6= bi ∧ Ŝ2(b′) ≤ Ŝ1(bi)}.
Let c be an arbitrary element of CSi \ {bi} and let j denote the index of the last occurrence of c
in the trace s. As c ∈ CSi \ {bi}, j must be greater than i. Thus j ≥ i+ 1, and so CSj ⊆ CSi+1.
As bi 6∈ CSi+1, we also have bi 6∈ CSj . So |CSi| ≤ Ŝ1(bi) implies |CSj | < Ŝ1(bi).
As the trace s is in γC-May

(
Ŝ2

)
, we have |CSj | ≥ Ŝ2(c).

Thus Ŝ2(c) ≤ |CSj | < Ŝ1(c), which shows that c ∈ {b′ ∈ B | b′ 6= bi ∧ Ŝ2(b′) < Ŝ1(bi)}. J

I Theorem 28 (Soundness of Must Analysis). Must is a sound persistence analysis.

Proof. We show that Must satisfies the conditions of Theorems 3 and 4 and is thus a sound
persistence abstraction. We need to show that the abstraction satisfies (6), (7), (8), and (10).

Equation (6) is satisfied, because γMust(ÎMust) represents all possible sequences.
Let Ŝ vMust T̂ . Let s = c0〈b0, h0〉c1 . . . cn be an arbitrary trace such that s ∈ γMust(Ŝ).
Because Ŝ(bi) ≤ T̂ (bi) for all i, and ≤ is transitive, s is also an element of γMust(T̂ ), which
shows that (7) is satisfied.
Let Ŝ ∈ C#

Must, b ∈ B, and s = c0〈b0, h0〉 . . . cn ∈ γMust(Ŝ) be arbitrary.
To show that (8) is satisfied, we have to show that t = c0〈b0, h0〉 . . . cn〈bn, hn〉cn+1 with
hn = effLRU

C (cn, bn) and cn+1 = updateLRU
C (cn, bn) is an element of γMust(T̂ ), with T̂ =

update#
Must(Ŝ, bn).
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Because s ∈ γMust(Ŝ), we have that s ∈ LRUCacheTraces. From hn = effLRU
C (cn, bn) and

cn+1 = updateLRU
C (cn, bn), it follows that t = s.〈bn, hn〉cn+1 is also in LRUCacheTraces.

It remains to show that the second and third constraint in (51) hold12, i.e.,
(∀b ∈ B : (∀i, 0 ≤ i < n+ 1 : bi 6= b)⇒ T̂ (b) =∞) (66)

∧ ∀i, 0 ≤ i < n+ 1 : bi ∈ CSi+1(t) ∨ |CSi(t)| ≤ T̂ (bi) (67)
where CSi(c0〈b0, h0〉 . . . cn+1) := {bj | i ≤ j < n+ 1}.

Let us consider the constraint (66) first.
Let b ∈ B be arbitrary. We distinguish two cases:
1. Ŝ(b) 6=∞:

Then, as s ∈ γMust(Ŝ), there must be an i, 0 ≤ i < n, such that bi = b. As t is an
extension of s, bi also is part of t and thus (∀i, 0 ≤ i < n+ 1 : bi 6= b) is false for t as well.

2. Ŝ(b) =∞:
Then, we further distinguish two cases:
a. bn = b:

Then, the constraints holds for t, because (∀i : bi 6= b) is false.
b. bn 6= b:

Then, T̂ (b) = ∞ due to the definition of update#
Must, where the second case applies.

With T̂ (b) =∞ the constraint holds trivially.
Let us now consider the constraint (67).
Let i be arbitrary. We distinguish two cases based on i’s value:
1. i = n:

CSn(t) = {bn}. Due to the first case in the definition of update#
Must, T̂ (bn) = 1, and so

|CSn(t)| ≤ T̂ (bn).
2. 0 ≤ i < n:

We have that bi ∈ CSi+1(s) ∨ |CSi(s)| ≤ Ŝ(bi), because s = c0〈b0, h0〉 . . . cn ∈ γMust(Ŝ).
Observe that CSi(t) = CSi(s) ∪ {bn} for all i, 0 ≤ i < n.
We distinguish two cases:
a. bi ∈ CSi+1(s):

As CSi(t) ⊇ CSi(s), we have bi ∈ CSi+1(t).
b. bi 6∈ CSi+1(s) and thus |CSi(s)| ≤ Ŝ(bi):

We distinguish two further cases:
i. bi = bn:

Then bi ∈ CSi+1(t) = CSi+1(s) ∪ {bn} = CSi+1(s) ∪ {bi}.
ii. bi 6= bn:

We distinguish three cases based on which case in update#
Must applies:

A. First case in update#
Must applies:

This is impossible as bi 6= bn.
B. Second case in update#

Must applies:
Thus, Ŝ(bn) ≤ Ŝ(bi) and T̂ (bi) = Ŝ(bi).
We distinguish two further cases:
∗ Ŝ(bi) =∞:

Then, T̂ (bi) =∞ and trivially |CSi(t)| ≤ T̂ (bi).

12The constraints below account for the fact that t contains n + 1 accesses, where n is the number of accesses
in s.
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∗ Ŝ(bi) <∞:
As Ŝ(bn) ≤ Ŝ(bi), we also have Ŝ(bn) <∞.
As a consequence, due to the second constraint in (51), bn must occur in s.
Let j be the index of the last occurrence of bn in s.
If i < j then CSi(t) = CSi(s) and so |CSi(t)| = |CSi(s)| ≤ Ŝ(bi) = T̂ (bi).
Otherwise, if j < i then CSi(t) = CSi(s) ∪ {bn} ⊆ CSj(s).
As |CSj(s)| ≤ Ŝ(bn) and Ŝ(bn) ≤ Ŝ(bi) = T̂ (bi), we have |CSi(t)| ≤ T̂ (bi).

C. Third or fourth case in update#
Must applies:

Then |CSi(t)| ≤ |CSi(s)|+ 1 ≤ Ŝ(bi) + 1 ≤ T̂ (bi)

Let Ŝ ∈ C#
Must and b ∈ B be arbitrary.

Assume classify#
Must(Ŝ, b) holds and thus Ŝ(b) < k. Let s = c0〈b0, h0〉 . . . cn be an arbitrary

trace in γMust(Ŝ). Let bi be the last occurrence of b in the trace. If b does not occur in the trace,
then (10) is satisfied by the second disjunct. Otherwise, bi 6∈ CSi+1(s) and so |CSi(s)| ≤ Ŝ(b).
As Ŝ(b) ≤ k and s ∈ LRUCacheTraces, we can apply Lemma 9 to the suffix ci〈bi, hi〉 . . . cn
to prove that b ∈ cn. J

I Theorem 29 (Soundness of Cooperative Update). The function coop-updC-Must×Must is a cooper-
ative update for C-Must in the context of Must.

Proof. We need to show that coop-updC-Must×Must satisfies (44), i.e.

∀(Ŝ, ŜMust) ∈ C#
C-Must × C

#
Must, b ∈ B :

{t.c〈b, h〉c′ | t.c ∈ γC-Must(Ŝ) ∩ γMust(ŜMust) ∧ h = effLRU
C (c, b) ∧ c′ = updateLRU

C (c, b)}

⊆ γC-Must(coop-updC-Must×Must(Ŝ, ŜMust, b)) (68)

Let (Ŝ, ŜMust) ∈ C#
C-Must × C

#
Must and b ∈ B be arbitrary.

Pick an arbitrary s = c0〈b0, h0〉 . . . cn ∈ γC-Must(Ŝ) ∩ γMust(ŜMust). We have to show that
t = s.〈bn, hn〉cn+1 with hn = effLRU

C (cn, bn) and cn+1 = updateLRU
C (cn, bn) is an element of

γC-Must(T̂ ), with T̂ = update#
C-Must(coop-updC-Must×Must(Ŝ, ŜMust, bn)) for all bn ∈ B.

Because s ∈ γC-Must(Ŝ), s ∈ LRUCacheTraces. From hn = effLRU
C (cn, bn) and cn+1 =

updateLRU
C (cn, bn), it follows that t = s.〈bn, hn〉cn+1 is also in LRUCacheTraces.

It remains to show that the second constraint in (31) holds, i.e.:

∀i, 0 ≤ i < n+ 1 : bi ∈ CSi+1(t) ∨ |CSi(t)| ≤ Ŝ(bi).

Let i be arbitrary. We distinguish two cases based on its value:
1. i = n:

Observe that CSn(t) = {bn}.
The second case in the definition of coop-updC-Must×Must applies, and so T̂ (bn) = 1.
Thus, |CSn(t)| ≤ T̂ (bn).

2. 0 ≤ i < n:
We have that bi ∈ CSi+1(s) ∨ |CSi(s)| ≤ Ŝ(bi), because s = c0〈b0, h0〉 . . . cn ∈ γC-Must(Ŝ).
Clearly, bi ∈ CSi+1(s) implies bi ∈ CSi+1(t).
So the case where bi 6∈ CSi+1(s) and thus |CSi(s)| ≤ Ŝ(bi) remains.
Then, the first case in the update may not apply, because |CSi(s)| > 0 and thus Ŝ(bi) > 0.
We distinguish two cases:
a. bi = bn:

Then bi ∈ CSi+1(t) = CSi+1(s) ∪ {bn} = CSi+1(s) ∪ {bi}.
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b. bi 6= bn:
Because bi 6= bn, the second case in the update may not apply. So only the three final cases
in coop-updC-Must×Must are possible.

Observe that CSi(t) = CSi(s) ∪ {bn}.
We distinguish two cases:
i. bi ∈ CSi(s):

Then |CSi(t)| = |CSi(s)| ≤ Ŝ(bi) ≤ T̂ (bi) regardless of which of the three possible final
cases in coop-updC-Must×Must applies to bi.

ii. bn 6∈ CSi(s):
Then |CSi(t)| = |CSi(s)|+ 1.
We apply a case distinction based on the three possible final cases in coop-updC-Must×Must:
A. If the fourth case in coop-updC-Must×Must applies to bi, then

|CSi(t)| = |CSi(s)|+ 1 ≤ Ŝ(bi) + 1 = T̂ (bi).

B. If the fifth case in the update applies, then |CSi(t)| ≤ ∞ = T̂ (bi).
C. It remains to show that |CSi(t)| ≤ T̂ (bi) even if the third case in the update applies,

which is where the update profits from the information provided by the must analysis.
If bn does not occur in s, then by the definition of γMust, ŜMust(bn) = ∞, and so
T̂ (bn) = Ŝ(bn) =∞ > |CSi(t)|.
Otherwise, let j be the index of the last occurrence of bn in s.
As bn 6∈ CSi(s), j < i, and CSj(s) ⊇ CSi(s) ∪ {bj} = CSi(s) ∪ {bn} = CSi(t).
By the definition of γMust, |CSj(s)| ≤ ŜMust(bn).
Under the assumption that the third case in the update applies, ŜMust(bn) ≤ Ŝ(bi)
and thus |CSi(t)| ≤ |CSj(s)| ≤ ŜMust(bn) ≤ Ŝ(bi) = T̂ (bi). J
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Abstract
We present a formal approach to minimize the num-
ber of voters in triple-modular redundant (TMR)
sequential circuits. Our technique actually works
on a single copy of the TMR circuit and considers a
large class of fault models of the form “at most one
Single-Event Upset (SEU) or Single-Event Transient
(SET) every k clock cycles”. Verification-based voter
minimization guarantees that the resulting TMR
circuit (i) is fault tolerant to the soft-errors defined
by the fault model and (ii) is functionally equivalent
to the initial TMR circuit. Our approach operates
at the logic level and takes into account the input
and output interface specifications of the circuit.
Its implementation makes use of graph traversal
algorithms, fixed-point iterations, and binary deci-
sion diagrams (BDD). Experimental results on the

ITC’99 benchmark suite indicate that our method
significantly decreases the number of inserted vot-
ers, yielding a hardware reduction of up to 55%
and a clock frequency increase of up to 35% com-
pared to full TMR. As our experiments show, if
the SEU fault-model is replaced with the stricter
fault-model of SET, it has a minor impact on the
number of removed voters. On the other hand,
BDD-based modelling of SET effects represents a
more complex task than the modelling of an SEU
as a bit-flip. We propose solutions for this task
and explain the nature of encountered problems.
We address scalability issues arising from formal
verification with approximations and assess their
efficiency and precision.
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1 Introduction

Circuit tolerance towards soft (non-destructive, non-permanent) errors is an important research
topic. As technology shrinks, the risk of system failures due to soft errors increases, which is
especially dangerous in safety-critical industries (e.g., space, transport, nuclear, etc.). Natural
radiation, such as neutrons of cosmic rays and alpha particles of packing or solder materials, is a
common source of soft errors [20, 34, 42, 47]. There are two main types of soft errors: Single-Event
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Figure 1 TMR scheme proposed by von Neumann, with n primary inputs, m primary outputs, and a
voter after each primary output.

propagating in the combinational circuit). Since an SET may lead to several bit-flips, SETs are
more general than SEUs.

Triple-Modular Redundancy (TMR) proposed by von Neumann [45] remains the most popular
fault tolerance technique in Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) to mask both types of
soft-errors. In its original form, TMR relies on three redundant copies of an original system
receiving the same inputs, as shown in Figure 1. A majority voter is inserted after each of the
triplicated primary outputs. If at most one redundant module returns incorrect values, the voter
will return the correct result, therefore masking one possible error. An implementation example of
the majority voter is also depicted in Figure 1. The voter always returns the majority bit among
its three inputs provided that a fault does not occur in its own logic.

Manual introduction of TMR [24] into a circuit design is often a tedious and error-prone
process. Hence, several CAD tools automatically implement TMR for fault tolerant FPGA
designs [6, 19,37,44,46].

In a triplicated sequential circuit, adding voters at the primary outputs is not sufficient in
general. Indeed, an error may remain in a memory cell long enough until another error corrupts
a different redundant copy of the circuit. In that case, the final vote may produce an incorrect
output. Moreover, single voters cannot mask errors occurring within the voting logic itself. A
solution to these problems is to insert a triplicated voter after each memory cell (as depicted in
Figure 2). This is sufficient to mask any SET in the combinational circuit (even within voters)
and to prevent errors from remaining in cells 1. However, full TMR greatly increases both the

1 Of course, two upsets occurring at the same cycle in two different copies may not be masked; triplication does
not provide enough redundancy for multiple upsets.
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Figure 2 Full TMR with triplicated voters after the p internal FFs and the m primary outputs.

hardware overhead and the critical path, which directly influences the circuit performance. Thus,
the overall TMR throughput is degraded whereas it should be the main advantage of TMR over
time-redundant fault-tolerance techniques.

From the functional point of view, introducing a voter per cell is excessive in most cases.
Intuitively, this is because some voters are useless, either because faults at this stage will be
captured by another voter “later” in the circuit, or because some faults are naturally masked by
the logic. But, to the best of our knowledge, there is no tool dedicated to voter minimization in
TMR that guarantees fault-tolerance according to a user-defined fault model. The main existing
research trends in TMR have been providing probabilistic solutions and not absolute ones (see
Section 8).

In this paper, we propose an automatic and optimized transformation process for TMR on
digital circuits. Our transformation inserts as few voters as possible, while guaranteeing to mask
all errors of the considered fault-model.

We consider circuits described at the gate level (i.e., netlists of AND, OR, NOT gates plus
FFs – also called memory cells). This level has two main advantages:

gate level netlists can be described by an elementary language, which simplifies correctness
proofs;
it is easier to prevent synthesis tools from optimizing (undoing) our transformation at this late
design stage.

Since the main contributors to Soft-Error Rate (SER) at frequencies below 1 GHz are the FFs [27],
we focus first on errors caused by SEUs (i.e., bit-flips in FFs). We consider fault models of the
form “at most one bit-flip within K cycles” denoted by SEU (1,K).

However, SETs in high-speed Integrated Circuits (ICs) have become a growing concern [8,25,35].
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Figure 3 Use-case of the semantic analysis: voters are needed only at F1 and the primary output out.

An SET is a voltage pulse (glitch) caused by a particle. It may propagate through the combinational
logic provided that it is not logically masked by the circuit functionality. As a result, the outputs
of the combinational circuit might be glitched and be incorrectly latched by memory cells. Due
to the non-deterministic nature of the propagated glitch, it can be latched by none, some, or all
memory cells it reaches. Thus, since an SET may lead to several corrupted memory cells (bit-flips),
SETs subsume SEUs. In response, we expand our approach to fault-models of the form “at most
one SET within K clock cycles” denoted by SET (1,K).

The proposed voter-minimization methodology is based on a static analysis that checks whether
an error in a single copy of the TMR circuit may remain after K cycles. If not, protecting the
primary outputs with voters is sufficient to mask the error. If, for instance, the circuit is a pipeline
without feedback loops, then any bit-flip will propagate to the outputs and will thus disappear
before K cycles, where K is the length of the longest path. But if the state of the circuit is still
erroneous after K cycles (in the form of an incorrect value stored in one of its memory cells),
then there is a potential error accumulation since, according to the SEU/SET(1,K) models,
another soft-error may occur in another copy of the circuit. It may lead to two incorrect redundant
modules of the TMR circuit and the loss of its fault-tolerance properties. In this case, additional
voters are needed to prevent an error accumulation and mask all errors circulating inside one
redundant module before the next soft-error may occur.

Our static analysis consists of four steps. The first step, described in Section 2, is purely
syntactic and finds all loops in the circuit. Error accumulation can be prevented by keeping
enough voters to cut all loops.

In many cases, a digital circuit resets (or overwrites) some memory cells, which may mask
errors. Detecting such cases allows further useless voters to be removed. This second step is
performed by a semantic analysis (Section 3) taking into account the logic of the circuit.

Figure 3 shows a simple example where the previous syntactic analysis is not able to suppress
any voter because each FF is in a self-loop. Our semantic analysis can catch the behavior of F1
that changes its value every cycle. Since F1 controls the multiplexers before F2, F3, and F4, all
these FFs will be rewritten each other cycle. Consequently, even if a fault occurs in one of these
three FFs, it will be eventually re-written with new correct data coming from the primary input
in. The semantic analysis indicates that it is sufficient to protect F1 and the primary output with
majority voters.

Circuits are also often supposed to be used in a specific context. For instance, a circuit
specification may assume that a start signal occurs every x cycles and outputs are only read
y cycles after each start. When such assumptions exist, taking them into account makes the
semantic analysis more effective. Section 4 and Section 5 explain how to integrate such input and
output specifications respectively.

Our analysis has been implemented based on graph algorithms and fixed point iterations using
Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs). We have tested several safe approximations and trade-offs
between cost and precision. The implementation and experiments are presented in Section 7.
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Related work on TMR and voter insertion strategies are reviewed in Section 8. We summarize our
contributions and sketch a few extensions in Section 9.

This article extends and revises the work presented in [10]. Section 6, presenting the extension
of the approach to SET, is new. Sections 3 and 7 present and assess respectively a new abstract
domain; explanations and examples have been added throughout.

2 Syntactic Analysis

We consider a triplicated circuit with voters but we actually work on a single copy of this circuit
that abstracts the triplicated version. The effect of insertion or removal of voters can be represented
and analyzed on such a single copy of the TMR circuit. We model a sequential circuit C as a
directed graph GC where each vertex represents a FF (memory cell or latch) and an edge x→ y

exists whenever there is at least one combinational path between the two FFs x and y in C. An
error in a cell x may propagate, in the next clock cycle, to all cells connected to x by an edge in
this graph. Note that this is an over-approximation since the error may actually be masked by
some logical operation.

Under the fault model SEU (1,K), error accumulation is the situation where an error remains
in the circuit K clock cycles after the SEU that caused it. Any circuit C without feedback loop
will return, after an SEU, to a correct state before K clock cycles, provided that K is larger than
the maximal length of the paths in GC . In environments with high levels of ionizing radiations
(e.g., space, particle accelerators), K is bigger than 1010 [5]. For comparison, Soft-Error Rate
(SER) can be as small as 10−10 bit-upset/day for Virtex FPGAs in terrestrial conditions [7]. So,
even if our approach can deal with any K, we can safely assume that K is larger than the max
length of all paths in GC . It follows that error accumulation can only be caused by cycles in GC ,
which must therefore be cut by removing vertices. Removing a vertex in GC amounts to protecting
the corresponding memory cells with a voter in the triplicated circuit.

The best solution to cut all cycles in GC is to find the Minimum Vertex Feedback Set (MVFS),
i.e., the smallest set of vertices whose removal leaves GC without cycles. This standard graph
problem is NP-hard [32]. While there exist good polynomial time approximations [22], the exact
algorithm was efficient enough to be used in all our experiments with relatively small circuits (less
than 200 FFs).

Having a voter after each cell belonging to the MVFS prevents error accumulation. This simple
graph-based analysis is very effective with some classes of circuits. In particular, it is sufficient to
remove all internal voters in pipelined architectures such as logarithm units and floating-point
multipliers (see Table 1).

However, this approach is not effective for many circuits due to the extensive use of loops in
circuit synthesis from Mealy machine representation. In such circuits, most cells are in self-loops
(e.g., D-type flip-flops with Enable input). This entails many voters if the syntactic analysis is
used alone. However, if the circuit functionality is taken into account, we can discover that such
memory cells may not lead to erroneous outputs. Detecting such cases requires to analyze the
logic (semantics) of the circuit. We address this issue in the following section.

3 Semantic Analysis

The semantic analysis first computes the Reachable State Set (RSS) of the circuit with a voter
inserted after each memory cell in the MVFS. Then, for each cell m ∈ MVFS, it checks whether
its voter is necessary: (i) First, the voter is removed and all possible errors (modeled by the chosen
fault-model in each state of RSS) are considered; (ii) If such an error leads to error accumulation,
then the voter is needed and kept.

LITES
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Table 1 Voter Minimization, Syntactic Analysis Step.

Circuit FFs Syntactic

Da
ta

Fl
ow

I. Pipelined FP multiplier 8x8 [21] 121 0
Pipelined logarithm unit [21] 41 0
Shift/Add multiplier 8x8 [33] 28 28

ITC’99 [16](subset)
Co

nt
ro

l
Fl

ow

b01 Flows comparator 5 3
In

te
ns

iv
e b02 BCD recognizer 4 3

b03 Resource arbiter 30 29
b06 Interrupt handler 9 3
b08 Inclusions detector 21 21
b09 Serial converter 28 21

3.1 The precise logic domain D1

Correct and erroneous values are represented by the four-value logic domain D1:

D1 = {0, 1, 0, 1}

where 0 and 1 represent erroneous 0 and 1, respectively. The truth tables of standard operations
in this four-value logic are given in Table 2. The operators AND and OR gates can mask errors:

x ∨ 1 = 1 x ∧ 0 = 0 0 ∧ 1 = 0 1 ∨ 0 = 1

Since we work on circuits that abstracts their TMR version, a 0 (resp. 1) in a cell means that one
of its three copies may have the incorrect value 1 (resp. 0). A 0 (resp. 1) means that all three
memory cells have the same correct value 0 (resp. 1). This interpretation assumes that any SET
affects only one copy of the TMR circuit.

The err function models bit-flips and represents a bit corruption in one of three copies in the
TMR circuit:

err(0) = 1 err(1) = 0

The vot function models the effect of a voter on the TMR version of the circuit and corrects an
error:

vot(1) = 0 vot(0) = 1

It corresponds, in the TMR version that it abstracts, to the majority voter depicted in Figure 2.
Finally, for any x ∈ {0, 1}, vot(err(x))=x.

3.2 Semantic analysis with D1

A sequential synchronous circuit with M memory cells and I primary inputs is formalized as a
discrete-time transition system with the transition relation δ : {0, 1}M × {0, 1}I 7−→ {0, 1}M . We
abuse the notation and use M (resp. I) to denote both the number and the set of memory cells
(resp. inputs) of the circuit. The state of a circuit is the values of its cells and the initial state s0
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Table 2 Operators for the 4-value logic domain D1.

0 1
0 0 1

1 1 1 1 1
1 1
1 1

0 1
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1

0 0
0 0

NOT err vot
0 1 0

1 0

1 1

𝟏 𝟎
1 0

𝟏 1 1
𝟎 0 0

𝟏 𝟎

1 0
𝟏 1 1
𝟎 0 0

1
0 1

𝟏 0 0 0
𝟎 1

OR AND

is obtained after the circuit reset. ∆(S) denotes the function returning the set of states obtained
from the set S after one clock cycle. Formally

∆(S) = {s′ | ∃i. ∃s ∈ S. δ(s, i) = s′}

∆ applies the transition function δ to all states of its argument set and all possible inputs. The
set of reachable states RSS is defined by the following iteration:

S0 = {s0}
Si+1 = Si ∪∆(Si)

(1)

Starting from the initial state, we compute the set of reachable states by accumulating states
obtained by applying ∆ iteratively. The set of possible states being finite, the iteration reaches a
fixed point equal to the RSS and denoted2 by {s0}∗∆.

The second phase is to check whether the suppression of voters may lead to an error accumulation
under the chosen fault-model. Let δV be the transition relation of a circuit equipped with a voter
after each cell in a given set V , and let ∆V be its extension to sets. δV is defined as:

δV ((m1, . . . ,mM
), i) = δ((m′1, . . . ,m′M ), i)

where ∀ 1 ≤ j ≤M, m′j =
{

vot(mj) if mj ∈ V
mj otherwise

This checking process is described by Algorithm 1.
We start with the circuit equipped with a voter after each cell in the MVFS (line 1). For

each such cell m, we check whether its voter suppression entails error accumulation. Bit-flips are
introduced in all possible cells and states of RSS according to the fault-model (line 5):⋃

mi∈M

RSS [mi ← err(mi)]

The transition function corresponding to the circuit with the current set of voters (V ) is
applied K times (∆K

V ), where K is the number of clock cycles in the fault model (SEU(1,K)).

2 We will use this notation with other initial states and transition functions.
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Algorithm 1 Semantic Analysis – Main Loop.
Input : MVFS ; // The minimum vertex feedback set.

∆; // The circuit transition function.
s0; // The initial state.

Output : V ; // The subset of vertices (i.e., memory cells) after which a voter is needed.
1: V := MVFS ;
2: RSS := {s0}∗∆;
3: forall m ∈ MVFS
4: V := V \{m};
5: S := ∆K

V (
⋃

mi∈M RSS [mi ← err(mi)]);
6: if ErrAcc(S) then
7: V := V ∪ {m};
8: return V

The resulting set of states shows error accumulation if there exists an erroneous cell in at least
one state of this set, which we capture with the predicate ErrAcc in line 6. ErrAcc is defined as:

ErrAcc(S)⇔ ∃s ∈ S. ∃m ∈ s. m = 0 ∨m = 1

If the set S does not show error accumulation, the voter is useless and can indeed be suppressed.
Otherwise the voter is re-introduced (line 7).

In practice, ∆ is applied a small number of times dictated by the circuit functionality and
available analysis time. It is always safe to stop the iterative computation before reaching K; the
only drawback would be to infer an error accumulation when there is none. The number of ∆
applications can be also adjusted to the available analysis time. In our experiments, the analysis
time limit was set to 20 minutes and K to 50. Furthermore, the iteration is stopped:

if the current set of states is errorless, then there cannot be error accumulation (no error can
reappear);
or, if the erroneous current set is the same as the previous one, a fixed point is reached and
there is an error accumulation.

The order in which the cells in the MVFS are analyzed (line 2 in Algorithm 1) may influence
the number of removed voters. It follows that the result of removing voters one-by-one is not
unique, it depends on the order the voters are chosen. We use the following heuristic to chose the
ordering of voter selection: starting from the MVFS of memory cells with voters, we first sort it
according to the number of successive memory cells that each cell has in the netlist (the number of
successors in GC). Then, we consider primarily the removal of voters that lead to the corruption
of the smallest number of cells in the next clock cycle. The voters whose removal may lead to a
large number of corrupted cells are considered last. We found out that following this ordering, we
are able to suppress more voters than with a random ordering or with the ordering relying on the
number of preceding memory cells in the netlist.

3.3 More Abstract Logic Domains
The aforementioned method is precise but costly since it considers all possible inputs. In general,
keeping track of the relations between indeterminate inputs is not very useful. Fortunately, our
technique can be used as it is with other, more abstract, logic domains. There are several domains
that retain enough precision and allow larger circuits to be analyzed.
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Table 3 Operators for the 4-value logic domain D2.

NOT err(x) vot(x)
0 1 U 0

1 0 U 1

U U U U

𝐔 U U U

0 1 U 𝐔
0 0 1 U

1 1 1 1
U U 1 U U

𝐔 U 1 U U

1
U

𝐔0 1 U
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 U U
U 0 U U

𝐔 U U0
U

U

x

OR AND

The 4-value logic domain D2 decreases the state space explosion that occurs with D1:

D2 = {0, 1,U,U}

The abstract value U represents a correct value (either 0 or 1) and U represents any (possibly
erroneous) value (i.e., 0, 1, 0, or 1). A vector of n inputs is represented as a unique vector
(U, . . . ,U) with D2 whereas 2n vectors had to be considered with D1. The truth tables of standard
operations in D2 are given in Table 3.

In contrast with D1, a gate with two erroneous values cannot produce a correct one. Logical
masking of errors can only occur with two operations: 0 ∧U and 1 ∨U. This is sufficient to take
into account the masking performed by explicit signals (e.g., resets).

Typical examples where the semantic analysis with D2 is more effective are circuits that use
D-type FFs with an enable input driven by a Finite State Machine (FSM) encoded in the circuit.
The syntactic approach would keep a voter for each such cell (they are in self-loops). The semantic
analysis can detect that such cells are regularly overwritten by fresh inputs. For example, the
resource arbiter b03 in Section 7 is such a circuit. After initialization, its finite state machine
forces 12 cells (fu1-fu4, ru1-ru4, grant_o[3:0]) to be overwritten with fresh values every other
cycle. The semantic analysis (using D1 or D2) is able to show that those cells, although in self
loops, do not need to be protected by voters.

Another approximate logic domain is the 16-values logic domain D3, where a memory cell is
encoded as a subset of its four possible values. It is defined as the powerset of D1:

D3 = P({0, 1, 0, 1})

A value A in D3 is the set of all possible values that its memory cell can take at this stage of
the analysis. For example, a fully determinate value is represented by a singleton (e.g., {0} for a
correct 0 or {0} for a bit-flipped 1), an unknown but uncorrupted value by the set {0, 1}, and a
completely unknown value by the set {0, 1, 0, 1}.

The operators of D3 are the power set extensions of the operators of D1.

A ∧3 B = {x | x = a ∧1 b, a ∈ A, b ∈ B}
A ∨3 B = {x | x = a ∨1 b, a ∈ A, b ∈ B}
¬3A = {x | x = ¬1a, a ∈ A}

err3(A) = {x | x = err1(a), a ∈ A}
vot3(A) = {x | x = vot1(a), a ∈ A}

LITES
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where ∧1 ∨1, ¬1, err1, and vot1 denote the and, or, not, err, and vot operators of D1 as defined
in Table 2.

This domain is a trade-off in terms of precision between D1 and D2. The main advantage of
D3 over D1 is the prevention of state explosion, since a vector of n unknown and uncorrupted
inputs is represented as a unique vector ({0, 1}, . . . , {0, 1}). Contrary to D2, D3 remains able
to represent logical masking such as {0} ∧3 {0, 1} = {0} or {1} ∨3 {1, 0} = {1}. D3 can be
seen as retaining precise information about the possible values and corruptions but ignoring the
relationships between different inputs.

3.4 Summary
We have presented a semantic analysis to minimize the number of voters in TMR circuits. Using
several logic domains, we can represent the internal circuit state with various levels of precision.
The functional behavior of a circuit under random inputs is taken into account to analyse how
an error may propagate through it. Algorithm 1 and domain encodings have been implemented
in Ocaml using the BDD library CUDD [43] and MLCuddIDL [30]. Transition systems and
sets of states are expressed as BDD formulae [15]. Section 7 provides more details about the
implementation and experimental results. In the two next sections, we improve the analysis by
specifying and considering assumptions on inputs and outputs. This permits us to better express
real-life circuit behavior and to improve the precision of the analysis.

4 Inputs Specification

Circuits are often designed to be used in a specific context where some input signals must occur
at definite timings. Taking into account assumptions about the context may make the semantical
analysis much more precise, in particular, when the logical masking of corrupted cells depends
on specific inputs (e.g., a start control signal). Our approach is to translate these specifications
into an interface circuit feeding the original circuit with the specified inputs. The analysis of
the previous section can be applied to the resulting combined circuit. As a consequence, error
accumulation is checked with the method described in Section 3.2, but under the constraints
specified by the interface. The only small adjustment needed in Algorithm 1 is to make sure that
errors are introduced only in the cells of the original circuit and not in the cells of the interface
circuit. educe We use ω-regular expressions to specify circuit interfaces. An ω-regular expression
specifies constraints using vectors of {0, 1, ?}, which replace primary inputs by 0, 1, or leave them
unchanged (? being the wild card). Consider, for instance, a circuit with two primary inputs
[i1, i2], then the expression ([1, 0] + [0, 1]).[?, ?]ω specifies that the circuit first reads either i1 = 0
and i2 = 1, or i1 = 0 and i2 = 1, and then proceeds with no further constraints.

In general, specifications need non-determinism to describe a partially specified or a non-
deterministic context. Hence, the aforementioned ω-regular expression can also be seen as a
Non-deterministic Büchi Automaton (NBA) that reads inputs and replaces them by 0, 1, or leaves
them unchanged (?). Such a translation to NBA can be performed in linear time.

For instance, the expression ([1, 0] + [0, 1]).[?, ?]ω can be represented as the two-state NBA
of Figure 4 (a): in the first state, it reads inputs and returns either the outputs [1, 0] or [0, 1]
(regardless of the inputs). Then, the automaton goes (and stays) in the second state where inputs
are read and produced as outputs. The indices in ?1 and ?2 allow to identify the inputs according
to their position.

To generate a circuit from an ω-regular expression, we first convert the corresponding NBA into
a deterministic automaton as follows. Each nondeterministic edge is made deterministic using new
inputs (sometimes referred to as oracles). If a vertex has n nondeterministic outgoing edges, adding
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Figure 4 Input interface as a NBA (a) and its deterministic version (b).

log2(n) new inputs is sufficient. For example, the specification ([1, 0] + [0, 1]).[?, ?]ω can be made
deterministic by adding a single additional input i. The automaton (see Figure 4 (b)) now reads
three inputs: if i is 0 (resp. 1) it produces [1, 0] (resp. [0, 1]). The resulting deterministic automaton
is then translated into an interface circuit using standard logic synthesis techniques [17, p.118]. If
the original circuit has I inputs, the resulting interface circuit will have I + a (a new inputs to
make it deterministic) inputs and I outputs. It is then plugged by connecting its outputs to the
inputs of the circuit to be analyzed.

A typical example where an input specification is useful is the circuit b08 of Section 7. Such
a circuit has a start input signal and 8-bit data input. Its input interface specification can be
expressed as the following ω-regular expression:

([1, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?].[0, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?]17)ω (2)

A start signal is first raised and the input data is read. For the next 17 cycles, data is processed
and start is kept to 0. This process is repeated over and over. Since start is raised every 18
clock cycles, the internal data registers are rewritten periodically with new data, as they can keep
erroneous data only until the next start signal. The circuit also has an internal FSM which can
be corrupted but the periodic start ensures that it returns to its initial state every 18 cycles.
Consequently, error accumulation is impossible for any K > 18, and no voters (except implicit
voters at primary outputs) need to be inserted.

5 Outputs Specification

Consider another example, similar to the previous one, with 2 inputs, 1 output, and where some
waiting can occur before raising the start signal. Formally, the input interface would be:

([0, ?]∗.[1, ?].[0, ?]17)ω (3)

This interface does not guarantee that start will be raised before K clock cycles. Since the
analysis must consider the case where start is not raised, it may detect error accumulation even
though start would ensure logical masking. However, if it is known that the primary outputs
are not read before some useful computation triggered by the start signal completes, a better
analysis can be performed.

We specify the output interface by adding to each vector of the input interface a vector of
{0, 1} indicating whether the corresponding outputs are read (1) or not read (0). For instance,
the output interface of the previous example, where the single bit output is read only after start
is raised, can be specified as

(([0, ?] : [0])∗.([1, ?] : [0]).([0, ?] : [1])17)ω (4)

It states that the output is not read ([0]) until the start signal is raised. Then, the output is
read ([1]) during 17 cycles.
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Figure 5 Original circuit with the surrounding interface circuit.

The extended ω-regular expression is translated into an NBA as in Section 4, then made
deterministic, and finally translated into a sequential circuit. The corresponding interface circuit
will additionally produce 0 or 1 signals to filter the useless and needed outputs respectively. Each
such signal is connected using an AND gate to the corresponding primary output of the original
circuit. The final configuration with the surrounding interface circuit is shown in Figure 5.

The property to check must now be refined to allow error accumulation as long as no error
propagates to the filtered primary outputs. Recall that when an error occurs, it is allowed to
propagate to outputs (or final voters) within the next K clock cycles since no additional soft-error
can occur during that time. If there is an error accumulation, the analysis must further ensure
that no error can propagate to outputs after the K cycles i.e., when additional errors occur which
could not be masked by final voters.

The refined property check discussed in the previous paragraph is performed by lines 6-15 of
Algorithm 2. If an error accumulation is detected in the reached state set S, K cycles after a fault
occurrence (line 6), then we calculate all states S∗∆V

that can be reached after these K cycles
(line 7). Then, we iteratively simulate the occurrences of additional errors (line 9-12) separated by
at least K steps. E0 (line 7) represents the circuit reachable state space with only one fault. Ei

represents the reachable state space after at most i+ 1 errors separated from one another by at
least K clock cycles. The global fixpoint Ei (line 13) represents the set of all possible states that
can be reached after all possible sequence of errors allowed by the fault model. It can now be
checked that none of these states leads to the propagation of an error to the (filtered) primary
outputs (line 13).

Since this computation is done assuming that voters operate correctly, we must ensure that no
error accumulate in a cell followed by a voter. Indeed, in that case, if a similar error occurs in a
second copy of the circuit, the voter would fail to mask it. The function ErrProp (line 13) detects
if there is a reachable state where a memory cell with a voter or a primary output is corrupted
and prevents the voter under consideration (m) to be removed. We assume that each primary
output is represented by a new memory cell. Let out, vot and cor be predicates denoting whether
a cell represents an output, a cell protected by a voter or is corrupted respectively, then ErrProp
is defined as:

ErrProp(Ei) ⇔ ∃s ∈ Ei. ∃m ∈ s. (out(m) ∨ vot(m)) ∧ (cor(m))

These criteria are safe but sometimes too strict. Consider, for instance, a circuit with a
sequence of two enabled flip-flops (i.e., with self loops) that produce significant output only two
cycles after the enable signal is set. Both cells may be protected by voters to break self loops and
prevent error accumulation. However, no voter is necessary since error accumulation can occur
only when no significant output is produced. Indeed, when the enable signal is set, new input
and intermediate results will overwrite the (possibly corrupted) cells and a correct output will be
produced. If we first try to remove the first voter, our algorithm will detect that an error can
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Algorithm 2 Semantic Analysis with Output Specification.
Input : MVFS ; // The minimum vertex feedback set.

∆; // The circuit transition function.
s0; // The initial state.

Output : V ; // The subset of vertices (i.e., memory cells) after which a voter is needed.
1: V := MVFS ;
2: RSS := {s0}∗∆;
3: forall m ∈ MVFS
4: V := V \{m};
5: S := ∆K

V (
⋃

mi∈M RSS [mi ← err(mi)]);
6: if ErrAcc(S) then
7: E0 := {S}∗∆V

;
8: i := 0;
9: repeat

10: i+ +;
11: Ei := Ei−1 ∪ ( ∆K(

⋃
mi∈M Ei−1 [mi ← err(mi)]) )∗∆V

;
12: until Ei = Ei−1;
13: if ErrProp(Ei) then
14: V := V ∪ {m};
15: return V ;

remain in the first cell after K steps. That cell will in turn corrupt the second one still protected
by a voter. Hence, the condition ErrProp will prevent removing the first voter whereas starting
with the second or removing both voters would have been possible. Therefore, a useful refinement
of Algorithm 2 is, whenever ErrProp is true only because of error accumulation before some
voters (and no error propagates to the output), to iterate and check whether all these voters can
be removed.

Output interfaces are especially useful for circuits whose outputs are not read before some
input signal is raised and some computation is completed. For instance, the shift/add multiplier
(see Section 7) waits for a start signal. During that time, errors may accumulate in internal
registers and propagate to the outputs, which are not read. When start occurs, fresh input data
is read and written to internal registers (which are thus reset). The outputs are read only after
the multiplication is completed and a done signal is raised.

Note that output interfaces allow to model Transient Error Tolerance (TET) where all errors
at primary outputs are not necessarily critical. For instance, if erroneous outputs are considered
non-critical within a specified number of cycles, output interfaces can express it and allow further
optimizations. In this case, the optimized TMR configuration is tuned to particular system
requirements. Such quality guided optimizations are investigated on MPEG decoding in [26,36] to
select gates whose hardening maximize fault-tolerance.

6 Extension to Single-Event Transients

In the previous sections, we considered single event upsets and the corresponding fault-models
SEU(1,K), corresponding to “at most one bit-flip every K cycles”. Hereafter, we extend our
approach to single event transients, in particular, the fault model SET (1,K) which can be read
as “at most one SET within K clock cycles”.

LITES
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An SET occurs when a high-energy particle strikes a combinational logic element [25]. Such
a particle causes a transient voltage disturbance, which can propagate on wires and possibly be
latched by several memory cells. Due to the non-deterministic nature of the propagated glitch,
it can be latched by none, some, or all memory cells it reaches. Consequently, an SET can
potentially lead to several corrupted memory cells (i.e., several SEUs). In this section, we present
the extension of our previous analysis to SET.

6.1 Precise modeling of SETs
As opposed to an SEU, the effect of an SET depends on the logical propagation (and possible logical
masking) of the signal perturbation through the combinational part. Such signal perturbation or
glitch is latched in a non-deterministic manner. From now on, a signal can take 3 values: a logical
one, a logical zero, or a glitch written �.

Signal := 0 | 1 | �

A glitch can be masked in a combinatorial circuit by or(�, 1) = 1 or and(�, 0) = 0. The precise
modelling of a glitched signal in a TMR circuit requires the knowledge of its correct value (present
in the corresponding signals of the two other redundant modules). Consequently, the precise
domain D1 is extended as Dt to model a glitch propagation in a combinatorial circuit of one
redundant module:

Dt = {0, 1, 0, 1, 0�, 1�}

where 0� and 1� represent respectively a glitched 0 and 1. That is, 0� represents a glitch at one
point of the circuit such that the value in the two other redundant copies is 0. A glitch on an
incorrect signal with the value 0 (resp. 1) will be represented by the signal value 1� (resp. 0�).
One example that illustrates the difference between a glitch and a corrupted value is:

D1 : 0 ∨1 1 = 1 Dt : 0� ∨t 1� = 1�

While in the first case, an or gate with corrupted but stable signals returns a correct value, in
the second case, the glitch propagates.

While the precise domain D1 requires the aforementioned extension to Dt, the domains D2
and D3 can overapproximate such glitch behavior with no extension. In particular, a glitched
signal, as well as any possibly wrong stable signal, takes the value U in D2. A glitched 1 (resp. 0)
can be represented as {1, 0} (resp. {0, 1}) in D3.

A glitch propagated to a memory cell is non-deterministically latched as true or false. It
follows that the precise glitch modelling in Dt implies that any glitched signal 0� (resp. 1�) is
non-deterministically latched as a correct 0 or as an incorrect 1 (resp. as a correct 1 or as an
incorrect 0). This non determinism may lead to a significant state space growth in D1. The
domains D2 and D3 avoid this inconvenience since glitched signals are expressed in the same logic
as the latched values.

To take into consideration all possible effects of an SET, it is necessary to calculate the set of
reachable states for all cases of SET injections. These cases include a fault injection either at the
output of a logical gate/a memory cell or the mutually exclusive corruption of branches of a wire
split. The union of the state spaces that can be reached in each of these corruption cases forms
the reachable state set.

The precise SET modeling in Dt imposes significant computational overhead. Its two important
bottlenecks are the need to consider all possible SET injection points and all possible non
deterministic choices when a glitch is latched. Both points can been taken into account by a
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Figure 6 Combinational cones for SET modeling.

transition function that expresses a circuit state change during a clock cycle with an SET and
returns a set of possibly corrupted states. In the next Section, we propose a safe approximation of
the precise SET modeling in domains D1, D2, and D3.

6.2 Safe SET over-approximation

If a memory cell is connected by a combinational path to a component (wire or gate) where an
SET occurs, this cell may be corrupted. We should find all sets of cells that can be corrupted
at the same clock cycle to find the worst case. Each of these sets has a common combinational
sub-circuit, in other words, a common combinational cone. The apex of such a cone is either the
output of a memory cell or a primary input. A cone apex fully identifies a cone and the memory
cells belonging to this cone.

In Figure 6, the cone with apex at c1 includes both cells c2 and c3. The cone with apex at p1
also includes {c1, c2}. The cones with apexes at c3 and c2 contain {c1} and {c2} respectively.

As a result, the worst case scenario of any SET that happens inside a cone j is the union of all
possible simultaneous corruptions of the memory cells ms(j) in this cone. The power set P (ms(j))
is the set of all possible memory cell corruption configurations.

As soon as all corruption configurations are found, a new error injection procedure can be defined
and used in both Algorithms 1 and 2 which remain the same. In particular, instead of mutually
exclusive bit-flips injection to a state space S, expressed for SEU as (

⋃
mi∈M S [mi ← err(mi)]),

the corruption of the RSS by an SET is computed as the disjunction of possible simultaneous
memory cells corruptions of the sets included in the cones after memory cells M or primary
inputs I:

⋃
j∈(M∪I)

 ⋃
p∈P (ms(j))

S
[ ⋂

mi∈p

mi ← err(mi)
]

where ms(j) is the subset of memory cells located in the cone with an apex at a memory cell or a
primary input j.

Such corruption procedure is a safe over-approximation in the precise (Dt) and approximate
(D2, D3) domains. The complexity bottleneck of the approach is the power-set computation with
a large number of memory cells in a single cone. However, in the case of the approximate logic
domains D2 and D3, we can consider only the worst case scenario: the simultaneous corruption of
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Table 4 Voter Minimization, SEU model, Boolean domains D1 | D2 | D3.

Circuit FFs Syn. Semantic Sem.Inp. Sem.Out.

Da
ta

Fl
ow

In
t. D1 D2 D3 D1 D2 D3 D1 D2 D3

Pipelined FP mult. [21] 121 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pipelined log unit [21] 41 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Shift/Add mult. [33] 28 28 19 19 19 19 19 19 8 8 8

ITC’99 [16](subset)

Co
nt

ro
l

Fl
ow

b01 Flows comparator 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

In
te

ns
iv

e b02 BCD recognizer 4 3 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 3 3
b03 Resource arbiter 30 29 17 29 17 17 29 17 17 29 17
b06 Interrupt handler 9 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
b08 Inclusion detector 21 21 21 21 21 0 21 0 0 21 0
b09 Serial converter 28 21 20 20 – 20 20 – 20 20 –

A ‘–’ denotes an out of time termination of the analysis (>20 mins).
The “Syn.” column shows the results of the syntactic analysis.

all memory cells in a cone (without calculation of its powerset), computed as:

⋃
j∈(M∪I)

S

 ⋂
mi∈ms(j)

mi ← err(mi)


It may happen that the result of such SET insertion includes corrupted states that are not
reachable because it does not take into consideration the internal error-masking capabilities of the
combinational circuit. Nevertheless, we will see in the experiments that, for the analysis presented
in this paper, such over-approximation is an appropriate choice.

7 Experimental results

The presented voter minimization technique has been implemented in Ocaml using the BDD
library CUDD [43] and the OCaml interface MLCuddIDL [30]. Transition systems and set of
states are expressed as BDD formulae [15].

The introduced logic domains (D1, D2, and D3) are encoded with multiple bits (two for D1
and D2; four for D3) and the associated operators (e.g., Tables 2 and 3) are expressed as logic
formulae over those bits. For instance, the values of D1 can be encoded with two bits (a, b) as:

1 as (1, 1)
0 as (1, 0)
0 as (0, 0)
1 as (0, 1)

In this encoding, the first bit a is the correctness bit, and the second one b is the value bit.
The NOT operator of D1 can be represented by the function:

¬1(a, b) = (a, ¬b)
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We used the Quine-McCluskey algorithm to simplify the boolean functions corresponding to the
AND and OR operators of D1. The AND operator is encoded as:

∧1((a1, b1), (a2, b2)) = (a3, b3)

where a3 = ((a1 ∧ a2) ∨ (a1 ∧ ¬b1) ∨ (a2 ∧ ¬b2) ∨ (¬a2 ∧ (¬b1 ∧ b2)) ∨ (¬a1 ∧ (¬b2 ∧ b1))
b3 = b1 ∧ b2

And the OR operator is encoded as:

∨1((a1, b1), (a2, b2)) = (a3, b3)

where a3 = ((a1 ∧ a2) ∨ (a1 ∧ b1) ∨ (a2 ∧ b2) ∨ (¬a1 ∧ (¬b1 ∧ b2)) ∨ (¬a2 ∧ (¬b2 ∧ b1))
b3 = b1 ∨ b2

An encoding is needed for all the presented abstract domains. At least three different values
for each bit (0, 1, and an incorrect value) must be encoded. Such an encoding cannot be replaced
with circuit simulation or emulation where only logical one and zero are available.

BDDs proved to be quite efficient to express the data structures and the processing required
by our technique. We made use of Rudell’s sifting reordering [39] while building and applying
the transition function. It allowed the semantic analysis of circuits up to 100 memory cells on a
standard PC (Intel Core i5-2430M/2Gb-DDR3). For comparison, without reordering, the negative
impact of big BDD structures on the algorithm performance was observed already for circuits
with 20-30 memory cells. We did not put much efforts in the optimization but we believe that
there remain much opportunities for improvement.

We used both fault-models SEU(1,K) and SET (1,K) with K = 50, which allows K cycles/-
transitions to be computed effectively (∆K). The obtained results are a fortiori valid for any
K ≥ 50. However, for non-restrictive trivial input/output specification and small circuits, it is
not worth to choose higher K values since all reachable states might be visited within a small
number of execution steps K, and no further optimization will be achieved even if we continue the
execution. When all reachable states are visited the execution can be stopped even if K steps have
not been fully performed. Thanks to the encoding of input/output specification into the circuit
structure (Section 5), the reachable states also contain the information about the values of input
signals and the relevance of primary outputs (for the error-propagation analysis). The number of
steps K needed to explore the whole state space varies depending on the specification and circuit
complexity. For small circuit (e.g., b02, b01) with simple input/output specification (e.g., only the
reset at the very beginning), we visit all reachable states in K < 10 steps. On the other hand,
for larger circuits (shift/add multipliers or the circuit b08) with explicit complex input/output
interface specifications (FSMs with 10 and more states), a higher value of K is rewarding and
allows us to catch error masking behaviors that happen regularly (e.g., circuit restarts or returns
to the initial state in cyclic FSMs within every 30-40 cycles).

Our analysis has been applied to common arithmetic units taken from the OpenCores project [21]
and from the ITC’99 benchmark suite [16]. For each circuit, we defined non-restrictive input-output
specification for the sake of generality. For the majority of the circuits, the input pattern specifies
only synchronous reset at its initialization phase and no further reset (b01, b02, b03, b04, b06, b09).
Such non-restrictive patterns may reduce achievable optimizations, which could be significantly
increased if more details about the behavior of the surrounding circuit were provided. However,
for the shift/add multiplier [33] the input-output specification is dictated by its functionality. The
produced output is relevant only two cycle after the start signal has been raised (one cycle to
fetch new data plus at least one cycle to process it). Since we should not assume when the output
is read out, we suppose that the data output may be read at any time two cycles after the last
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start and until the next start. As a result, our semantic analysis with this output specification
shows that only the 8 product bits should be protected by voters.

Circuit b08 represents a group of self-stabilizing circuits that return to their initial state (and
wait for the next start) within a bounded number of cycles (for b08, this period is 8 cycles).
Additionally, by functionality, the circuit is supposed to be restarted periodically. The correspond-
ing input and output specification allowed us to suppress all voters. We would like to highlight
that any circuit with internal counters has a similar behavior of self-stabilization (the shift/add
multiplier is another example).

Table 4 summarizes the results of the analysis on those circuits in D1, D2, and D3, with the
fault-model SEU(1,K). The column FFs shows the total number of memory cells in the original
circuit, while the other columns show the number of remaining voters in the TMR circuit after
the syntactic and semantic steps (without, with input, with input and output interfaces). In each
case, we give the results obtained with the three logic domains.

The syntactic step eliminates all voters in circuits with a pipelined architecture such as adders,
multipliers, or logarithmic units. With rolling pipelined architectures, a control part and a looped
dataflow circuit may require voter protection (e.g., none of the 28 voters of the shift/add multiplier
are removed with only the syntactic analysis).

In general, control intensive circuits require a protection of their FSMs. Almost all memory
cells of the serial flow comparator (b01) or the serial-to-serial converter (b09) have to be protected.
Nevertheless, our analysis is capable of suppressing a significant amount of voters in many control
intensive circuits. A circuit is usually composed of data and control flow parts and we can expect
that most voters in the data flow part can be suppressed.

The logic domain D2 is, most of the time, precise enough. However, correcting a bit-flip in D2
(e.g., 0→ U→ U) looses information. In some circuits, like b03 and b08, substantial logical error
masking is performed by an FSM and the analysis fails to detect it.

The precision of the domain D3 allows us to achieve better optimizations than the domain D2
in circuits b03 and b08 (see Table 4). With D3, the corrupted FSM will recover to a precise state,
while with D2 its cells will recover to the correct unknown value U. This precise state plays a
crucial role to show that the rest of the circuit, that depends on this FSM, will be cleaned up too.

The results for SET (1,K) are shown in Table 5. The number of suppressed voters did not
change with D2. However, even the proposed approximations in Section 6.2 does not help to
resolve the complexity problem for some circuits when analyzed with D1 and D3. The bottleneck
results from the large number of corruption combinations if a single combinatorial cone includes
many memory cells. For example, in the circuit b03, there is an FSM of 2 cells where each cell is
connected through a combinatorial circuit to 26 memory cells (mainly controlling their enable
signals). As a result, to approximate the impact of an SET in this FSM, we have to calculate all
possible corruption combinations of 26 cells, which is 226 configurations. The circuits that could
not be analysed are marked by ∗ in Table 5.

The scalability of logic domains D1, D2, and D3 has also been compared. Figure 7 presents
the growth of the RSS Si after i iterations (see Section 3) for the b03 and b06 circuits. The fixed
point is reached with less iterations in D2, and the number of states grows exponentially for D1
versus linearly for D2. The same behavior is observed in all considered circuits.

The logic domain D3 reaches the fixed-point as fast as D1 while keeping the same precision.
This fact is demonstrated in Table 6 where we measured the number of cycles to calculate the
RSS for each domain (the column “# iterations”). The column “seconds” gives the execution
time spent to calculate the RSS, and the last column ,“# BDD nodes”, gives the complexity of
the RSS BDD representation in terms of allocated BDD nodes. On the one hand, the number of
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Table 5 Voter Minimization, SET model, Boolean domains D1 | D2 | D3.

Circuit FFs Synt. Semantic Sem.Inp. Sem.Out.

Da
ta

Fl
ow

In
t. D1 D2 D3 D1 D2 D3 D1 D2 D3

Pipelined FP mult. [21] 121 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pipelined log unit [21] 41 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Shift/Add mult. [33] 28 28 – 19 – – 19 – – 8 –

ITC’99 [16](subset)

Co
nt

ro
l

Fl
ow

b01 Flows comparator 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

In
te

ns
iv

e b02 BCD recognizer 4 3 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 3 3
b03 Resource arbiter 30 29 – 29 – – 29 – – 29 –
b06 Interrupt handler 9 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
b08 Inclusion detector 21 21 – 21 21 – 21 0 – 21 0
b09 Serial converter 28 21 – 20 – – 20 – – 20 –

A ’–’ denotes an out of time termination of the analysis (>20 mins)
’Syn.’ column shows the results of syntactic analysis

BDD nodes allocated to represent the RSS in larger circuits (b03, b08, b09) is much smaller with
D3 than with D1. On the other hand, the BDD structures in D3 require more variables and are
more time consuming to manipulate. The domain D3 overapproximates the RSS (see Section 3.3),
which leads to less allocated nodes in the larger circuits. While it allows us to keep the necessary
precision for optimizations comparable to the ones allowed by D1, our existing implementation of
D3 would require further optimizations to be considered as an interesting compromise.

The bar graph of Figure 8 shows the ratio of the size of the RSS in D1 to the corresponding
size in D2. The RSSs in D1 are several orders larger than the corresponding ones in D2. The most
computation demanding step of the whole analysis is checking error propagation (see Section 5).
A prohibiting growth of BDD structures representing the set of states Ei was observed with D1
for circuits of around 30 memory cells. The logic domain D2 allows the analysis (with input and
output interfaces) of much larger circuits, up to 100 cells.

In order to evaluate the benefits of our analysis, TMR has been applied to the benchmarks
with the minimized set of voters. The inserted voters are triplicated following the practice in
the existing industrial tools to avoid a single-point of failure and to protect against SETs. The
final circuits have been synthesized with Synplify Pro with no optimization applied (Resource
Sharing, FSM Optimization, etc.). As a case study, we have chosen Flash-based ProASIC3 FPGA
as a synthesis target. Its configuration memory is immune to soft-errors [34] and data memory is
protected with voters. Table 7 compares the size and maximum frequency of the circuit with full
TMR (i.e., voters after each FF) versus TMR with the optimized number of voters. The gains
are presented in terms of the required FPGA hardware Core Cells (hw column) and maximum
synthesizable frequency (MHz column). The gain in the maximum frequency depends on the
location of the removed voters (in the circuit critical path or not). The reduction in area directly
depends on the number of suppressed voters (up to 55%).

Instead of using symbolic simulation with BDDs, we could have chosen a satisfiability-based
approach and have encoded the same algorithm as a bounded model checking problem. We could
benefit from the efficiency of SAT solvers and possibly improve the scalibility of our algorithms.
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Figure 7 Logic Domain Comparison: Reachable State Space Size.
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Figure 8 Logic Domain Comparison: Size Ratio of RSS.

However, since we use multi-value logic domains and the error-correction/-injection operators
vot and err, a SAT-based approach would require a non-trivial circuit orchestration. This option
offers nonetheless a possible avenue for future research.

8 Related work

Existing industrial tools for applying TMR into FPGA protect against both kinds of soft error,
SEUs and SETs. They include the Xilinx XTMR tool [6,46], BYU/Los Alamos National Laboratory
B-TMR [37], Synopsys’s Synplify Premier [44], and Mentor Graphics Precision Hi-Rel [19]. In
these tools, TMR is applied to circuit parts chosen by the user and, thus, the resulting circuits
might not be fault-tolerant unless voters are inserted after each memory cell and primary circuit
outputs. [19] proposes a protection technique against SEUs that requires only memory cells
triplication with a majority voter insertion. But this approach relies on the assumption that
only memory cells are influenced by radiation particles and that no signal perturbations in a
combinatorial circuit occur. Thus, unlike our technique, the technique of [19] protects only against
SEUs and not against SETs.
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Table 6 Time and memory resources to calculate the RSS.

δ, sec # iterations seconds # BDD nodes

b0
1

D1 0.037 9 0.01 156
D2 0.037 6 0.01 78
D3 0.060 6 0.01 151

b0
2

D1 0.020 9 0.005 81
D2 0.020 9 0.04 66
D3 0.024 9 0.01 127

b0
3

D1 0.42 17 2.53 1506
D2 0.44 7 0.28 311
D3 875.670 7 235.13 668

b0
6

D1 0.044 8 0.024 473
D2 0.052 6 0.018 130
D3 0.056 6 0.02 256

b0
8

D1 0.364 40 3.14 27813
D2 0.356 5 0.02 324
D3 41.49 5 48.08 1222

b0
9

D1 31.332 32 27.57 2919
D2 0.852 20 1.04 446
D3 >1000 - - -

While our static analysis uses exclusively logical masking to tolerate transient errors, many
other works rely on electrical and latching-window properties of hardware to estimate the chance
that errors will not manifest in failures. This is the primary reason why a good part of research on
voter insertion, Selective Triple-Modular Redundancy (STMR), and partial hardware redundancy
mainly focus on probabilistic approaches [2, 28,31,40]. Contrary to our approach, they are not
interested in formal guarantees that the final circuit tolerates a fault-model. [31] shows how
selective voter insertion minimizes the negative timing impact of TMR. In [38], probabilities are
used to apply TMR on selected portions of the circuit (STMR). In [40], STMR of combinational
circuits specifies input interfaces using input signal probabilities. The main advantage of STMR
over TMR is that the area of the STMR circuit is roughly two-thirds of the area of the TMR circuit.
An original probabilistic-based idea is given in [29] that allows a certain level of degradation in
output correctness in order to optimize TMR at a Data Flow Graph (DFG) abstraction level.
While this technique is originally dedicated to heterogenous systems, it could be applied to Digital
Signal Processing (DSP) hardware as well. Since the proposed methods are probabilistic, some
errors may propagate to primary outputs. In our approach, the circuit is guaranteed to mask all
possible errors of the considered fault model.

Other works use model-checking to guarantee user-defined fault-tolerance properties [3, 41].
[41] investigates which memory cells in SpaceWire node have to be protected so that even under
an SEU occurrence the circuit keeps its functional properties, expressed as 39 assertions in linear
temporal logic. If a cell is protected (fabricated with a special technology), an SEU cannot corrupt
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Table 7 Frequency and area gain of optimized vs full TMR.

TMR circuit voters MHz gain hw gain

Da
ta

Fl
ow

In
te

ns
. Pipelined FP Multiplier 8x8 121 60.5 2338

Optimized 0 71.0 17.4% 1831 21.7%
Pipelined logarithm unit 41 128.3 693

Optimized 0 184.1 43.5% 447 35.5%
Shift/Add multiplier 8x8 28 106.0 537

Optimized 8 108.0 1.9% 408 24.0%

b01 Flows comparator 5 162.6 126
Optimized 3 162.6 0% 114 9.5%

Co
nt

ro
l

Fl
ow

In
te

ns
iv

e

b02 BCD recognizer 4 181.9 69
Optimized 2 206.6 13.6% 60 13.1%

b03 Resource arbiter 30 81.6 594
Optimized 17 109.0 33.6% 576 3.0%

b06 Interrupt handler 9 144.8 168
Optimized 3 144.8 0% 134 20.2%

b08 Inclusions detector 21 115.4 484
Optimized 0 142.4 23.4% 216 55.4%

b09 Serial converter 28 89.4 584
Optimized 20 95.0 6.3% 565 3.3%

it. On the other hand, a protected cell consumes more power than a non-protected memory cell.
As a result of verification-guided replacement of protected cells by their non-protected alternatives,
a 4.45X reduction in power has been achieved. The work [3] formally proves that some system
properties of ATM controller are kept if an SEU happens. The authors evaluate the probability to
obtain the expected property under faults.

Another group of formal studies investigates sequential circuit robustness symbolically [4, 23]
or by interpolation [13]. Since robustness is introduced probabilistically these work combine both
formal and probabilistic worlds.

While the aforementioned formal studies do not address voter minimization, their approaches
to fault-tolerance and robustness are related to our work.

It is worth noticing that the introduced reachability analysis with multi-value encoding can be
also interpreted within the well-known tainting dataflow-based analysis [18] and path sensitisation
theories [14]. The former assigns a security-related mark to each information bit and tracks its
propagation, just like we tag some bits as erroneous. The later approaches check if there is a
path so that a signal change along that path alters the output. In our case, the signal change
corresponds to an error injection, e.g., a bit-flip, and we check whether this change can propagate
to corrupt the output.
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9 Conclusion

We proposed a logic-level verification-guided approach to minimize the number of voters in TMR
circuits that guarantees a user-defined fault-model to be masked. Our approach is based on
reachable state set computations and input/output interface specifications. In order to avoid
analyzing the triplicated circuit, we introduced three logic domains, which allowed us to perform
the analysis on a single copy of the circuit. Our analysis shows that some voters are useless and
can be safely removed from the TMR application. We have used as case studies several arithmetic
circuits as well as the benchmark suite ITC’99. They show that our technique allows not only a
significant reduction in the amount of hardware resources (up to 35% for data flow intensive circuits
and up to 55% for control flow intensive ones), but also a significant increase in the clock rate,
compared to the full TMR method that inserts a voter after each memory cell. We demonstrated
that the choice of the logic domain influences the scalability of the analysis and its precision. We
considered both SEU and SET fault-models and explained the modeling methodology. As the
experimental results show, the same level of optimization can be reached for both fault-models,
but the SET model implies a potentially large number of corruption combinations to be examined,
which can cause an analysis bottleneck.

In this article, we have only considered hardware redundancy (TMR) but our approach also
applies to time redundancy. Time-redundant schemes mask errors by voting on re-computed data.
Such schemes reuse the combinational part of the circuit and have a lower hardware overhead
at the price of a lower throughput. We have proposed new fault-tolerance techniques based on
time-redundancy in [12] and [11]. We have demonstrated in [9] how the present voter minimization
technique could be applied to them.

Further research directions include taking into account other optimization criteria such as
frequency and allowing the analysis of large circuits by making our approach modular. We review
these issues in turn.

Frequency maximization
Voters ordering, discussed in Section 3.2, could also take into account other optimization criteria
than voter minimization. For instance, we may increase the maximum synthesizable frequency by
removing first the voters on the critical path. However, removing a voter from the critical path
may make another path critical. Thus, the choice of the next voter to remove depends not only
on the existing ordering but also on the current critical path. However, the critical path strategy
may not result in the minimal number of voters. In this sense, the two criteria “number of voters”
and “synthesizable frequency” are orthogonal, and bi-criteria optimization must be studied.

Modularity
Applying our analysis in a modular manner can increase its scalability and, consequently, the
applicability of the proposed technique to large circuits. The hierarchical compositional design of
today’s circuits makes it natural to decompose a circuit to the IPs of its block-by-block structure.
Such structural partitioning requires the deep design understanding and has already been used
in the model checking of Intel CPUs [1]. In our case, the presented analysis can be applied to
circuit sub-components after the decomposition. After the minimization of internal voters in each
sub-circuit, the components should be interconnected again to rebuild the whole design. However,
the interconnection wires should include voters to guaranty the fault-tolerance property of the final
optimized circuit. Such an approach is not optimal even if the local input/output specifications
are precise, because some of the interconnection voters may be redundant. Only a global analysis
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Figure 9 a) sequential, b) parallel, and c) feedback circuit decomposition.

on the blocks containing such wire with a voter (as an input or output wire) can safely remove
interconnection voters.

If a decomposition in sub-circuits is not known, the circuit netlist has to be automatically
divided and the input-output specifications of its parts have to be found. These steps by themselves
present complex tasks and require deep investigation. Here, we sketch some preliminary ideas
about how these problems can be solved. First, a circuit netlist can be separated according to
some syntactic criteria, e.g., the circuit cuts should be performed at wires that are included in
the biggest number of sequential loops. Such an approach eliminates as many sequential loops as
possible by reducing the number of sequential loops in each sub-component. It limits the number
of potential points where the voters have to be inserted.

After the circuit decomposition, our semantic analysis can be applied to each of its sub-parts.
The main difficulty lies in the identification of input/output specification of each sub-circuit to
perform the local semantic analyses. Figure 9 presents three cases of the circuit separation: a)
sequential, b) parallel, and c) feedback decomposition.

While the input/output specification for c1 and c2 sub-circuits can be extracted from the
global specification in the parallel decomposition (case b, Figure 9), the sequential and feedback
decompositions (cases a and c) create unknown internal specifications (marked in red). They have
to be found for each sub-part. Consider, for instance, the unknown input specification i2 for the
sequential decomposition (case a). The signals in i2 are the outputs o1. Since the netlist c1 and
its input specification i1 fully describe the behavior of c1, o1 and i2 can be described by the same
NBA. In the worst case, such NBA could be as big as c1 multiplied by the size of i1, which can
be prohibitive for the following semantic analysis of c2 sub-circuit. Consequently, the extracted
NBA should be over-approximated to lower the complexity. Naturally, the over-approximation
may influence the precision of the further semantic voter minimization in c2. The feedback
decomposition is even more complex because of the mutual dependency between sub-components
c1 and c2.

These modularity issues are complex but important and valuable since many other static
analyses of circuits could benefit from them.
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BDD Binary Decision Diagram.

DFG Data Flow Graph.
DSP Digital Signal Processing.

FF Flip-Flop.
FPGA Field-Programmable Gate Array.
FSM Finite State Machine.

IC Integrated Circuit.

MVFS Minimum Vertex Feedback Set.

NBA Non-deterministic Büchi Automaton.

RSS Reachable State Set.

SER Soft-Error Rate.
SET Single-Event Transient.
SEU Single-Event Upset.
STMR Selective Triple-Modular Redundancy.

TET Transient Error Tolerance.
TMR Triple-Modular Redundancy.
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